CYBER CAPABILITIES AND
NATIONAL POWER:
A Net Assessment

 Four members of the Five Eyes intelligence alliance – the United States, the
United Kingdom, Canada and Australia
 Three cyber-capable allies of the Five Eyes states – France, Israel and Japan
 Four countries viewed by the Five Eyes and their allies as cyber threats – China,
Russia, Iran and North Korea
 Four states at earlier stages in their cyber-power development – India,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam
The methodology is broad and principally qualitative, assessing each state’s
capabilities in seven different categories. The cyber ecosystem of each state
is analysed, including how it intersects with international security, economic
competition and military affairs.
On that basis the 15 states are divided into three tiers: Tier One is for states with
world-leading strengths across all the categories in the methodology, Tier Two is for
those with world-leading strengths in some of the categories, and Tier Three is for
those with strengths or potential strengths in some of the categories but significant
weaknesses in others.
The conclusion is that only one state currently merits inclusion in Tier One.
Seven are placed in Tier Two, and seven in Tier Three.
This report is the first product of a cyber-power project undertaken by the
International Institute for Strategic Studies. Assessments of the cyber capabilities of
many other states will be published in the coming years.
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Preface

In February 2019 the International Institute for Strategic

actions in cyberspace.5 In March 2020, Trump declared a

Studies (IISS) announced in a Survival article its intention to

national emergency in cyberspace,6 the fourth time in five

develop a methodology for assessing the cyber capabilities

years that a US president had done so. In April 2021, China

of states and how they contribute to national power.1 Here,

referred to the US as the ‘champion’ of cyber attacks.7 A

we set out that methodology, use it to assess 15 countries,

month later, the G7 foreign ministers’ meeting called on

and draw out the overarching themes and conclusions.

both Russia and China to bring their cyber activities into

This report is intended to assist national decision-

line with international norms.8 Overall, this report pro-

making, for example by indicating the cyber capabilities

vides substantial further evidence that, for many countries,

that make the greatest difference to national power. Such

cyber policies and capabilities have moved to centre stage

information can help governments and major corpora-

in international security.

tions when calculating strategic risk and deciding on
strategic investment.

The countries covered in this report are the US, the
United Kingdom, Canada and Australia (four of the Five

While other organisations have developed index-based

Eyes intelligence allies); France and Israel (the two most

methodologies,2 with most focusing principally on cyber

cyber-capable partners of the Five Eyes states); Japan (also

security, our methodology is broader: it is principally qual-

an ally of the Five Eyes states, but less capable in the secu-

itative and analyses the wider cyber ecosystem for each

rity dimensions of cyberspace, despite its formidable eco-

country, including how it intersects with international

nomic power); China, Russia, Iran and North Korea (the

security, economic competition and military affairs.

principal states posing a cyber threat to Western interests);

The 15 studies represent a snapshot in time: the national
circumstances of each state will of course evolve, and cyber
strategies and investments will face challenges from many
sources, including the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless,

and India, Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam (four countries at earlier stages in their cyber-power development).
We assess each country’s capabilities in seven
categories:

for each state, most policies and trends in capability are
likely to endure.
The studies have been conducted against the back-

• Strategy and doctrine
• Governance, command and control

ground of intensifying international confrontation in

• Core cyber-intelligence capability

cyberspace. Several reference points can be cited by way of

• Cyber empowerment and dependence

illustration. In 2015, China’s new military strategy declared

• Cyber security and resilience

that ‘outer space and cyber space have become new com-

• Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

manding heights of strategic competition’ between states.3

• Offensive cyber capability

In 2016, the Unites States accused the Russian government,
and President Vladimir Putin personally, of ordering a sustained information attack on the US presidential election.4

Key assessments are summarised in a single paragraph at the start of each chapter.

In May 2019, then-president Donald Trump foreshadowed

The IISS intends to continue its research into cyber

a technology war with China if it continued its malign

power and to lead expert dialogue on the subject, guided
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by its teams in Berlin, London, Manama, Singapore and

We have relied on the input of many experts and wish

Washington DC. In future publications we intend to

to thank all of them. The IISS is the sole author of this

conduct a deeper analysis of offensive cyber campaigns.

publication and takes full responsibility for its contents.
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The Cyber-Power Project:
Context and Methodology
Over the last 20 years, cyber capabilities have become a

These media reports only tell a small part of the story.

formidable new instrument of national power. As well as

State cyber operations to reconnoitre and gain a pres-

using such capabilities to obtain state secrets from each

ence on relevant networks are occurring every second

other, as in traditional espionage, states have also used

and are now a permanent feature of cyberspace. The

them for a range of other, more threatening purposes.

risk of miscalculation is high. Reconnaissance or prepo-

These include bolstering their own economic develop-

sitioning could be misinterpreted by the defender as an

ment by stealing intellectual property; threatening to

actual attack, and therefore provoke retaliation. Inserted

disrupt the financial institutions, oil industries, nuclear

code could malfunction, causing an accident. Escalation

plants, power grids and communications infrastructure of

could easily spiral out of control as a result, which is

states they regard as adversaries; attempting to interfere

perhaps the gravest risk entailed in state-on-state cyber

in democratic processes; degrading and disrupting mili-

operations. Other risks include the acquisition of state

tary capabilities in wartime; and, in one case, constraining

capabilities by criminals or terrorists, and the ease with

the ability of another state to develop nuclear weapons.

which states can find highly effective offensive tools on

The state-on-state cyber operations revealed in the

the open market (the so-called ‘low point of entry’).

media include those by the United States and Iran against

In short, cyberspace has become, perhaps inevi-

each other; Israel and Iran against each other; Russia

tably, a key and risky new environment for statecraft

against Estonia, Georgia and Ukraine; and Chinese

and competition between states in the twenty-first

attempts to steal intellectual property on an industrial

century. It has also become a major, and arguably the

scale. Russian operations against the democratic process

major, domain for organised crime. There are no reli-

in the US and United Kingdom have received consid-

able estimates of the costs of cyber crime at a national

erable attention, as have the US retaliatory operations

level.1 It is possible to document lower-end estimates of

against the St Petersburg-based group deemed to be

certain types of cyber crime, such as credit-card fraud,2

partly responsible. A Russian cyber operation against

but such sub-categories cannot capture the full range

the US in late 2020, the ‘SolarWinds hack’, has also been

of economic costs from the many types of cyber crime

prominent. There have been operations by Iran against

that extend beyond direct losses, for example by caus-

Saudi Arabia, by North Korea against Sony Pictures

ing reputational damage or degradation of share value.

and the global banking system, and by the US, the UK

Since 2017 there has been a surge in reported losses from

and Australia against the Islamic State (also known as

ransomware (malware that prevents access to critical

ISIS or ISIL). Some operations have been conducted in

data until the required ransom amount is paid), which

an unrestrained manner, resulting in many unintended

have totalled tens of billions of dollars. The damage

victims. For example, the NotPetya malware that the

done by the various types of cyber crime has inevitably

Russians used against Ukraine severely damaged the

led to a new world of litigation, regulatory fines and

Maersk shipping line, and the WannaCry malware the

insurance claims. In addition, terrorist groups such as

North Koreans used against the global banking system

ISIS and al-Qaeda aspire to become more cyber-capable,

affected the UK’s National Health Service.

while political-activist groups of all stripes now view
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cyberspace as an indispensable medium through which

digitally from home as a result of COVID-19 has had

to advance their causes. The threats to any state and its

obvious implications for cyber security, with a spike

citizens in cyberspace are many and varied.

in malign cyber activity. This should not be a surprise,

States are therefore trying to mitigate the risks that

as the restrictions on human mobility have massively

cyber threats pose to their digital economies, critical

decreased the opportunities for criminality and state

national infrastructure and citizens by making consid-

espionage in the physical world while increasing them

erable investment in protective cyber-security capa-

commensurately in the digital one. Opportunities are

bilities. These are fuelling the growth of a globalised

now proliferating for individuals who can steal, defraud

cyber-industrial sector. States are incorporating cyber

and spy digitally from home. However, there are perhaps

capabilities into their national investment strategies and

other, more positive lessons to draw. Before COVID-19,

their military doctrines and plans, and increasing the

the world was already dealing with another kind of virus

tempo of their cyber-related activities.

pandemic – in cyberspace. Every day, national security

More fundamentally, states have realised the degree

and global prosperity are being significantly damaged

to which their economic prosperity, as well as their

by cyber infections. While of course the threat to human

national security and geostrategic influence, is depend-

health and life is less serious than that from biological

ent on their management of cyber risks. This becomes

viruses, it nevertheless remains conceivable that cyber

even more critical as the everyday lives of their busi-

operations, if unchecked, will cause even greater destruc-

nesses and citizens become more internet-dependent,

tion, and potentially also deaths, either by accident or

given the roll-out of the Internet of Things (‘smart’

design. Lessons from the way states have collaborated

homes in smart cities, with driverless vehicles on smart

to fight COVID-19 – for example on movement restric-

roads). States are therefore trying to shape, influence

tions and the supply of personal-protection equipment,

and, in some cases, control the future design and gov-

and in seeking to develop therapeutic remedies and via-

ernance of the internet. Some states, led by Russia and

ble vaccines – might therefore be applicable to dealing

China, have for many years been advocating in the

with this cyber pandemic. For example, the international

United Nations for a new internet-governance model

approach to establishing meaningful norms of behaviour

that would see greater state control rather than the

for cyberspace could be intensified. States could increase

predominant ‘multi-stakeholder’ balance between gov-

their efforts to work together to combat cyber crime glob-

ernments, the private sector, interest groups and indi-

ally, perhaps with some form of sharing between states

viduals, commonly referred to as ‘internet freedom’. At

of the technical ‘DNA’ of cyber-criminal threats in the

the heart of the national strategies of the US and China,

same way that the DNA of COVID-19 has been shared.

and the trade war between them, is competition for con-

Moreover, some of the post-COVID-19 lessons about the

trol over the technologies that physically underpin the

importance of increasing national and global resilience

future of cyberspace – such as microchip production,

to strategic shocks will be equally applicable to plans for

computer assembly, mobile internet (such as 5G), cloud

dealing with a cyber catastrophe.

architectures, cables and routers. In 2020, moves by the

As national prosperity, security and statecraft have

US to ban the Chinese software applications TikTok and

become increasingly reliant on cyberspace, understand-

WeChat under the Clean Network programme3 added

ing the development and use of cyber power by states

a further dimension, in some ways paralleling China’s

has become paramount. That is why the IISS has devel-

long-standing ban on US software applications as part

oped a methodology for assessing national cyber power.

of its ‘Great Firewall’. Given the geostrategic, economic
and security advantages that a leadership position in

Methodology

advanced information technologies would bring, states

A number of organisations have developed method-

in the twenty-first century recognise they can only be

ologies for measuring cyber power. The majority have

superpowers if they are digital superpowers.

focused principally on cyber security and have been

The huge surge in the number of people working

2 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

index-based. By contrast, the IISS methodology is

holistic, covering all the facets outlined above, and is

can a state best protect itself against a cyber-capable

principally qualitative.

adversary by isolating from the global internet? Our

This report does not consider non-state actors unless

assumption is that any dependence on internet con-

we assess that the development and/or use of their cyber

nectivity brings with it an inherent vulnerability; but it

capabilities is directed by a state. We include the Iranian

also brings the data, global reach and networking that

Cyber Army, for example, as part of Iran’s state capa-

empower twenty-first-century economies, statecraft

bility, and the St Petersburg-based Internet Research

and warfare. We therefore consider both sides of the

Agency as part of Russia’s. As for cyber criminality, it

coin. To understand the contours of the dependence,

is beyond our scope apart from in cases where there is a

we look at the vibrancy and scale of the country’s digi-

proven nexus with a state.

tal economy, including its international relationships in

We assess each country in seven categories:

this area. We are guided by the G20’s definition of the
digital economy, adopted in 2016, which sees it as the

• Strategy and doctrine

entirety of the economic impacts of modern informa-

• Governance, command and control

tion and communications technology (ICT) throughout

• Core cyber-intelligence capability

all sectors, rather than just the estimated value of ICT

• Cyber empowerment and dependence

companies’ output of goods and services. We also look

• Cyber security and resilience

at what may be termed sovereign economic power in

• Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

the cyber domain. It is beyond the scope of this report to

• Offensive cyber capability

analyse the whole scientific and technological foundation of each country’s digital economy; instead we use

Under strategy and doctrine, we analyse the most
important government documents, regardless of the

assessments of research into and use of artificial intelligence (AI) as a proxy indicator.4

formal titles assigned to them. We review, for example,

The category of cyber security and resilience cov-

documents that set out priorities and budgets, describe

ers a state’s core cyber-security capability, including its

management policy or organisational change, or aim to

ability to respond to, and recover from, significant cyber

raise public awareness of national strategy. Unlike most

incidents and emergencies. It also includes the setting of

index-based models, we examine the evolution and

security standards, technical innovation, sector-specific

judge the quality of the strategies and doctrines, rather

risk management, the effectiveness of the indigenous

than just noting their existence.

cyber-security industry, and the degree to which the

Under governance, command and control, we cover

country has been able to develop and expand a cyber-

the top-level governmental and military structures, as

specialist workforce. To provide something of a stand-

well as those at the more operational level. We show

ardised measure of national cyber security, we include

how these structures have evolved over time, as well as

in each study a reference to the country’s ranking in

examining their effectiveness today.

the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled by the

At the heart of any nation’s cyber capability, both defen-

International Telecommunication Union (ITU).

sive and offensive, is the ability to identify and understand

Under global leadership in cyberspace affairs, we

threats and opportunities in cyberspace. Many sources of

consider the extent to which a country engages in, influ-

information contribute to such situational awareness, but

ences and attempts to lead international collaboration

the most vital is a core cyber-intelligence capability (also

on cyber matters. The category therefore includes rele-

commonly referred to as a ‘cyber-espionage’ capability).

vant international diplomacy, formal alliances, engage-

While we have included this as a category, it has proven

ment in international forums, and participation in

hard to measure objectively given the understandable

international technical cooperation and arrangements

lack of publicly available information.

for mutual assistance.

In considering cyber empowerment and depend-

Our use of the term offensive cyber covers cyber oper-

ence, we are addressing a frequently asked question:

ations that are principally intended to deliver an effect
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rather than those principally intended to gather intel-

worldview of each country, as well as large diver-

ligence. Such operations range from those designed for

gences in the quality and quantity of available source

cognitive effects to those designed for physical destruc-

material. The content of the studies has been harmo-

tion – whether in peace or war, and regardless of whether

nised only to the extent needed to address the main

the operations are run by civilians or the military, or

research questions.

whether the targets are civilian or military. Various other

The data underpinning our analysis was gathered

terms are commonly used for such operations, includ-

through research of published material and, in some

ing ‘computer-network attack’, ‘computer-network

cases, interviews with experts. The amount of pub-

operations’, ‘cyber-enabled information operations and

licly available data on cyber capabilities is greater than

warfare’, ‘cyber-influence operations’ and ‘cyber effects’.

might be expected, making feasible some objective

Terms such as ‘cyber espionage’ and ‘computer-network

measurement. This is particularly true of the essen-

exploitation’ apply to intelligence-gathering and are

tial protective domain and any national economic and

covered in this report under core cyber-intelligence

industrial components. The key facts in the studies

capability. We also consider the factors that dictate each

include those that have emerged from published strat-

country’s use of its offensive cyber capability, including

egies and plans, known investment of financial and

political will, legal regimes and ethical frameworks.

human resources, known operational use, and testing

The countries assessed in this report are:

and exercising activities. We have also taken account
of various non-governmental and academic indi-

• Four of the five states that make up the Five

ces, including the ITU’s Global Cybersecurity Index.

Eyes intelligence alliance: the US, the UK,

Offensive cyber and intelligence capabilities are,

Canada and Australia

unsurprisingly, the most difficult to measure objec-

• Three close cyber allies of the Five Eyes partners: France, Israel and Japan
• The four states commonly viewed as the principal cyber threats to the Five Eyes and allied

tively. For example, an absence of evidence for their
existence does not equate to evidence of their absence.
Qualitative judgement therefore also forms a key part
of the 15 country studies.

states: China, Russia, Iran and North Korea
• Four developing cyber states: India, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Vietnam.5

Analysis
This section sets out some of the key themes to emerge
from our analysis of the 15 countries, along with observa-

There are of course many cyber-capable states absent

tions about their relative standing in terms of cyber power.

from this list – notably Germany and some of the Nordic
and South Korea in the Far East; and Saudi Arabia and

The challenges of national strategy for
cyberspace

some other Gulf states in the Middle East. Taiwan is also

All the countries assessed in this report, even the most

worthy of close analysis. This report includes no North

powerful, have struggled to shape durable policy

or sub-Saharan African states, and none in Central or

frameworks for cyberspace, either for the purpose of

South America. With this first compilation, our inten-

exploiting new opportunities or defending against new

tion was to apply the methodology to most of the sig-

threats. The dynamism of the cyber environment (in

nificant current cyber powers and to a small selection of

technologies, economics, politics and security affairs)

developing powers, before applying it to a wider range

has forced leading countries to undertake reappraisals

of states in due course.

and revisions to key strategy documents on an almost

and Baltic states in Europe; New Zealand; Singapore

Each study was undertaken by a specialist, answer-

continuous basis. In ways that vary from country to

ing a set of detailed questions for each of the seven

country, the traditional structures of government, cor-

categories in the methodology. The resulting narra-

porate management and social organisation consist-

tives inevitably reflect the specific circumstances and

ently struggle to adapt in a timely fashion. Though

4 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

‘disruptive’ is perhaps an overused term, it is the pre-

most of what is needed for an offensive cyber operation.

dominant characteristic of the forces at play.

As a result, organisations such as the National Security

Our research confirms that all countries are still in

Agency in the US and Government Communications

the early stages of coming to terms with the strategic

Headquarters in the UK have been the driving forces

implications of cyberspace. Ambitions and imagina-

behind the national approach to cyber in their respec-

tive visions are plentiful and have already been mani-

tive countries.

fested in pioneering projects that include smart cities,

The US and the UK are among the countries where

driverless cars, remote surgery and military robotics.

the need for greater transparency on cyber security has

In most countries, however, matching those ambitions

been recognised. There have been various initiatives to

to national decision-making processes has proved dif-

improve openness, including a greater sharing of data

ficult. The consumer-driven private sector remains well

on threats and vulnerabilities with industry and the pub-

ahead of government regulation and policy. In several

lic. On offensive cyber, it has so far proved difficult even

countries, the cyber-industrial complex is racing ahead

to find the language for a more informed national and

with surveillance and intelligence capabilities, prompt-

international public debate, but such an effort remains

ing dire warnings about the direction in which human

essential if the risks are to be properly managed.

society may be headed. Some governments now see
cyberspace as an arena of existential competition, even

High-tech industrial competition

as they try to put in place international collaborative

The future cyber resilience of every state depends on the

systems to dampen competitive impulses. A sense of

physical infrastructure underpinning the global internet,

crisis and inadequacy is pervasive in political circles,

how it is built and by whom. Given the heated debate in

with private actors seemingly saying ‘catch me if you

2020 about Huawei, and the presumed risks entailed in

can’ to governments as they race to maximise immense

using foreign equipment in critical national infrastruc-

profits. The impacts on the formulation of national

ture, it is instructive to examine the current state of play

strategy have been both positive and negative, but few

when it comes to national representation in global digi-

governments believe their current strategies are likely

tal assets. The nationalities of the 51 telecommunications

to achieve their stated goals.

or technology companies that appear in the 2020 Fortune

The inter-state competition in cyberspace has become

‘Global 500’ rankings reveal the extent to which those

a contest over the ability to develop effective strategies

two sectors remain dominated by the US and its allies or

for national development and then implement them.

close partners,6 which together provide no fewer than 43

Few countries have scored highly in this regard, but

of the companies: 16 are American; ten are Japanese; six

the smaller countries, such as Israel, seem to have per-

Taiwanese; two South Korean; eight Western European;

formed better than the larger ones.

and one Mexican. The remaining eight companies are
Chinese, with their market share expanding in East and

The role of intelligence agencies

Southeast Asia, sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America

Secrecy is one of the issues that impedes a more

as part of China’s Digital Silk Road programme.

informed international approach to managing the

For all countries, the use of digital technology relies

risks entailed in cyber operations, as sensitive intelli-

to some extent on foreign-produced components, with

gence capabilities and the agencies that run them are

the Chinese situation particularly instructive. China

at the heart of both the defensive and offensive opera-

describes the eight American companies whose prod-

tions of all the leading states. For example, capabilities

ucts are prevalent in its digital infrastructure as the

designed by Five Eyes countries to detect online ter-

‘eight guardian warriors’: Apple, Cisco, Google, IBM,

rorist activity after 9/11 have also proved essential in

Intel, Microsoft, Oracle and Qualcomm. One way China

detecting and attributing cyber attacks. Likewise, sen-

has sought to mitigate this perceived vulnerability is

sitive hacking techniques that states have developed

to involve US companies in its internal cyber-security

in order to collect intelligence on adversaries provide

governance, including for national technical standards,
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allowing it some oversight of the use of US technology

a vibrant, multibillion-dollar cyber-security industry,

in its networks. But achieving such oversight is difficult,

as well as large investments in state-of-the art security

given the extent to which some US and Chinese entities

by the internet service providers themselves. These

are entangled in cyberspace. For example, in September

states also strive to retain a global, multi-stakeholder

2019, IBM and the Bank of China announced that they

internet, with governance balanced across national

would expand their existing relationship to co-create

governments, the private sector, non-governmental

new digital innovations for the financial industry, sup-

organisations and academia.

porting tens of trillions of dollars of daily global finan-

It is notable that in the ITU’s Global Cybersecurity

cial exchanges across shared infrastructure with agreed

Index, the leading liberal democracies tend to score con-

common or compatible standards. Whether the tech-

siderably higher on cyber security than the authoritar-

nical competition between the US and China, which

ian states. This in part reflects the greater vibrancy of

intensified in 2020, will inevitably lead to an untangling

their cyber-security industrial sectors. In the US, this

of such technical solutions, or even whether such an

sector contributes a much larger portion of national

untangling is possible in today’s interconnected global

GDP than, for example, in China, although the gap has

economy, remains to be seen.

begun to narrow slightly.
In short, both methods for creating a whole-of-society

Whole-of-society approach to cyber security

approach to cyber security seem to have strengths and

The most cyber-capable states are all pushing for what

weaknesses, but the one employed by liberal democra-

could be described as a ‘whole of society’ response to

cies may be the more effective overall.

cyber security. This entails close partnership and sharing of information between the public and private sec-

Offensive cyber

tors and academia, and similarly close civilian–military

The leading cyber powers employ a variety of

partnerships. It also includes innovative upskilling and

approaches to the development and use of offensive

education schemes, and campaigns aimed at heightening

cyber capability. Those that can afford the largest

public awareness.

investments in terms of personnel and money, such as

There are differences of approach,
however.

Predictably,

the

more

authoritarian regimes are employing
a top-down method, with strict governmental control and direction, and
are arguably more focused on controlling the spread of content (ideas) over
the internet than on technical protection of critical networks. Accordingly,
China, Iran and Russia are each
attempting to develop their own ‘sovereign’ state-controlled internets to
enable them to isolate, if necessary,
from a global internet that they per-

the US and China, tend to maintain

What sets the
US apart on
offensive cyber
is its ability
to employ a
sophisticated,
surgical
capability at
scale

ceive as dominated by the US.

a clear separation between militaryand civilian-owned capabilities, even
where military–civilian cooperation is
strong. Some other countries, such as
Australia, France, Israel and the UK,
tend towards a more fused military–
civilian approach, compensating for
a lack of resources through arguably
greater operational agility.
Most states keep the development
and use of offensive cyber capability
under strict government control and
within the bounds of a strict legal
regime. However, some governments

Liberal democracies, on the other hand, tend

– Russia and Iran in particular – are more tolerant of

towards a more distributed approach, with national

‘patriotic hackers’ (private hackers who further the

innovation largely driven by the private sector and aca-

interests of the state) and cyber-criminal groups operat-

demia, and with a key concern being how the privacy

ing from their territories, sometimes even coordinating

of individual citizens’ data is protected. The result is

with them.
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There are also some key doctrinal differences. For

US is more likely to have been the victim of an offen-

both China and Russia, what the West calls ‘offen-

sive cyber attack than the perpetrator. The US may be

sive cyber’ is just the technical component of a wider

the most powerful cyber state, but arguably other coun-

information-operations capability. It is just one means

tries are making greater use of their cyber capabilities

of controlling their own information space, and sub-

in order to exert power. This probably explains the US

verting those of their adversaries, in what they see as

doctrinal shift in 2018 to the Cyber Deterrence Initiative

an ongoing conflict of ideas with the West. It is there-

– a component of which is an attempt to transfer the

fore just as much an arm of those states’ propaganda

day-to-day contest from its own networks to those of its

machines, and a means of creating and delivering ‘fake

perceived adversaries.

news’, as it is a means of penetrating an adversary’s crit-

International dialogue and agreement on the use of

ical infrastructure. In one sense this gives both China

offensive cyber capabilities is sparse, given the sensi-

and Russia the advantage of having a more integrated

tivity of the capabilities involved. Overarching cyber

approach to how cyber capability is employed as part

norms of behaviour (non-binding and voluntary) have

of a wider geopolitical strategy. But this doctrinal dif-

been developed under UN auspices, with the norm

ference may have resulted in China and Russia devot-

attempting to limit the targeting of critical national

ing fewer resources than the US to developing the types

infrastructure of particular relevance.7 In 2020, work

of military offensive cyber capability that are designed

led by the International Committee of the Red Cross

surgically to bring down sophisticated critical civil-

started to focus on further defining a responsible state

ian and military networks during an armed conflict.

use of offensive cyber. This work differentiates between

Russia’s attempts in the United Nations to outlaw such

the surgical and controlled use of sophisticated tools

‘military’ capabilities, and its use of relatively blunt

designed to minimise collateral damage (as with

tools such as NotPetya against Ukraine, may be indica-

Stuxnet) and, for example, the uncontrolled exploitation

tors of this asymmetry in capability.

of global IT vulnerabilities with little thought given to

What sets the US apart on offensive cyber is its ability

the likelihood of widespread collateral damage (as with

to employ a sophisticated, surgical capability at scale. It

NotPetya and WannaCry). These, though, are excep-

has the advantage of being the global first mover, hav-

tions that prove the rule. Generally, in order to manage

ing invested earlier and more heavily than China and

the risks of uncontrolled proliferation and escalation,

Russia in the underpinnings of cyber power. US offen-

more common ground needs to be found for inter-state

sive cyber potential also benefits from close alliances

dialogue on offensive cyber. This will involve states

with other cyber-capable states. Notably, the sophisti-

thinking creatively about how they balance greater

cated cyber operation to disrupt Iranian nuclear enrich-

transparency with the understandable need to protect

ment, revealed in 2010, was only midway through

sensitive national capability.

approximately 25 years of experience that the US has
accumulated. That said, offensive cyber operations do

Resources

not need to be sophisticated to achieve strategic effect.

In trying to measure cyber power, it is necessary to assess

Iran and North Korea, operating alone, have been able

the inputs, such as human capital (numbers of people),

to develop and use relatively unsophisticated tech-

money invested and the quality of technologies used.

niques against neighbouring countries. They have also

However, in the case of every country, the number

reached beyond their regions, including into the main-

of people allocated to cyber roles is difficult to gauge.

land US, in ways that their conventional capabilities

Published figures often cover only dedicated cyber-

cannot achieve. Russia’s interference in US democratic

security professionals in specialist government agencies

processes is another prime example of successful use of

and do not take account of wider public- and private-

unsophisticated cyber operations. This means that dur-

sector capacity. Measuring the size of the effort dedicated

ing the last decade, given its different doctrinal approach

to military effect is particularly difficult. The US military

and greater regard for legal and ethical constraints, the

has indicated the size of its dedicated cyber units, but
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such raw numbers (6,000 in the case of Cyber Command,

While attempting some estimate of the human and

for example) do not include the large workforce involved

physical resources is important, we also acknowledge

in support roles, especially intelligence collection, in

that the principal determinants of a state’s ability to

agencies with broader functions. All countries rely on

exploit cyber power are political will and the quality of

close partnerships between the armed forces, civilian

the cyber operations that are tailored to those particular

agencies and the private sector, and these are delivered

political objectives. These are human factors and they

in different ways and proportions by each country.

are not easily quantified; indeed, in most cases they are

In the cases of China and Russia, we may know their

not even observable.

approximate numbers of dedicated information-warfare
personnel but we should not count all of these as cyber,

International alliances

as an unknown proportion of them undertake more

What individual countries lack in terms of resources

intelligence-related or traditional information-warfare

and expertise, they may be able to make up for through

roles that do not require cyber means. We also cannot

international alliances. The dominant cyber alliance

easily distinguish between the numbers of people

is without doubt the one built on the 65-year-old Five

allocated exclusively to cyber espionage and those

Eyes intelligence partnership. All five countries are

allocated to non-espionage military cyber operations.

individually cyber-capable – with the US the most

Nevertheless, the published strategies, doctrines and

capable of all – but they each gain significantly from the

plans of the US, China and Russia indicate that they are

alliance. France, Israel and Japan are among the other

likely to have the largest numbers of personnel dedicated

states that also have mutually beneficial cyber alliances

to military cyber operations (mostly espionage), with

with individual Five Eyes members. China, Iran, North

personnel strength amplified particularly in the US by

Korea and Russia, meanwhile, do not have a meaning-

the large number of people with cyber-relevant skills

ful cyber alliance either with each other or with any

who are employed in the private sector.

other state.

However, in cyber operations, while numbers can
make a difference, the crucial factor is skills (indeed, one

Military transformation

highly skilled individual could defeat an inadequately

Several states have moved decisively to transform their

trained cyber division of 10,000). Every cyber-capable

military strategies, doctrines and structures to recognise

country, whether authoritarian or liberal-democratic,

both the opportunities and the threats created by cyber-

has therefore identified skills shortages as a major risk.

space technologies. Leading states, particularly the US

Each has embarked on upskilling and training initiatives,

and China, envisage future warfare being won and lost

although, as our country studies indicate, cyber-related

in a cyberspace enabled by artificial intelligence and

research and education appear to be stronger in the

space platforms.

liberal-democratic states. From a cyber perspective, the

Several factors have shaped those transformations,

education systems of China and Russia remain relatively

including the scale of cyber vulnerability in legacy

underdeveloped, as do those of Iran and North Korea.

systems, national cyber-industrial and skills potential,

The size of financial investment in cyber capabili-

the extent of reliance on civilian intelligence capability,

ties is also hard to measure, for the same reasons. But

leadership commitment, and resistance from military

again, the studies suggest that the investments by the

traditionalists. No state has yet made a transition in its

US, China and Russia are the largest. As a proportion

current armed forces to well-integrated and broadly

of GDP, and taking into account their growing cyber-

dispersed cyber capabilities, either for defensive or

related private sectors and academia, investment by the

offensive purposes. The US has probably gone furthest.

UK and Israel also looks significant. It is notable that

One implication of this gradual and only partial tran-

Chinese specialists regularly bemoan the low propor-

sition is that the full potential of military cyber power

tion of GDP that their country spends on cyber security

in the medium term – in the 2030s, say – has yet to be

in comparison with the US.

demonstrated in practice.
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Strategic shock

Movement of 2009, for example). Its development and

The expanding development and use of cyber capabilities

use of offensive capabilities, for example against Saudi

by states has to some extent been escalated by strategic

Aramco, was direct retaliation for the shock of the

shocks. The first of these came in 1991, during the First

Stuxnet hack into its nuclear-enrichment programme.

Gulf War, when the US proved capable of integrating
intelligence and precision-guided weapons to a degree

Tiering

that China and Russia had not yet imagined. US opera-

Using the methodology to rank the 15 countries by

tions in 1999 against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia’s

cyber capability, we identify three broad tiers. Tier

forces in Kosovo had a similar shock effect, as described

One: world-leading strengths in all the categories in

in subsequent speeches by then Chinese president Jiang

the methodology. Tier Two: world-leading strengths in

Zemin. Several senior US military figures have alluded

some of the categories. Tier Three: strengths or poten-

to the offensive cyber operations that formed part of that

tial strengths in some of the categories but significant

campaign. Later, the presumed use of cyber tools in US

weaknesses in others. There are also cyber weaknesses

military operations in Iraq in 2003 attracted widespread

among the states in Tier Two, and even in Tier One, but

attention, as did the perceived role of the internet in the

they are minor when compared with the significant

various so-called ‘colour revolutions’ of the 2000s in

weaknesses that consign states to Tier Three. We have

Georgia, Kyrgyzstan and Ukraine. As a result of their

drawn the following broad conclusions.

perceived relative vulnerabilities, China and Russia

The US remains the most cyber-capable state. Since

began pushing via the UN, as early as 2003, for greater

the mid-1990s its leaders have provided clear political

state control over their ‘sovereign’ cyberspace.

direction for the pursuit of national cyber power: in that

Arguably the biggest shock was still to come, how-

time it has invested heavily in developing relevant civil-

ever: the 2013 Edward Snowden leaks, with their rev-

ian and military capabilities, gained extensive opera-

elations about the extent and sophistication of US and

tional experience and developed the world’s strongest

allied cyber capabilities, including the role played by

digital-industrial base. This is highlighted by the range

leading US digital companies in enabling intelligence

of US companies capable of detecting and attributing

collection. China and Russia were at the same time cre-

state cyber attacks and the proven sophistication of the

ating their own shocks in cyberspace – most famously

US offensive cyber capability, military or otherwise. US

the Chinese theft of Western intellectual property on

cyber strength is also founded on a world-class cyber-

an industrial scale, which had been tracked since at

intelligence capability with global reach and state-of-

least 2011, and the attempted Russian interference in

the-art cryptographic techniques, and is amplified by

US democratic processes, which began in 2014 and

highly integrated partnerships with other states that

escalated in 2016. These in turn led the US to shift to

are also among the most cyber-capable in the world.

the strategy of ‘persistent engagement’ and ‘defend

Nevertheless, the ways in which the US wields its cyber

forward’ under its Cyber Deterrence Initiative, exem-

power appear politically and legally constrained when

plified by the reported ‘strike back’ in 2018 against a

compared with its main cyber adversaries – Russia,

Russian hacking group, the Internet Research Agency,

China, Iran and North Korea. The US has sought to be

in the run-up to the US midterm elections. Russia’s

a responsible offensive cyber actor, governed by inter-

intelligence-gathering hack into the US ICT supply

national law and at pains to limit potential collateral

chain, discovered in late 2020 – the SolarWinds hack

damage. It has also sought to manage its degree of

– seems to have been on a scale sufficient to constitute

dependence on cyberspace, not only for the purpose

another strategic shock.

of national security but also for economic and political

The story for Iran is similar, with its development of

reasons. This challenge is exacerbated by the complex-

defensive cyber capabilities accelerated by its percep-

ity of its cyber governance and command-and-control

tion of the role played by the internet in the Arab Spring

structures, where the large number of agencies involved

of 2010–11 and in its own internal unrest (the Green

is a potential impediment to the agility of operational
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decision-making. These factors have combined to give

separate from its cyber intelligence and offensive cyber.

the adversaries of the US an edge in the use of unso-

While the French desire for national autonomy on intel-

phisticated cyber techniques that are aimed at subver-

ligence may also have limited its progress in some areas,

sion but pitched below the legal threshold for an act

this can be considered a strength when compared with

of aggression that might justify an armed response.

countries that are overly dependent on international

Doctrinal shifts such as persistent engagement and

alliances for cyber mass. France has only one represent-

defend forward are designed to redress this imbalance.

ative among the 51 tech or telecoms companies in the

Nevertheless, the US performs strongly across all cat-

2020 Fortune Global 500.

egories of the methodology and is alone in Tier One.

Canada has a particularly strong digital economy,

Below the US there is a second tier of seven coun-

with a vibrant technical start-up ecosystem. It is one of

tries: in alphabetical order they are Australia, Canada,

the world leaders on cyber security, founded on crea-

China, France, Israel, Russia and the UK. Each has

tive partnering between its public and private sectors

world-leading strengths in some of the categories in

and an innovative approach to developing skills. For

the methodology.

Canada, and also for Australia, membership of the Five

Compared with the other countries in the second

Eyes alliance is seen as a key means of compensating for

tier, the UK and Israel are particularly strong on

any shortfall in indigenous capability. Canada’s devel-

cyber

(including

opment and use of offensive cyber capabilities remains

cryptographic) capability, and the development and use

nascent, however, whereas Australia has a developed

of sophisticated offensive cyber capability. With clear

capability that it has used, for example, in joint oper-

political direction, both benefit from a whole-of-society

ations with the US and the UK. Australia is trying to

approach to cyber security with a strong and growing

boost its cyber-security and tech sectors, in which

cyber-security industrial base and innovative approaches

it is starting from a lower base than Canada. Neither

to increasing their skilled capacity. They also possess a

Canada nor Australia has a representative among the 51

vibrant technical-innovation and start-up ecosystem.

tech/telecoms companies in the 2020 Fortune Global 500.

Israel’s cyber-intelligence strength appears to be heavily

China and Russia both lag behind the Five Eyes

focused on its region, where it has no equal. The evidence

nations, and Israel and France, in terms of cyber security.

indicates that the UK, on the other hand, has a cyber-

Evidence for this comes from their own internal reports,

intelligence capability with a broader, worldwide reach.

their low rankings in the ITU Global Cybersecurity

The UK also has two of the 51 tech or telecoms companies

Index, their push at the UN since 2003 for greater state

that appear in the 2020 Fortune Global 500, while Israel

control of sovereign cyberspace and their pursuit of some

has none.8 Both countries lag behind the US, Japan,

technical isolation from the global internet (with China

China and others in their capacity to build future internet

seemingly further ahead than Russia in this regard). A

infrastructure; both compensate for a comparative lack of

contributory factor may be the comparative immaturity

cyber mass through close partnerships with the US, with

of their cyber-security industries and their low skills

each other and with other cyber-capable nations; and

bases. That said, both may have secretly improved their

both have conducted offensive cyber operations jointly

defensive capabilities in response to the 2013 Snowden

with the US.

revelations, although it is worth noting that particularly

security,

core

cyber-intelligence

France is also particularly strong on cyber security
and has a wide intelligence reach. But these capabili-

damning internal reports on the state of China’s cyber
security were produced in 2017 and 2018.

ties, together with French offensive cyber, probably lag

In their development of offensive cyber mass, the

behind those of the US and the UK in terms of strength

scale of their respective operational experience, their

and depth, given France’s surprise at the Five Eyes

proven reach on cyber espionage and the clarity of their

capability revealed by Snowden. One contributory fac-

political direction and doctrinal thinking, China and

tor may be that, unlike all the other countries in this sec-

Russia probably surpass all other states except the US.

ond tier, France keeps its cyber security organisationally

Furthermore, their adoption of cyber techniques for mass
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influence and subversion as part of wider information

building new capability with the help of key interna-

campaigns against adversaries is arguably without

tional partners – including the US, the UK and France

parallel. But the degree to which both Russian and Chinese

– and by looking to concerted international action to

cyber operations are detected and attributed, particularly

develop norms of restraint.

by specialist Western companies, raises important

Indonesia has ambitious plans to develop its digital

questions. It is difficult to ascertain whether the detection

economy (only 73% of Indonesians currently use the

of those operations is mainly the result of their lacking the

internet) but is a late starter on cyber security, with pro-

highest levels of technical sophistication and employing

gress slow in the face of the major threats it faces from

poor tradecraft, whether China and Russia care less than

cyber crime and cyber-based terrorist propaganda. Its

Five Eyes countries about getting caught, or even whether

cyber-intelligence capabilities are well developed for

other, more sophisticated capabilities may be concealed

internal surveillance but are embryonic elsewhere, as

in the sheer volume of activity. Finally, while none of the

too is its offensive cyber capability.

51 tech/telecoms companies in the 2020 Fortune Global

Iran has used relatively unsophisticated offensive

500 are Russian, eight are Chinese, and that number will

cyber capabilities for diverse goals: to counter domestic

probably rise in coming years. This means that overall,

subversion, for its own subversive operations abroad

despite questions about its cyber security, China is the

and for power projection. In doing so, it has shown a

only state currently on a trajectory to join the US in the

relatively high level of operational maturity and a clear

first tier of cyber powers. This trajectory might be slowed

leadership embrace of cyber operations as useful instru-

by the moves the US has made since 2019 to close its

ments of power, allowing it to reach outside its immedi-

markets, and those of its allies, to certain Chinese digital

ate region in ways that are beyond its more conventional

companies. However, China has two distinct advantages:

capabilities. Iran’s cyber capabilities are amplified by its

it is home to one billion of the world’s estimated four-

use of internal proxies such as the Mabna Institute and

and-a-half billion internet users (more than the US and

the Iranian Cyber Army. Iran has also provided some

Europe combined); and the comparative cheapness of

cyber tools and training to its favoured external part-

Chinese technology makes it attractive to developing

ner, Hizbullah. However, Iran almost certainly lacks

countries, especially those inclined to use it for internal

any high-intensity-warfare-grade offensive cyber capa-

surveillance. China is attempting to exploit the latter

bility. The ITU has listed a range of Iranian deficiencies

advantage under the Digital Silk Road component of its

on cyber security, giving the country a low position in

Belt and Road Initiative.

its cyber-security index. Iran’s population is increas-

Of the 15 countries assessed in this report, seven are

ingly internet-dependent, with the government aiming

in a third tier. These countries are at much earlier stages

to provide certain services entirely online, but generally

in their cyber journeys, each having strengths or poten-

the country lacks digital resilience and contingency pre-

tial strengths in some of the categories in the meth-

paredness owing to technological, organisational and

odology but significant weaknesses in others. A more

economic deficiencies. It is aiming for a strategic solu-

granular ranking within this third tier could cut sev-

tion by investing heavily in creating its own national

eral ways, depending on which of the categories in the

internet platform – but, despite its claims to the con-

methodology are deemed the most important. Below,

trary, that is not a near-term prospect. Iranian cyber-

the countries are simply listed in alphabetical order.

intelligence capabilities are strong regionally, and may

India has a large digital economy but, as in other
areas, its complex bureaucracy slows its advance in

have benefited from some intelligence cooperation with
Russia during the war in Syria.

cyber security, leaving it in a low position in the ITU’s

Japan has the advantage of a world-leading internet-

Global Cybersecurity Index. The country has some

related high-tech industry. It has ten of the 51 tech/

cyber-intelligence and offensive cyber capabilities but

telecoms companies in the 2020 Fortune Global 500 –

they are regionally focused, principally on Pakistan. It

ahead of China and Western Europe, and second only

is currently aiming to compensate for its weaknesses by

to the US. But its cyber-security capability is not strong,
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and it is now seeking to compensate for that by closer

and are highly vulnerable to disruption. This means the

partnerships with the US and others. For constitutional

country is often obliged to deploy its operators abroad in

reasons, Japan has so far developed no offensive cyber

order to deliver any type of cyber effect.

capability. There are indications, however, that it may

Vietnam has prioritised the development of its ICT

be willing to reconsider how its constitutional bounda-

sector and the construction of e-government platforms.

ries apply to the cyber domain.

Although policies surrounding information security

Malaysia was the first member of the Association

have been published and basic cyber-security structures

of Southeast Asian Nations to move strongly on cyber-

established, the fact that a comprehensive national cyber-

security policy and to focus on expanding its ICT sector.

security strategy remains unpublished both undermines

It remains highly regarded for its policies and its inter-

the potential mobilisation of key stakeholders and lim-

national leadership in cyberspace affairs, but it does

its public awareness. Government agencies still grapple

not make a strong contribution to the global ICT sector.

with cyber-security issues owing to limited budgets and

There is little evidence of either core cyber-intelligence

a severe shortage of cyber-security talent. The ruling

capabilities or the development of offensive cyber.

Communist Party of Vietnam’s fear of internal subver-

North Korea has shown itself capable of significant

sive threats may also tend to draw resources away from

harassment in cyberspace. It has used a proto-criminal

technical cyber-skills training towards ideological work

modus operandi to conduct large-scale cyber fraud and

and the management of public opinion, reducing the

extortion; to steal intellectual property and intimidate

focus on the development of either defensive or offen-

other states in its region, especially South Korea; and

sive cyber capabilities. To realise its digital ambitions

occasionally also for sabotage – either deliberate, as with

Vietnam needs to strengthen training in cyber security,

Sony Pictures in 2014, or accidental, as with WannaCry

prioritise support for domestic ICT firms and invest in

in 2017, when it lost control of a capability. But it lacks

more advanced technologies for cyber security.

any sophisticated offensive cyber or cyber-intelligence
capability, and its cyber security is assessed by the ITU to

Moving up

be among the weakest in the world. Generally, given its

Of all the factors potentially contributing to a country

isolation, North Korea is hampered by a low cyber-skill

moving up from one tier to the next, the most decisive

base, even though (contrary to popular belief) it has at

appears to be strength in the core ICT industries. That

least four million devices connected to internal 3G mobile

is why China, on its current trajectory and providing it

networks, its government operates an intranet, and parts

addresses its weakness in cyber security, is best placed

of its critical national infrastructure rely on internet con-

to join the US in Tier One. It is also why Japan, despite

nectivity. Its connections to the global internet are lim-

the many weaknesses it needs to address, is the Tier

ited, rely on Chinese and Russian service providers,

Three country best placed to rise into Tier Two.
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1. United States

Dominance in cyberspace has been a strategic goal

positions in certain aspects of the ICT sector,

of the United States since the mid-1990s. It is the

though all but one (China) are close US allies or

only country with a heavy global footprint in both

strategic partners. The US has moved more effec-

civil and military uses of cyberspace, although it

tively than any other country to defend its critical

now perceives itself as seriously threatened by

national infrastructure in cyberspace but recog-

China and Russia in that domain. In response, it is

nises that the task is extremely difficult and that

taking a robust and urgent approach to extending

major weaknesses remain. This is one reason why

its capabilities for cyber operations, both for sys-

the country has for more than two decades taken a

tems security at home and for its ambitions abroad

leading role in mobilising the global community to

in the diplomatic, political, economic and military

develop common security principles in cyberspace.

spheres. The US retains a clear superiority over all

The US capability for offensive cyber operations is

other countries in terms of its ICT empowerment,

probably more developed than that of any other

but this is not a monopoly position. At least six

country, although its full potential remains largely

European or Asian countries command leadership

undemonstrated.

Strategy and doctrine
The United States has a series of well-developed national

To complement and buttress the national-security

strategies for defence and security in cyberspace that has

strategies, the US has also been developing its civil-sector

been maturing for more than 30 years. There are three

cyber-security policy since the mid-1990s, initially with a

broad directions: homeland defence, low-intensity con-

focus on countering cyber crime and preventing losses to

flict and high-intensity war. These are captured in rel-

the corporate sector. Its formal strategy of 2018 has been

evant sections of the 2017 ‘National Security Strategy of

followed by a very large number of executive orders

the United States’,1 the 2018 ‘Cyber Strategy of the United

(including one on former president Donald Trump’s

States’2 and the 2018 ‘Department of Defense Cyber

penultimate day in office),4 policy statements, action

Strategy’.3 These are supported by policy statements and

plans and other decisions. Throughout the last three

doctrine manuals that run to several thousand pages.

decades there has been a sharp and intensifying concern

List of acronyms
CDI
CISA
DHS
DNI
DoD
ICT

Cyber Deterrence Initiative
Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency
Department of Homeland Security
Director of National Intelligence
Department of Defense
information and communications technology

ISAC
ITU
NSA
NSC
ODNI

Information Sharing and Analysis Center
International Telecommunication Union
National Security Agency
National Security Council
Office of the Director of National Intelligence
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about protecting the country’s critical information infra-

in a highly advanced position in this regard. The strate-

structure (the cyber aspects of what most other countries

gies and policies are comprehensive, as well as widely

simply refer to as ‘critical infrastructure’ or, as in the

and effectively disseminated. Significant sections of

United Kingdom, ‘critical national infrastructure’).5 Key

government, the armed forces, the business commu-

stakeholders (business, academics, government, state

nity, civil society and academia are engaged in develop-

authorities, defence interests, the National Guard and

ing those strategies and executing them. The strategies

privacy-protection groups) have become highly mobi-

also recognise how rapidly the circumstances of cyber-

lised around ensuring an integrated national response,

space are changing and the huge complexities that must

covering the human as well as the technical challenges

be overcome in exploiting adversary weaknesses. The

involved in improving cyber security.

speed at which the cyber threat has continued to evolve

The concern has been to plug the gaps that had resulted
in spectacular leaks of state secrets, theft of intellectual

has proven highly disruptive even to a policy process as
advanced as that of the US.

property, foreign interference through cyberspace in

A key component of the 2018 cyber strategy is its

US politics, and the poor cyber-security performance of

Cyber Deterrence Initiative (CDI).10 This states that the

many sectors of the economy and society.

US will work closely with allies in responding to cyber

In military affairs, the US aims to provide cyber-

attacks (including through intelligence-sharing), attrib-

attack options in all phases of operations and at every

uting attacks, formulating public statements of support

level of command.6 On the defensive
side, the aim is to ensure that cyber
defences are wide-ranging, robust and
highly resilient. In both regards the US
has made more progress than any other
country. However, in the event of a
major conflict, it remains the case that

for actions taken and jointly impos-

Cyber
governance in
the US is highly
pluralistic

ing consequences against those
responsible. While the national
cyber strategy makes it clear that
there are many non-cyber ways to
retaliate, the 2018 DoD strategy sets
out the role US cyber operations
are intended to play in assertively

the US – including its military – could
be severely damaged by cyber attacks, given the coun-

defending national interests. These include ‘defending

try’s high degree of digital dependence. Comprehensive

forward’ on adversary networks in order to pre-empt

defence in cyberspace would be difficult or perhaps

attacks, and competing constantly with adversary cyber

impossible to ensure in wartime.7

operators (‘persistent engagement’).

The US international strategy for cyberspace in peace
and war – as framed by the head of US Cyber Command,

Governance, command and control

General Paul Nakasone – is to ‘achieve and maintain

The US has been a world leader in promoting and

cyberspace superiority’.8 This formulation also precisely

practising multi-stakeholder governance of security

captures the intention of the country’s political leaders.

in cyberspace, doing so in a way that owes much to

The 2018 Department of Defense (DoD) strategy for

its liberal political culture and institutions and to

cyberspace offers additional detail.9 In it, the US Joint

robust opposition by the corporate sector to regula-

Chiefs of Staff set near-term objectives that recognise

tion of private businesses. The latter factor is particu-

the limitations of current cyberspace capabilities, both

larly relevant to the protection of critical infrastructure

offensive and defensive, with a clear view that offensive

since most of it is in the hands of private businesses.

cyber operations will be directed towards maximising

The federal character of the national political system

existing advantages, whether kinetic or informational.

assigns to the 50 states, alongside other small politi-

Since the main positive impact of extensive and

cal entities and administrations, significant roles in

detailed planning for cyberspace operations is the

national cyber security, especially in countering cyber

potential for nationwide mobilisation of resources, both

crime and in education. Cyber governance in the US is

for daily operations and emergencies, the US is clearly

highly pluralistic.

16 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

In US cyber policy there are many channels of execu-

authority for offensive operations. The unifying pur-

tive authority that flow from the president: the intel-

pose has been to improve the capability and effective-

ligence community, the armed forces, departments of

ness of defence and offence in cyberspace. The US has

state (Homeland Security, Defense, Justice, Commerce,

invested heavily in these changes. For the 2021 fiscal

Energy and Transport) and other agencies (such as

year the government requested US$18.7 billion for spe-

National Laboratories). These are all coordinated

cific security initiatives.16

through the National Security Council (NSC), chaired

For national-security policy in cyberspace, there are

by the president, and its Principals Committee, chaired

many departments and agencies involved in authoris-

by the national security advisor.11

ing, commanding and controlling cyber operations.

For civil-sector cyber security, the federal govern-

In addition to the White House and DHS, the most

ment has had two main channels for its policymaking.

important are the DoD, as it contains the National

The first is in the White House, through the cyber direc-

Security Agency (NSA) and Cyber Command; the State

tor on the staff of the NSC. The president is directly

Department; the Office of the Director of National

supported by the homeland security advisor (serv-

Intelligence (ODNI), which coordinates all the intel-

ing under the national security advisor) and a deputy

ligence agencies; and the Central Intelligence Agency

national security advisor for cyber security and emerg-

(CIA), which reports directly to the president while

ing technology.12 The second channel is outside the

coordinating with the DNI.

White House, through the secretary of the Department

For military planning and operations, the command-

of Homeland Security (DHS), a full member of the

and-control arrangements match those of all military

NSC, and a new organisation set up in 2018 under

activities. The president is the commander-in-chief, to

DHS, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security

whom the unified (theatre/domain) commands and the

Agency (CISA).

single-service chiefs (army, navy, air force and marines)

These agencies rely on a long-standing policy of mobi-

report. The function of commander-in-chief is exercised

lising (or sometimes effectively co-opting) private-sector

through the secretary of defense, under a mechanism

and public participation in their initiatives. One vehicle

called the National Command Authority. In 2012, then-

for this has been the president’s National Infrastructure

president Barack Obama ordered that offensive cyber

Advisory Council, which brings together senior execu-

operations conducted by the military required multi-

tives from the private sector and state and local govern-

agency agreement and presidential authorisation. In

ments to advise on how to reduce ‘physical and cyber

2018, in response to sustained cyber attacks on the US

risks and improve the security and resilience of the

below the threshold of armed conflict, then-president

nation’s critical infrastructure sectors’.13 The agencies

Trump approved the CDI and in a classified directive

have introduced a range of strategic initiatives, including

provided for the devolution of authority for offensive

the Information Sharing and Analysis Centers (ISACs),14

cyber operations to various agencies in certain cases.

the first of which was created during the presidency

Within the DoD, the list of cyber agencies with oper-

of Bill Clinton; the Cyber Risk and Resilience Review

ational and capability-development roles is a long one,

framework,15 jointly devised in 2009 by the DHS and

including single-service cyber commands and the DoD

Carnegie Mellon University; and the National Initiative

chief information officer, responsible for securing all

for Cybersecurity Education, an organisation within the

DoD computerised systems (not including deployed

National Institute of Standards and Technology in the

weapons platforms, which are managed by the single-

Department of Commerce.

service cyber commands or combatant commands).

In the development of command and control for

Governance of cyber policy in the US is enriched by

cyber operations, two main trends have been discern-

the diversity of talents and interests represented in the

ible: a filling of policy gaps through the creation of new

various powerful institutions that are involved. Policy

organisations and/or posts for a wide range of missions

is inevitably consensus-based and therefore perhaps

and responsibilities, and a gradual decentralisation of

less focused than in other, less pluralistic systems, but
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there is larger buy-in by stakeholders throughout the

agencies, the size and complexity of the US intelligence-

US system. Since it is based on strict observance of the

and-security community make it notoriously difficult to

law, the US system is highly predictable, though there-

coordinate, even following the post-9/11 creation of the

fore more constrained than in countries where the law is

ODNI, which was designed to address the problem.

less respected or more arbitrary. Command-and-control
arrangements are worked out in exquisite detail, with

Cyber empowerment and dependence

high levels of redundancy built in, and with command

The US remains the most powerful country in terms of

nodes enjoying a high degree of intelligence support.

ICT capability, whether gauged by the size of its digital economy, its leading role in global innovation or the

Core cyber-intelligence capability

unrivalled partnership between industry, government

There is copious public evidence indicating the world-

and academia. Global consumer demand for US ICT has

leading sophistication, breadth and depth of US core

led to the unprecedented commercial success of com-

cyber-intelligence capabilities. These are centred on the

panies such as Apple, Google and Microsoft, which has

extensive military-led cyber capabilities of the NSA, the

in turn stimulated their shaping of the future of cyber-

complementary civilian-led cyber capabilities of the CIA,

space through their extensive investment in research

with its covert overseas remit, and those of the Federal

and development (R&D). The result is a high degree

Bureau of Investigation (FBI), with its domestic-security

of global dependence on US commercial products and

remit. The director of the NSA also heads the US mili-

intellectual property, with the technology involved in

tary’s Cyber Command, and both organisations have

computer microchips, undersea communication cables,

cyber-intelligence, cyber-security and offensive cyber

communication satellites and cloud computing being

functions so as to maximise the synergies across such

prime examples. The other side of the coin is that the US

closely related activities. Core US cyber-intelligence

economy and civil infrastructure are more dependent

capabilities are enhanced further through many inter-

on cyberspace than those of most other countries, and

national intelligence partnerships, with the long-estab-

therefore more vulnerable in many respects.19

lished Five Eyes alliance as the centrepiece. The Five Eyes

The US is a world leader in both personal and busi-

is arguably the most powerful international intelligence

ness use of the internet and mobile technology. The

partnership in history.

level of demand has contributed to domestic innova-

The US intelligence agencies collaborate extensively with private-sector firms and universities for the

tion, which has in turn fuelled even higher demand. The
US digital economy is the biggest in the world.

development and evaluation of key technologies.17 The

According to the standard methods used by the US

extent of civil–military and private–public integration

government’s Bureau of Economic Analysis, the digital

can be seen in the March 2019 report by the National

economy contributed 9% of the country’s GDP in 2018.20

Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine on

But this estimate excludes the output of sectors where

the future directions the intelligence community could

large amounts of wealth are generated by ICT products

take in order to adapt to, or exploit, rapidly changing

and services, such as financial services. It is not possible

technologies.18 The very tight integration of govern-

to gauge the full strength of the US digital and cyber

ment, industry and academia in shaping the US intel-

economy just by using the traditional ICT output data

ligence capability is unmatched in scale, focus and

from the national accounts for the ICT sector.21 Other

investment by any other country, including China. The

sectors of the US economy – such as agriculture, bank-

country’s cyber-intelligence capability also benefits

ing and healthcare – leverage ICT goods and services to

from the maturity and scope of the centralised process

create their own innovations and wealth in ways that

for all-source intelligence fusion and assessment.

are not included in national statistics for the ICT sector.22

With an annual budget request of US$85bn for the 2021

For example, every day in the US, trillions of dollars’

fiscal year, and the involvement of multiple government

worth of financial transactions are conducted in ways

departments in addition to the three core intelligence

that are only possible because of ICT systems.23 One of

18 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

the favoured techniques is algorithmic trading of stocks,

Private investment in the US high-tech sector has

derivatives and currency, where ICT systems are pre-

been a central part of this dominance in a way not

set to buy and sell according to certain pre-determined

matched by any other country. In 2019, the available

parameters. This has resulted in a new form of auto-

data suggested that total venture-capital investment

mated, high-speed wealth creation, making the US the

in the US was more than three times greater than in

global centre for ‘digital capitalism’.24 Using the broader

China (US$135bn versus US$40bn).31 In the 2020 IMD

measure of the digital economy adopted by the G20,25

World Competitiveness Ranking, which assesses a

the digital economy’s share of US GDP is about 60%.26

country’s ability to ‘adopt and explore digital tech-

Overall, it is clear that the US enjoys a significant

nologies’ across government, business and wider

level of cyber empowerment compared with all other

society, the US was in tenth place and China was in

countries. Some countries, including China, aspire

20th.32 According to the United Nations Conference on

to emulate US achievements in this regard. In fact,

Trade and Development, the US accounts for 68% of

between 2013 and 2016, according to an estimate by

the market-capitalisation value of the world’s 70 larg-

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

est digital platforms, compared with China’s 22%.33

Development (OECD), China was already one of the

In terms of its share of total global spending on R&D,

five countries – together with the US, Taiwan, Japan and

using a purchasing-power-parity estimate, the US was

South Korea – that together produced at least 70%, and

in first place in 2019, just ahead of China.34 Taking the

in some cases almost 100%, of the patents for each of the

last two decades as a whole, the gap between the two

25 new technologies considered by the OECD to repre-

countries is much wider, with US R&D investment

sent the ‘digital technology frontier’.27 However, the US

almost double that of China, and the impact of that ear-

share of global production was greater than China’s for

lier spending remains significant today.

all but two of those technologies (control arrangements

Taking investment in and outputs from research in the
field of artificial intelligence (AI) as an important proxy

and organic-materials devices).28
The strength of US digital services lies largely in

indicator of cyber empowerment, we can see several

their culture of technical expertise and innovation-led

trends. Between 2008 and 2017, US venture-capital invest-

investment. The US is home to 59 of the universities in

ments in AI outpaced those in China (US$694bn versus

the Times Higher Education list of the global top 200 (see

US$185bn).35 China overtook the US in 2018, but later

Table 1.1, which includes only the countries that fea-

that year its entire venture-capital sector suffered a col-

ture in this report), and its tech and entrepreneurship

lapse. In terms of research, in 2016 the 28 European Union

ecosystem has no equal. According to one industry sur-

member states and the US were responsible for the two

vey, there were 65,321 start-ups listed in the US in 2019,

greatest shares of highly cited AI-related publications,

which was approximately nine times the number in the

23% and 15% respectively, but those shares declined to

second-placed country, India.29

17% and 12% in 2018.36 China overtook both, with a share
of 28% in 2018, while India’s share skyrocketed to 11%.

Table 1.1. Universities in the Times Higher Education global
top 200, 202130

(Note, however, that this ranking demonstrates scientific
achievement rather than economic power, since open-

US

59

UK

29

China (incl. Hong Kong)

12

Australia

12

Canada

8

scientific achievement does not belong entirely to the

France

5

source country.) Overall, the statistics do not capture the

Japan

2

quality and dynamism of the US AI sector, which was

Israel

1

demonstrated in 2018, for example, by the Massachusetts

source publications are available to be used in any country, not just the one in which they were produced. And in
most cases the researchers producing such publications
are likely to include some foreigners, so in that sense the

Institute of Technology’s creation of a special school of
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computer science for the purpose of developing the

Indonesia

9

AI-related research of non-IT departments.37

Malaysia

5

Vietnam

4

Iran

2

In February 2019, Trump announced a national AI
initiative (two years after China had done so), saying
that ‘continued American leadership in AI is of paramount importance to maintaining the economic and

The US also remains dominant in the manufacturing

national security of the United States and to shaping

of computer chips (see Table 1.3), an essential compo-

the global evolution of AI in a manner consistent with

nent in all modern computing. Not only does it have by

our nation’s values, policies, and priorities’.38 In 2020,

far the largest share of the global market, but US compa-

the government reported that it was on track to dou-

nies that design, manufacture and sell semiconductors

ble its investment in non-defence AI by 2022, including

– so-called integrated device manufacturers – account

through the allocation of US$850 million for AI activi-

for 51% of global sales.

ties at the National Science Foundation.39
The global footprint of US-based telecoms and hightech companies is also very large, one example being the
ownership and repair arrangements for global under-

Table 1.3. National semiconductor industries’ share of global
market (%), 202044
Country

Type of semiconductor
Logic

Analogue

Memory

Discrete

63

23

23

65

5

sea communications cables.40 Google is the biggest

US

61

single owner of undersea cables, and US corporations

South Korea

6

have 36 representatives among the 169 members of the

Europe

9

22

International Cable Protection Committee, compared

Japan

6

9

with China’s one.41 The US has identified foreign-based

China

9

Taiwan

9

cable-landing stations, including several in China, as
part of its own critical national infrastructure.42 How it
would respond to any Chinese government interference
with those installations is uncertain.

42
9

25
5

3

However, for all its digital economic power, the US
relies on a globalised market and supply chain. This

In terms of space connectivity, the US operates at

played out in private-sector complaints against the

least three times as many satellites as China (see Table

Trump administration regarding its efforts to ban com-

1.2, which includes only the countries that feature in this

panies around the world from relying on computer

report). US military cyber activity is heavily dependent

chips manufactured wholly or even partly in China, as

on its space assets, since the vast majority of military

part of a multinational supply chain.45 Many tech and

cyber activity is executed via outer space – especially

telecoms companies, including giants such as Intel and

intelligence collection, damage assessment and targeting.

Motorola, have long relied on manufacturing in China
to sustain their business model.

43

Table 1.2. Numbers of satellites (January 2021)
US

1,897

Cyber security and resilience

China

410

Since the late 1990s the US has moved more decisively

Russia

176

than any other country to defend its critical informa-

UK

167

tion infrastructure in cyberspace, but it also recognises

Japan

84

that the task is extremely difficult and that major weak-

India

63

nesses remain. The country relies on a unique mix of

Canada

43

assets, institutions and political foundations for its

France

22

cyber civil defence.46

Israel

16

Australia

13
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Since 2011, policy has been influenced by a deepening sense of urgency around homeland cyber defence
due to espionage and attempted sabotage (with the

latter posing a threat to both infrastructure and politi-

that statement, the achievement of a secure election was

cal processes). As a result, the Trump administration

testimony to the administration’s sustained efforts in

encouraged a sense of national crisis in an attempt

this area of policy.

to quickly improve US national cyber preparedness.

In summary, the US remains intensely aware of its

The main milestones included, in 2018, the reports

high dependence on cyberspace and the many threats

‘Support to Critical Infrastructure at Greatest Risk’47

it faces, and is therefore very dissatisfied with the cur-

and ‘Supporting the Growth and Sustainment of the

rent state of its cyber defences. Overall, however, the

Nation’s Cybersecurity Workforce’;48 National Security

US approach to national resilience and cyber security

Presidential Memorandum 13, authorising retaliatory

is highly sophisticated, as reflected, for example, by the

cyber attacks against countries engaging in systematic

International Telecommunication Union’s 2018 Global

cyber attacks on the US;49 and the recognition of the role

Cybersecurity Index, in which it was placed second

of Cyber Command in homeland defence, especially in

(behind the United Kingdom) out of 175 countries.57

coordinating cyber missions against terrorists in US ter-

This assessment is unchanged by the discovery at the

ritory.50 In May 2019 Trump issued an executive order

end of 2020 of the Russian cyber-espionage operation

that included a declaration by the White House of a

that had hacked into software provided by the US com-

national emergency in cyberspace.51 And a year later,

pany SolarWinds and infected the company’s many cli-

in May 2020, the US became the first country to issue a

ents, including nine US government departments and

public memorandum on cyber security in space.52

about 100 private companies (investigations are ongo-

The seriousness of the US moves was exemplified by

ing). Although this will have heightened dissatisfac-

the May 2019 executive order, which foreshadowed the

tion with the country’s cyber defences, it should also

termination, in certain circumstances, of all ICT trade

be noted that the operation was detected, and is being

and technology transfer between the US and China on

disrupted, by the US private sector.

national-security grounds. On the same day as the executive order, the Department of Commerce announced

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

that it was adding Huawei and 68 of its non-US affiliates

The US has played a leading role in improving inter-

to the Entity List,53 meaning that US firms and individu-

national collaboration on cyberspace issues. One of

als would require an export licence for the sale or trans-

its most focused and successful efforts led to the G8’s

fer of US technology to them.54

adoption in 2003 of 11 principles for protecting criti-

In March 2020 the Cyberspace Solarium Commission

cal information infrastructure.58 One of those princi-

issued a report, mandated by Congress, proposing a

ples concerned the development and coordination of

‘strategy of layered cyber deterrence’.55 Warning of a

emergency warning systems; the sharing and analys-

series of potentially devastating cyber attacks against

ing of information regarding vulnerabilities, threats

the US, the report divided its numerous recommen-

and incidents; and the coordination of investigations

dations into three categories: ‘Shape Behavior’ (build

into attacks on countries’ infrastructure in accordance

partnerships and influence other cyberspace actors),

with their domestic laws. At the time, the G8 included

‘Deny Benefits’ (build stronger cyber defences) and

Russia. The US was also one of the driving forces

‘Impose Costs’ (threaten retaliation). Among the more

behind the adoption by a United Nations Group of

interesting recommendations are a return to paper bal-

Governmental Experts,59 in 2015, of possible volun-

loting, a public–private partnership to counteract the

tary norms for protecting infrastructure in cyberspace

impact of cyber attacks, and the creation of a Bureau of

– the culmination of a process that had taken more

Cyberspace Security and Emerging Technologies.

than ten years.60

In November 2020 the head of CISA, Chris Krebs,

Nevertheless, by that time, US views about the reli-

was able to attest that the previous week’s presidential

ability of China and Russia as partners in multilateral

election had been the most secure in the country’s his-

cyberspace endeavours had hardened considerably.

tory.56 Even though Krebs was dismissed by Trump for

Quite apart from the espionage and sabotage threats that
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China and Russia presented, the US was leading, or at

combat and in situations below the level of armed conflict.

least working with, many like-minded liberal democ-

It may be tempting to judge the US offensive cyber

racies to promote their view of a free and open global

capability simply by the number of people in US Cyber

internet in the face of the more authoritarian countries’

Command, although it is difficult to identify those who

desire for increased sovereign control of cyberspace. This

are dedicated to offence rather than defence among its

campaign played out in many forums, but a major focus

6,000 military and civilian personnel. But that would be

of the US effort was the perceived need to oppose the

to ignore significant capabilities residing elsewhere, for

use of advanced ICT for censorship or excessive domes-

example in the NSA, CIA and parts of the private sector.

tic surveillance. The US has concluded that the scale of

A focus on numbers might also cloud the point that qual-

the attacks being carried out against it (and key allies)

ity is probably more important than quantity for the most

by Russia and China is sufficient to render meaningful

sophisticated cyber operations.

dialogue almost impossible. In fact, in 2018, in National

Nevertheless, we judge that the US has a wide range

Security Presidential Memorandum 13 (see previous sec-

of offensive cyber capabilities at all levels of sophistica-

tion), the US shifted to a position of retaliatory attacks

tion. Significantly, as long ago as 2008, it was already

in cyberspace and retaliatory diplomatic measures. This

capable of conducting the highly complex Stuxnet

has included leading more than 20 countries in publicly

operation that involved intrusions by several discrete

attributing many of the attacks.

malware packages over several years, sustained sys-

The US occupies a position of

tem surveillance, and eventually the

unmatched pre-eminence in global

execution of an attack that caused

cyberspace affairs, as demonstrated by
its highly successful cyber diplomacy,
the high number of leadership roles
that its citizens occupy in international
professional organisations such as the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) and ISACA,61 and its
presence alongside allied countries in
technical-standards groups.62

US offensive
cyber
capabilities
are more
developed than
those of any
other country

physical damage to around 1,000
centrifuges used by Iran for uranium
enrichment. The US envisages the
use of such offensive capabilities in a
wide range of scenarios, which may
include disabling adversary strategic
command-and-control systems and
the navigational systems of missiles.
Russia certainly assumes that the US
has the capability and plans in place

Offensive cyber capability

to do so,63 since several senior US military sources have

The US has been prepared to disclose some of its offen-

made public statements to that effect. We can be more

sive cyber potential by publicly avowing a small num-

certain that the US envisages the use of cyber capabilities

ber of its operations and by publicly announcing its

in both high- and low-intensity conventional combat,

CDI, encompassing the principles of defend forward

with targeting options likely to include command-and-

and persistent engagement. Overall, however, the cyber

control assets, intelligence assets, weapons systems and

arsenal and its planned uses are among the most care-

platforms, and critical national infrastructure such as

fully guarded state secrets.

power grids and transport systems.

US offensive cyber capabilities are more developed

It is harder to judge how US capabilities stack up for

than those of any other country. All the principal founda-

offensive cyber operations below the threshold of war,

tions are in place: a high-grade cyber-intelligence capa-

particularly for influence-and-information operations.

bility complemented by high-grade human intelligence

As Cyber Command’s capabilities are overtly military,

collection; leadership of the technologically advanced Five

their use is carefully restricted under stringent US gov-

Eyes intelligence alliance; a powerful cyber-industrial and

ernmental authorities, hence their careful signalling

academic base; and mature doctrine and legal authori-

under the strategy of defend forward and its retaliatory

ties, allowing for the responsible use of US capabilities in

premise. CIA cyber operations may be more prevalent

22 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

in this space, but the fact that they are covert makes it

in the last decade, some avowed publicly by the govern-

impossible to judge their extent or effectiveness. Overall,

ment – including attacks against the Islamic State (also

it is likely that US cyber-enabled influence operations

known as ISIS or ISIL) and a Russian online group, the

are far less prolific than those conducted by the Russians

Internet Research Agency – and some revealed in the

and Chinese, given the number of the latter that have

media (against China, Iran and North Korea). One of

been detected and publicly revealed. But that should not

the more interesting pieces of media reporting was the

lead us to judge that the US has substantially less capa-

alleged use, in 2014 and 2015, of cyber means to disable

bility or weaker intent. We might instead conclude that

North Korean ballistic missiles prior to their launch.64

the US use of its capability is more sophisticated, with

An interesting avowal was Trump’s admission that he

less chance of detection, and that it is more controlled

authorised a cyber attack on Iran in 2019 in retaliation

and responsible (or, from a different perspective, more

for its shooting down of a US drone.65 The US ampli-

constrained). It remains an open question whether the

fies its own offensive cyber capabilities by partnering

Russians and Chinese have gained an advantage owing

with cyber-capable international allies, for example in

to their growing peacetime operational experience in

the Stuxnet attack against Iran (with Israel) and in the

the aggressive use of offensive cyber for influence-and-

campaign against the Islamic State in 2016 (with the UK

information operations. It is likely that the CDI is an

and Australia). Through these attacks and other actions,

attempt to redress any perceived imbalance by moving

the US has demonstrated a maturing determination and

the peacetime contested space from the United States’

high levels of organisational coherence for sustained

own networks to those of its adversaries.

offensive cyber operations when it chooses to under-

The US has used cyber means to disrupt or destroy
enemy IT systems or other capabilities in several settings

take them. These capabilities have not yet been demonstrated at their full potential.
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2. United Kingdom

The United Kingdom is a highly capable cyber state,

UK’s key weaknesses, in common with most other

with clear strategic oversight at the political level. It

states, are shortfalls in its skilled cyber workforce

has world-class strengths in its cyber-security ecosys-

and that it cannot afford to invest in cyber capabili-

tem, centred on the National Cyber Security Centre,

ties on the same scale as the United States or China.

and in its related cyber-intelligence capability centred

These are offset in part by the breadth and depth of

on the Government Communications Headquarters.

the UK’s proven international alliances, particularly

There is a strengthening partnership between gov-

with the US. Another area of potential comparative

ernment and industry, and an attempt to develop

weakness is that the UK lacks the indigenous indus-

a whole-of-society approach to improve national

trial base required to build and export the equipment

cyber-security capability. There is significant invest-

that might ultimately dictate the future of global

ment in cyber research and development and inno-

cyberspace, meaning it can only seek to manage the

vation, with the government looking to the strengths

attendant risks. The country uses its international

of the private sector and academia. To increase its

influence to shape the future of cyberspace and is a

reservoir of cyber skills, the UK appears to be pursu-

strong advocate for the application of existing inter-

ing widespread and innovative collaboration across

national law to the use of cyber capabilities. The UK

all sectors. Its economy, society and armed forces

has developed, and used, offensive cyber capabilities

all greatly benefit from digital connectivity but are

since at least the early 2000s, and is investing further

potentially more vulnerable as a result. Perhaps the

in their expansion.

Strategy and doctrine
Cyber defence has been highlighted as a high-priority

defence, those strategies also included clear allusions to

national-security issue in the United Kingdom’s strat-

the development of offensive capabilities.

egy papers since the late 1990s, and featured promi-

The 2016 NCSS lays out a strategy of ‘defend, deter

nently in the UK’s first National Security Strategy in

and develop’, with the last of those three rubrics cov-

2008. The first National Cyber Security Strategy (NCSS)

ering the national cyber-industrial capability, the skills

was produced in 2009 and updated in 2011 and 2016.

base and the country’s associated analytical capability.1

Although they concentrated on cyber security and

One indication of the importance the UK places on cyber

List of acronyms
DCMS
GCHQ
ICT
JFCyG
MoD
NAO

Department for Digital, Culture, Media & Sport
Government Communications Headquarters
information and communications technology
Joint Forces Cyber Group
Ministry of Defence
National Audit Office

NCF
NCSC
NCSP
NCSS
NOCP

National Cyber Force
National Cyber Security Centre
National Cyber Security Programme
National Cyber Security Strategy
National Offensive Cyber Programme
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issues is the sizeable and increasing investment the gov-

points to the perceived need to integrate the military’s

ernment made in cyber capabilities during a period of

approach to cyber, electromagnetic, information and

financial austerity: the 2016–21 plan saw a doubling of

kinetic operations,7 and gives a view of military cyber

investment to £1.9 billion (US$2.5bn). The increase was

operations not dissimilar to the US concept of informa-

justified by asserting that previous commitments had

tion dominance, but without using the term.

‘not achieved the scale and pace of change required to
stay ahead of the fast-moving threat’.2

Governance, command and control

The NCSS is supported by a National Cyber Security

Strategic direction on cyber capability is set by the prime

Programme (NCSP) and, for offensive cyber, a National

minister and other key cabinet members, supported by

Cyber Force (NCF). The NCF was publicly avowed in

officials in the Cabinet Office, and enacted through the

December 2020 and subsumed the previously existing

NCSS, NCSC and NCF. Ministerial roles are well estab-

National Offensive Cyber Programme (NOCP), which

lished, with the home secretary, defence secretary, for-

had been running since 2014. Together, the NCSP and

eign secretary and secretary of state for Digital, Culture,

the new NCF execute the national cyber strategy under

Media and Sport (DCMS) all having defined strategic

the oversight of government ministers and parliamen-

roles. The supporting civilian cyber-security ecosystem

tary committees.3

is described later in this chapter.

The NCSP is strongly geared to improving public-

Unlike the US and some other states, the UK has not

and private-sector cooperation on cyber security under

created a military cyber command with unified com-

the leadership of the UK’s innovative National Cyber

mand and control of all military (but in the US case, only

Security Centre (NCSC). Delivery of the NCSP is evalu-

military) cyber operations and assets, both defensive

ated annually by the UK’s National Audit Office (NAO)

and offensive. That said, the UK military is fully respon-

and the results made public.

sible for protecting its own networks. Command and

Now continued under the NCF, the NOCP’s role was

control for doing so rests with UK Strategic Command,

described as providing a ‘dedicated capability to act

enacted through its subordinate Joint Forces Cyber

in cyberspace’ with ‘appropriate offensive cyber capa-

Group (JFCyG). Created in 2013 and originally known

bilities that can be deployed at a time and place of our

as the Defence Cyber Operations Group, the JFCyG

choosing, for both deterrence and operational purposes,

commands the centre for UK military cyber security

in accordance with national and international law’.4 The

(MoD Corsham), various joint-forces cyber units, tri-

UK first avowed its offensive cyber capability in 2015,

service information-assurance units and a cyber-reserve

stating a preparedness to use cyber capabilities to deter

component based on assets in the British Army, Royal

and counter threats, including for warfighting. A 2019

Air Force and Royal Navy. But it is in command and

speech by the UK’s Chief of the Defence Staff high-

control of offensive cyber that the UK is most unlike the

lighted the UK’s perception of the daily ‘war’ in cyber-

US, having developed a globally unique solution with

space resulting from great-power competition and the

the creation of the NCF.

battle of ideas with non-state actors, while noting that

The NCF combines the relevant cyber elements of

this was not war as it had been understood in the past.5

Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) –

Guided by national strategies and investment, the

the UK’s cyber-intelligence and security agency – with

armed forces set their strategy and capability objec-

those of the MoD, the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS)

tives through directives from the secretary of state for

and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory in

defence and the Chief of the Defence Staff. The need for

a single organisation under unified command. It covers

and use of cyber capabilities is copiously covered in UK

the full range of the UK’s national-security priorities,

military doctrine, with the Ministry of Defence (MoD)

from tackling serious criminality, international terror-

Joint Doctrine Publication 0-50 on ‘UK Cyber Doctrine’

ism and the malign activity of states to preparing for

presumably the most important (its contents remain

war. As such, there is nothing comparable anywhere

classified).6 In general, publicly available UK doctrine

else in the world. In US terms, it is the equivalent of
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bringing together the offensive cyber capabilities

Five Eyes nations, the UK has, with GCHQ, centred its

of Cyber Command, the National Security Agency,

core cyber-security and cyber-intelligence capabilities in

Central Intelligence Agency and Federal Bureau of

a single organisation, drawing on the traditional intelli-

Investigation into a single organisation. The NCF com-

gence and security principle that poachers make the best

mander reports to both the head of GCHQ and the com-

gamekeepers and vice versa. The NCSC is an integral

mander of Strategic Command, with NCF operations

part of GCHQ.

politically authorised by either the foreign secretary

The evidence also points to a mature system for

or the defence secretary, depending on the nature of

assessing, sharing and making use of cyber intelligence,
including an ability to fuse it with

the mission. While predominantly
focused in peacetime on tackling
non-military targets, the NCF also
prepares the UK for the use of cyber
capabilities in armed conflict.
Greater efficiency is one reason
why the UK has chosen to create the
NCF, having fewer personnel and

The UK has
retained a
world-leading
cryptographic
capability

less money to devote to cyber than,

other sources of information. This
is founded on the UK’s long-established Joint Intelligence Committee
and the maturity of its wider intelligence system. Reports by parliamentary committees indicate close
collaboration between GCHQ and
the other two main intelligence agen-

for example, the US or China. It gives the UK greater

cies – SIS, specialising in overseas human intelligence

operational agility, allowing it to prioritise across all

collection and covert operations, and MI5, specialising

national requirements, concentrating skills and tech-

in the UK’s domestic security. For specifically cyber-

nical capabilities where they are needed most. It is a

security-related intelligence, the NCSC acts as a hub for

move that also recognises the need to ensure that mili-

combining high-grade secret intelligence with informa-

tary operations in cyberspace take full account of the

tion acquired by the private sector.

domain’s centrality to civilian society and the global

The UK’s armed forces both benefit directly from the

economy, allowing for full civilian–military opera-

above capabilities and have their own cyber-intelligence

tional coordination.

assets that add to the UK’s overall situational awareness.
These include ‘field’ interception undertaken by each

Core cyber-intelligence capability

armed service and by special forces, intelligence assess-

In the last 30 years, GCHQ has successfully adapted the

ment undertaken by the MoD’s Defence Intelligence

UK’s century-old signals-intelligence and information-

organisation, and the ability to fuse cyber information

security capability so that it can obtain the breadth of

quickly with intelligence from other military assets.

intelligence needed from cyberspace. The evidence
for this is the UK’s history of detecting, attributing

Cyber empowerment and dependence

and disrupting malign cyber activity, its intelligence-

The UK is one of the most digitally connected European

led disruption of terrorist activity, its efforts against

countries, with a very high internet penetration rate

online criminality, and the many hints in the Edward

(above 90%). According to the approach adopted by

Snowden leaks about the sophistication and global

the G20, the UK’s digital economy ranked second in the

reach of GCHQ’s capabilities. It is safe to assume, draw-

world in its share of GDP (just over 55%) in 2018, with

ing on material from the Snowden leaks, that the UK

the US in first place (59%) and Japan (46%) in third.8

has retained a world-leading cryptographic capability,

While this reliance on digital capacity and digital enter-

continuing a tradition of mathematical ingenuity that

prise brings significant economic and social benefits

dates back to Alan Turing and beyond. GCHQ’s capa-

to the UK, the government has nevertheless noted the

bilities are amplified by its long-standing and close part-

vulnerability inherent in such dependence. It is there-

nership with the US and by its membership of the Five

fore working with the private sector to gauge more

Eyes intelligence alliance. In common with the other

accurately the extent of UK network resilience now and
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in the future, including the degree to which the digi-

were working on recognition technologies and another

tal economy is dependent on the commercial energy

250 on data-mining for business solutions. UK universi-

network. One stated aim, stemming from the 2019–20

ties are ranked among the most influential business and

debate about the use of Huawei equipment, is to cre-

academic organisations in the world in AI research: for

ate a greater diversity of ICT suppliers and solutions to

example, in 2020, in a top-40 list based on contributions

serve UK needs.

to the two leading academic conferences in the field,

The UK armed forces are a microcosm of the wider

Oxford was in seventh position, Cambridge in 22nd and

situation. Their activities are greatly enabled by a

University College London in 30th.11 China’s Tsinghua

sophisticated networked capability, with the ability to

University was in ninth position, Peking University in

communicate, move and fuse data globally for tasks

24th and Shanghai Jiaotong University in 43rd. By this

such as targeting, navigation, surveillance, and com-

measure the UK is approximately at level pegging with

mand and control. They are heavily reliant on space-

China, at least for now. However, in a separate rank-

based technology for most of this capability.9 The MoD

ing of countries according to their contributions to AI

is consequently moving towards the idea of ‘defence

research in the health sector, based simply on the num-

as a platform’, which includes smaller contracts and

ber of titles published in the previous 40 years, the UK

shorter development time frames, potentially as a way

did not figure in the top 20.12 This illustrates that in a

of reducing its reliance on a small number of large IT

field as wide and diverse as AI, a state can lead in one

systems with long development time frames.

area of research and be weak in another.

The UK’s approach to research and development

The UK government states that ‘having a sustainable

(R&D) and innovation in cyber capabilities and related

supply of home-grown cyber security professionals is

technology, such as artificial intelligence (AI), is highly

part of our wider ambition to be a world leader in cyber

distributed across the public and private sectors and academia, in part
mirroring the cyber-security ecosystem described below. The stated
aim is to recognise where industry

security. Put simply, we cannot be a

The AI sector in
the UK has great
strengths

can innovate more quickly than gov-

global leader in cyber security without access to the best cyber security
talent.’13 A 2020 government inquiry,
however, found that the UK lacked
cyber expertise across the board, from

ernment, and therefore to foster strong public–private

basic skills to specialists.14 In response to those findings,

partnership wherever possible. The result is a plethora

a wide range of measures have been introduced, largely

of cyber-specific incubators, accelerators, start-ups,

driven by the NCSC and DCMS, with the aim of stimu-

research institutes and academic centres of excellence.

lating growth in the requisite skills through the educa-

The amount of investment across such a distributed sys-

tion sector and wider society. The CyberFirst initiative

tem is difficult to ascertain, but some UK cyber-security

launched in May 2016, for example, has been expanded

companies are now valued in the hundreds of millions

and is now part of an £84 million (US$114m) govern-

of pounds, with a presumed commensurate investment

ment cyber-education programme. It has courses for

in R&D. Large companies from the US defence sector,

school-age children, undergraduate bursaries, degree

such as Lockheed Martin and Northrop Grumman, are

apprenticeships, and sponsored doctorates in cyber

also investing heavily in UK cyber R&D.

security and related fields. There is significant emphasis

It is evident that the AI sector in the UK has great

on encouraging girls to develop cyber-security skills. It

strengths. By 2018, AI-related companies numbered

is too soon to assess the success of these initiatives, but

about 6,000, of which about 2,800 advertised them-

the diagnosis of the problem appears to be accurate and

selves as working in that field.10 Of those, about 400

the proposed treatment potentially effective.

specialised in deep learning (using automated data

The UK’s armed forces are again a microcosm of the

analytics), with another 300 focusing on robotics, vir-

broader UK picture. The MoD works on cyber R&D with

tual reality and the Internet of Things. About 250 firms

a range of companies including BAE Systems, Lockheed
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Martin, Northrop Grumman, QinetiQ, Raytheon, Roke

operators. Huawei’s contribution ranges from 5% of the

and Thales UK. There are cyber-recruitment initiatives

equipment used by O2 to more than 30% of that used

across each armed service, and for a Joint Cyber Reserve

by Vodafone. Huawei’s involvement (right down to the

Force. However, specialists with deep experience of the

coding) is closely monitored by the UK government at

UK’s cyber capabilities assert that its armed forces will

a facility in the town of Banbury. Other foreign suppli-

find it hard to develop the required depth of expertise if

ers used across the network include Cisco, Ericsson,

they do not emulate the US by creating opportunities for

Fujitsu, Nokia and Siena, with no equivalent oversight.

entire military careers in cyber. It is believed that the UK

In short, the UK relies to a considerable extent on for-

military is addressing this under the new NCF construct.

eign manufacture of much of the equipment under-

Perhaps the greatest area of complexity for the UK,

pinning its telecommunications, from microchips to

however, is the limited degree to which it controls its

communications switches. This infrastructure com-

own national telecommunications infrastructure, and

plexity is typical of the Western model of a free, multi-

whether this really matters. Design of the network is

stakeholder internet.

currently undertaken by the company BT, which used

Data crossing the UK network takes the most suitable

to have a monopoly as the UK’s sole network provider.

route across various platforms and systems, based on

Due to its size, BT runs what might be considered the

factors such as cost, time and available bandwidth. Much

core public network, though providers such as Virgin

of the data is encrypted by ‘over the top’ applications

Media compete with it, especially since the migration

such as Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Signal, Telegram

of the network to new-generation

and WhatsApp, making the content

IP-based services. BT is the dominant

largely invisible to the infrastructure

provider of telephone exchanges and
owns much of the access-network
infrastructure (the element ‘downstream’ of the exchanges). But all the
telecoms companies present in the
UK (including those with foreign
ownership) have their own networks,
while the UK is looking to open up as
much of BT’s network and infrastruc-

The UK’s
networks rely on
foreign supply
chains to a
greater extent
than those of the
US or China

ture to other firms as possible. In real-

providers (of whatever nationality),
and to the UK government, unless
they receive assistance from the providers of those applications.
The complexity of its networks is
in many ways an advantage for the
UK since it provides a certain level
of redundancy and resilience. For
example, the country is so well connected to the internet through auton-

ity, it is impractical for competing operators to replicate

omous nodes (second only to Germany in that respect)

completely the scale of BT’s network, so instead they

that multiple nodes would have to be put out of action

rely on acquiring capacity or facilities from it. The result

for there to be a significant impact on the function-

is that those companies can install their own hardware,

ing of the system. Also, the UK has 88 undersea-cable

voice lines and broadband services and can take over

landing points in its territory, providing a high degree

the existing physical lines. Overall, the growth and

of redundancy if several of the cables were disabled,

development of the UK’s telecommunications network

although the risk that even one of the cables might be

has been driven principally by market forces.

interfered with or cut by an adversary remains a con-

UK mobile networks include foreign-owned equip-

cern. It is still the case that the UK’s networks rely on

ment that uses either networks provided by the for-

foreign supply chains to a greater extent than those of

eign companies or BT’s ‘backbone’ networks. For the

the US or China and are therefore more exposed to the

UK’s 4G mobile networks, for example, the Chinese

attendant risk. Furthermore, the UK’s weaker position in

company Huawei provides radio equipment, such as

the global market for network infrastructure compared

masts, that broadcast mobile-network signals and relay

with the US or China means it has less influence than

communications back to the core network for several

they do in shaping the physical infrastructure of global
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cyberspace.15 The government seems to have recognised

National Cyber Crime Unit and by the Regional

the risk to its national networks, having announced initi-

Organised Crime Units. Through GCHQ, the NCSC is

atives to improve security standards for equipment and

also organisationally connected to the NCF.

to encourage greater diversification of suppliers.
In July 2020 the government ended a long-running

There has been a strengthening partnership between
government and the private sector on cyber security.

controversy when it announced a ban on purchases of

Through

its

Cyber

Security

Information

Sharing

Huawei equipment for its new 5G networks, to come

Partnership the NCSC has designed a way for government

into force in 2021, and the stripping out of all Huawei

and industry to exchange information in real time, and

equipment from all its networks by 2027.16 This over-

it has accredited about 100 companies as suppliers of

turned an earlier government decision to manage the

cyber security to government through its Cyber Growth

security risk by limiting the presence of Huawei equip-

Partnership. The UK’s critical national infrastructure

ment to non-sensitive parts of the networks. However,

officially consists of 13 sectors,19 each of which is required

an intervening US ban on the export of US microchip

by government to produce an annual Sector Security

technology to Huawei undermined the quality and reli-

and Resilience Plan, incorporating cyber-security issues,

ability of the Chinese company’s product, forcing the

while individual companies are responsible for their own

UK’s hand. The pressure applied by the US to both

business-continuity and resilience plans. There is a proven

Huawei and the UK therefore seemed to be more about

system for incident-alerting and response, cyber-defence

curtailing the global expansion of Chinese digital tech-

exercises involving government and industry, and a

nology than dealing with an immediate security risk.

dedicated national risk register. Awareness programmes
for the wider public include Cyber Aware, Cybersecurity

Cyber security and resilience

Challenge, Cyber Essentials and Get Safe Online.

The UK has developed a national cyber-security ecosys-

Importantly, there was evidence of a shift in approach

tem that aspires to a whole-of-society approach, seeking

in the 2016 version of the UK’s cyber-security strategy.

to ensure that government, the private sector, academia

The pre-2016 versions of the strategy had relied on mar-

and individual citizens work together to improve over-

ket forces to bring about more secure practices among

all national cyber security. The efficacy of that ecosys-

companies but had not achieved the scale and pace of

tem was reflected in the UK being ranked first out of 175

change required to keep ahead of threats. In the 2016

countries in the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index com-

strategy the government adopted a more intervention-

piled by the International Telecommunication Union.17

ist role to deliver the required improvements. This was

At the heart of the ecosystem sits the NCSC, which

partly embodied in the NCSC’s Active Cyber Defence

became operational in October 2016. This rationalised

initiative, also launched in 2016, which has involved

the government’s cyber-security effort, bringing together

working with internet service providers to find ways of

functions previously distributed across several depart-

blocking and disrupting malicious activity at the network

ments and aiming to provide a central point of refer-

level, with the aim of protecting most UK citizens from

ence on cyber security for ministers and the private and

most high-volume/low-sophistication attacks most of the

public sectors.18 The NCSC includes the UK’s national

time. The first tranche of activity has focused on citizens’

Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-UK).

interactions with government and has had an impact

As part of GCHQ, the NCSC is able to draw upon

on, for example, the phishing threat – the UK’s share of

the government’s principal source of cyber expertise

global phishing attacks fell from 5.3% to 2.2% between

and threat data. The NCSC’s headquarters was deliber-

2016 and 2018, according to the NAO.20 The plan is now

ately kept separate from GCHQ, however, so it would

to incorporate UK industry sectors within this approach.

be more accessible to private companies, the media

While the various processes that make up the UK’s

and the public. The NCSC has good connections with

cyber-security ecosystem appear to be well estab-

UK law enforcement, where cyber-security capabilities

lished, it is harder to evaluate the human and techni-

have been developed by the National Crime Agency’s

cal capacity that supports it. The investment of £1.9bn
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(US$2.5bn) under the current five-year programme is

Netherlands, the UK drove through the adoption

substantial in the context of overall UK government

of an EU sanctions regime to directly penalise com-

funding, although the NAO has reported some delivery

puter hackers. The UK’s withdrawal from the EU may

issues. The 740 staff allocated to the NCSC also repre-

weaken important channels for influence over pan-

sent a substantial commitment but are only a small part

European cyber-security policy and cyber-crime con-

of the personnel dedicated to cyber security across gov-

trol. The UK has actively participated in the UN Group

ernment and the private sector. The approximately 100

of Governmental Experts on cyberspace security since

companies accredited to deliver cyber-security services

its creation in 2004.25

to government indicate considerable private-sector

The UK has long-standing international alliances on

capacity,21 with a 2020 report noting a 44% increase in

cyber intelligence and cyber security, for example with

the number of cyber-security firms in the UK, and a 37%

its Five Eyes partners, a broad range of European states

increase in cyber-related jobs, between 2017 and 2019.22

and as a member of NATO. There is evidence of grow-

The challenge for the UK may lie in ensuring it has suf-

ing cooperation on cyber security with a wider range of

ficient personnel with crucial deep cyber-security skills

countries across the Middle East, the Asia-Pacific and

and expertise, hence the various upskilling initiatives

Latin America. There is also evidence of the UK operat-

being driven by the NCSC.

ing with close allies on offensive cyber operations, for

The current state of cyber security in the UK is

example with the US and Australia against the Islamic

reflected in a 2020 report23 showing that cyber attacks

State (also known as ISIS or ISIL). The UK and the US

are being detected more frequently, with almost half

signed an agreement in 2016 to advance their collabora-

of businesses reporting cyber-security breaches dur-

tive development of both offensive and defensive cyber

ing the previous 12 months. However, businesses also

capabilities. The UK’s cyber capability is almost cer-

reported a higher level of resilience, and the average

tainly amplified by this proven ability to work in con-

cost of individual breaches was quite low (£3,230, or less

cert with other cyber-capable nations.

than US$5,000). The qualitative research nevertheless
revealed some confusion about incident reporting and

Offensive cyber capability

highlighted the important role for key players such as

Government ministers have stated unambiguously that

banks and insurance companies in guiding the private

the UK is prepared to use cyber capabilities to deter and

sector on cyber security.

counter threats, including from terrorists, serious criminals and malign cyber actors; that they consider offensive

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

cyber operations integral to modern warfare; and that

The UK aspires to shape the global cyber future by pur-

the UK military is committed to using its offensive cyber

suing international action and exerting its influence in

capability as a warfighting tool.26 Offensive cyber is cov-

international forums. It advocates the application of

ered in detail in published UK military doctrine, includ-

existing international law (including the laws of armed

ing its use to create freedom of manoeuvre, to project

conflict) in cyberspace and promotes the establishment

power, for destructive military effect and for deterrence.

of voluntary, non-binding norms of state behaviour and

The UK’s development of an offensive cyber capa-

the development and implementation of confidence-

bility has been a joint venture between GCHQ and the

building measures.

MoD. From 2014, this was under the auspices of the

The UK has sponsored or led cyber-security initia-

NOCP, which was subsumed in 2020 by the NCF. It

tives in the United Nations, the European Union and

seems the investment of people and money was already

the Commonwealth. For example, it has implemented

substantial under the NOCP and will increase under the

international programmes helping more than 80 coun-

NCF. Evidence from parliamentary committees in 2016–

tries to improve their cyber security, supported by

17 shows that the NOCP had instigated a step change in

the UK-developed ‘Cybersecurity Capacity Maturity

the UK’s effort on offensive cyber, with the development

Model for Nations’;24 and in May 2019, alongside the

of the full spectrum of capabilities from those required
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for peacetime influence-and-information operations to

if they are for military effect, they must also proceed

those relevant to high- and low-intensity combat. The

through the MoD’s well-established and ministerially

committees also highlighted an increase in GCHQ efforts

led targeting process (adding the principles of discrimi-

on computer-network exploitation (hacking), which is a

nation and humanity). This means considerations of

vital part of an effective offensive cyber capability.

unintended consequences and collateral damage are an

The evidence available on actual capability is under-

integral part of the UK system. Like the US, though, the

standably scant, given the need for secrecy, although in

UK reserves the right to use its offensive cyber capa-

2018 the UK became one of only three countries to have

bilities for more than deterrent effect, its strategy stat-

publicly acknowledged the use of offensive cyber capa-

ing that it will deploy them at a time and place of its

bilities (the others being the US and Australia). Judging

choosing, including for national operational purposes.29

from indications in the Snowden leaks, GCHQ had been

Like other cyber-capable states that operate within strict

pioneering the development and use of offensive cyber

international and domestic legal limits, the UK proba-

techniques since the turn of the millennium, particu-

bly needs to find a way of generating a better-informed

larly for disruptive cognitive effect against international

public debate on the use of offensive cyber to ensure

terrorists.27 Furthermore, as well as exercising its capa-

it retains the necessary political licence to operate. This

bilities on cyber ranges and incorporating cyber dimen-

will probably entail a greater level of openness on its

sions into war games, it is clear that the UK has used

plans for developing and using such capabilities.

its military operations in Afghanistan and elsewhere as

Perhaps the principal challenge facing the UK’s

operational proving grounds for its integration of cyber

offensive cyber capability is the need for continued

action into modern warfare.28

investment both in terms of money and personnel,

Whether for intelligence-gathering or offensive pur-

especially in order to increase capacity in core techni-

poses, the UK states that it will use its cyber capabilities

cal skills. This is something the creation of the NCF is

responsibly and according to strict thresholds dictated

intended to address. Overall, however, the available

by domestic and international law. The overarching

evidence seems to back the UK claim in its 2016 NCSS

principle in UK law is that all such operations have

that, together with the US, it is a world leader on offen-

to be proved necessary and proportionate, and that

sive cyber.
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23 UK Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, ‘Cyber
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that the nationality of the design of a completed product is
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not a reliable guide to where that product’s components were

2020.

manufactured – hence the impact on US chip manufacturers of

24 Global Cyber Security Capacity Centre, ‘Cybersecurity

the US ban on Huawei products. Supply-chain risks may be an
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inevitable consequence of the globalisation of the development

https://cybilportal.org/tools/cybersecurity-capacity-maturity-

and production of technology. If so, all states will need to

model-for-nations-cmm-revised-edition.

manage those risks, and the UK’s approach may later be
regarded as having been in the vanguard.

25 Since a UN General Assembly resolution in 2004, a UN Group

of Governmental Experts (GGE) has convened for two-year
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terms to address international-security aspects of cyberspace.

Wallace%20said,ability%20to%20conduct%20cyber%20

It was known as the GGE on ‘Developments in the Field

operations.

of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of
International Security’ until 2018, when it was renamed the GGE

27 The UK government continues to neither confirm nor deny the

information leaked by Snowden.

on ‘Advancing Responsible State Behaviour in Cyberspace in the

28 Apart from its statements with regard to the Islamic State, the

Context of International Security’. In cyberspace-policy circles it

UK has made no formal acknowledgement of its offensive

is common to refer to it simply as ‘the GGE’. See UN Office for

cyber operations. But for a mention of such operations in

Disarmament Affairs, ‘Developments in the field of information

Afghanistan, see Gordon Corera, ‘UK’s National Cyber Force

and telecommunications in the context of international security’,

comes out of the shadows’, BBC News, 20 November 2020,

https://www.un.org/disarmament/ict-security.

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-55007946.

26 For a collection of such statements, see GCHQ, ‘National

29 UK Parliament, ‘Electronic Warfare: Question for Ministry of

Cyber Force transforms country’s cyber capabilities to protect

Defence’, UIN 201591, tabled on 12 December 2018, https://

the UK’, November 2020, https://www.gchq.gov.uk/news/

questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-questions/

national-cyber-force#:~:text=Defence%20Secretary%20Ben%20

detail/2018-12-12/201591.
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3. Canada

Canada is a highly digitised middle power with an

ICT systems. Its national resilience policy is well

advanced economy. It pursues a whole-of-society

organised but less practised than it needs to be.

approach to cyber security that sits comfortably with

Elements of its critical infrastructure are shared with

its system of government and foreign policy. Its cyber

the US (a common electric grid, for example). Canada

policies, like those of the United States and United

is active in a multitude of diplomatic forums and

Kingdom, recognise a rich mix of stakeholders, and

in building cyber capacity in other states. Its cyber

it has a relatively mature civil-sector cyber capabil-

potential is enhanced by its proven ability to operate

ity buttressed by appropriate laws and regulations.

in alliance with other cyber-capable states: this gives

The Canadian government is also proactive in pro-

it access to additional assets, especially those based

moting digital transformation. A strong, and in some

in outer space. Canada is not a global operator in

regards world-leading, tech economy gives Canada

cyberspace in the same way that the US and the UK

an advantage over many states with similarly sized

are, and offensive cyber, for which the country estab-

economies. It relies, however, on other countries to

lished a legal basis only in 2018, is the area in which

provide most of the hardware that powers modern

it can do most to improve its overall cyber power.

Strategy and doctrine
Canada’s public documents reveal that the country has

infrastructure. The two pivotal cyber-focused docu-

prioritised a whole-of-society response to cyber security

ments were Canada’s cyber-security strategies of 2010

above all other cyber considerations, with the develop-

and 2018. The 2010 strategy clearly prioritised the secur-

ment of military and offensive capabilities therefore

ing of government systems, leading to the development

given less prominence in its published strategy than is

of technical solutions subsequently emulated by some

the case in other cyber-capable states.

of the country’s close allies. At the time, the strategy’s

The National Security Policy of 2004 provided a

emphasis on fostering a closer partnership between the

comprehensive policy overview1 and is still regarded

public and private sectors, and on initiatives aimed at

as the guiding policy document.2 Subsequent policy

the online security of Canadian citizens, was ground-

documents have focused more on individual security

breaking. Nevertheless, the strategy itself was very top-

challenges, especially counter-terrorism, while also

level, with little detail on the underpinning initiatives or

paying increasing attention to the security of critical

the allocation of resources.

List of acronyms
CAF

Canadian Armed Forces

DCIO

Defence Chief Information Officer

CSE

Communications Security Establishment

DND

Department of National Defence

CSIS

Canadian Security Intelligence Service

ICT

information and communications technology
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The 2018 strategy sought to address this, with about

officers such as the director of the Communications

CA$500 million (US$400m) allocated to eight depart-

Security Establishment (CSE), the director of the

ments over five years (on top of existing cyber-security-

Canadian Security Intelligence Service (CSIS) and the

related departmental budgets), covering substantive

commander-in-chief of the CAF. Like its close allies,

new cross-government initiatives ranging from the

Canada pursues a multi-stakeholder approach to gov-

creation of a Canadian Centre for Cyber Security and a

ernance of cyber-security policy and related industrial

National Cyber Crime Coordination Unit to incentives

and educational policy. Other government bodies with a

for innovation, economic growth and the development

close involvement include the Royal Canadian Mounted

of cyber talent. Uniquely, the 2018 strategy was itself

Police, Industry Canada, the Treasury Board Secretariat

created using a whole-of-society approach, with a wide

and the Privacy Commissioner.7

consultation process that included the general pub-

This multi-stakeholder approach has been criticised

lic. Led by Public Safety Canada, implementation has

within Canada on the grounds that it lacks a clearly

appeared to be broadly on track, with further initiatives,

defined leading authority.8 However, Public Safety

announced in 2020, focusing on combating online child

Canada claims the leadership role in coordinating civil-

sexual exploitation and on improving the resilience of

sector cyber policy,9 while CSE’s Cyber Centre focuses

physical and digital critical national infrastructure. The

on the operational aspects of cyber security.10 Although

strategy’s implementation has been publicly reported by

the lines of responsibility are intricate, CSE, CSIS and

the government in a notably transparent way.

the CAF are accountable to the highest levels of govern-

The Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) and the

ment and report to, or are run by, cabinet-level govern-

Department of National Defence (DND) rely on no

ment ministers. Inside Public Safety Canada there is a

fewer than 12 governmental and departmental policies

Director General for National Cyber Security reporting

to enable effective cyber security and defensive cyber

to the Senior Assistant Deputy Minister (the country’s

operations,3 although when it comes to the details of

second-most senior civil servant).11

implementation, a paucity of documentation within

Historically, Canada’s military cyber capabilities

the public domain limits the depth of any assessment.

have tended to be defensive, and although other uses

A 2009 Capstone Concept did establish, however, that

for cyber had already been envisaged in CAF/DND

Canada sees cyberspace as a realm of warfare, with an

doctrine (the 2009 Capstone Concept, for example), it

emphasis on using cyber operations in conjunction with

was only in 2019 that a cyber force was established in

other military capabilities to create integrated effects.4

preparation for offensive cyber warfare. Employment of

Considerations of the operational aspects of cyber

Canada’s offensive cyber capabilities must be approved

were also taking place well before the publication of

‘by the Government on a mission-by-mission basis con-

the 2009 document.5 Military cyber operations moved

sistent with the employment of other military assets

firmly into the public discussion in a 2017 defence pol-

and will be subject to the same rigour as other military

icy, which set out a broad role for the military around

uses of force’,12 and offensive cyber operations require

cyber and stated that the CAF would ‘ensure that new

the approval of both the minister of national defence

challenges in the space and cyber domains do not

and the minister of foreign affairs.13

threaten Canadian defence and security objectives and
strategic interests, including the economy’.6

For control of military operations, Canada has a Joint
Force Cyber Component Commander. Responsibility for
developing cyber capability and readiness sits with the

Governance, command and control

Defence Chief Information Officer (DCIO), a civilian ac-

As Canada is a parliamentary democracy in the British

countable to both the Chief of the Defence Staff and the

mould, command and control of cyber organisations

Deputy Minister for Defence (the senior civil servant in the

rests ultimately with the prime minister, who oversees

DND).14 Reporting to the DCIO is a military officer at one-

the minister of public safety and emergency prepared-

star level, the Director General Cyber,15 who is charged

ness, the minister of national defence and other statutory

with development of military cyber capabilities, as well as
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responsibility for strategic and operational command and

Although Canada has restrictive policies that limit

control, communications, computing and information.16

the operations of US telecommunications and internet

The Canadian Forces Network Operations Centre defends

providers within its borders, there is a very high level

and monitors DND networks,17 although it is unclear

of cyberspace integration between the two countries.

which precise activities this entails as back-office networks

Canada is the primary beneficiary of that relationship,

and government data are also the responsibility of CSE

especially when it comes to managing its dependencies

and Shared Services Canada. Cyber situational awareness

and vulnerabilities. The US is by far the leading destina-

is provided through CSIS, CSE, Canadian Forces Intelli-

tion for Canada’s ICT exports and ranks second among

gence Command and the Armed Forces Information Op-

the suppliers of Canada’s ICT imports.22 Just as the two

erations Group’s Cyber Support Detachments. In 2019, the

countries have a common interest and joint operations

government launched a high-priority effort to improve in-

in air defence, they also work closely on the protection

tegration of these diverse centres of information.18

of critical infrastructure.
The country’s digital potential, but also the challenge

Core cyber-intelligence capabilities

it faces in maintaining a market edge in innovation, is

Canada’s core cyber-intelligence capability is centred

illustrated by the Canadian company BlackBerry having

on CSE, which is civilian-led and subordinate to the

produced an early smartphone that was popular world-

minister of national defence. Internationally recognised

wide until eventually it was superseded by Apple’s

for its technical expertise, CSE’s capabilities are sig-

iPhone. The government has taken an active role in

nificantly enhanced through membership of the Five

expanding the digital economy, for example launching a

Eyes alliance. Like its equivalents in the other Five Eyes

national strategy for artificial intelligence (AI) in 2017.23

countries, CSE is responsible for both cyber intelligence

Also in 2017, the government launched an innovation

and cyber security, allowing each discipline to benefit

initiative in which certain areas with high concentrations

from the organisation’s expertise in the other.

of tech companies and universities were designated as

CSE is part of a well-developed Canadian intelli-

‘superclusters’ in five areas of research, including AI and

gence and security community in which responsibility

digital technology.24 Toronto is the main hub, account-

both for overseas human intelligence collection and for

ing for 26% of Canada’s ICT output and claiming to be

domestic security lies with the CSIS. In common with

the third-largest tech sector by region and the second-

its Five Eyes partners, Canada’s defence organisation

largest financial centre in North America.25

has its own dedicated intelligence capabilities, under

The 2019 Canadian Digital Charter recognises the

Canadian Forces Intelligence Command. In terms of

need for government to work with the private sec-

geographical reach and budgets, the Canadian intelli-

tor and academia in expanding cyber expertise,26 and

gence community as a whole operates at a lower level

the 2018 National Cyber Security Strategy aimed to

than those of the United States and the United Kingdom,

increase the number of cyber firms and boost innova-

although the reach and impact of CSE’s cyber-intelli-

tion.27 Canada has four innovation clusters in the World

gence capabilities are recognised by allies as a Canadian

Intellectual Property Organization’s list of the top 100,

strong point.

which puts it on a similar footing to the UK (four) and
Japan (five).28

Cyber empowerment and dependence

In terms of AI research and exploitation, Canada

Canada enjoys a high level of digital empowerment,

has some notable achievements, for example occu-

with an internet penetration rate above 90%.19 Canadians

pying eighth position, just below Australia, in

use mobile phones (90% of households) far more than

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and

landlines (41%), while around one-third of households

Development’s ranking of countries according to num-

rely exclusively on wireless services.20 Information and

ber of top-cited AI research papers their institutions

communications technology (ICT) is one of the fastest-

produce.29 However, the country’s leading research

growing sectors in the Canadian economy.21

institute has stated that the national AI strategy,
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although the first of its kind in the world when it was

the National Cross-Sector Forum, for example, link-

launched in 2017, has since fallen behind those of most

ing federal, provincial and territorial governments,

of other countries with similar programmes.30

critical infrastructure sectors and a Federal–Provincial–

The CAF has a high degree of dependence on digital

Territorial Critical Infrastructure Working Group.

systems and space-based communication. It has space

The Canadian Network for Security Information

capabilities of its own but is also uniquely placed by

Exchange aims to foster cooperation between private-

having been part of the US–Canada North American

sector cyber-security stakeholders (for example in the

Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) since 1957.

telecommunications, financial and energy sectors) and

By sharing a land border with the US, Canada also

the government.38 In all of these areas of critical infra-

obtains unique dependability for its land-based tel-

structure there is significant interdependence between

ecommunications assets. In 2019, Canada joined

Canada and the US39 – a power outage on either side of

with France, Germany, the UK and the US to create

the border, for example, would potentially also have an

the Combined Force Space Component Command

impact on the other country.40 As early as 2004, the two

(CFSCC), following decades of space cooperation with

countries signed a treaty for cooperation on the cyber

those countries.31

security of critical infrastructure.41 Cyber is a key component of the comprehensive bilateral defence cooperation

Cyber security and resilience

that Canada maintains with the US.42 A joint initiative

Canada’s high level of preparedness for a cyber

by Public Safety Canada and the US Department of

emergency is illustrated by the wide-ranging series

Homeland Security seeks to enhance collaboration on

of plans and policies it has established, based in part

cyber-incident management by the national operations

on provincial and territorial organisations.32 There is

centres, establish information-sharing with the private

a comprehensive Cyber Security Event Management

sector on cyber security and continue cooperation on
public-awareness efforts.43

Plan that lists the stakeholders and
outlines the actions required to deal
with cyber-security incidents,33 and
clear reporting lines for cyber issues
to be escalated to the appropriate
government level and department.
Industry regulators and non-state
actors

supplement

sector-specific

legislation. The Canadian Centre for
Cyber Security hosts the national
Computer

Emergency

Response

Team.34 Military systems are overseen

Canada has
well-developed
processes
to protect
its critical
infrastructure
from cyber
threats

by the CAF/DND, which also have

Canada continues to suffer the
same types of cyber attack as its Five
Eyes partners: escalating cyber crime,
cyber bullying, privacy breaches,
state-based intrusions and attempts to
use cyberspace for political-influence
operations.44 An annual survey covering business, government and the
non-profit sector found in 2020 that
the number of respondents anxious
about high-level cyber threats had
increased since 2019, but the number

clear procedures for reporting and escalating issues.35

of organisations intending to increase their investments

During certain cyber-security incidents or threat events,

in cyber security had fallen.45

the CAF/DND can come to the aid of the government.36

Overall, with the high priority Canada has given to

Canada has well-developed processes to protect its

cyber security since 2010, the renewed focus of its in-

critical infrastructure from cyber threats.37 The gov-

vestments since it produced its 2018 cyber-security

ernment maintains a Canadian Critical Infrastructure

strategy, and the maturity of its approach to cyber resil-

Asset List, although it is not publicly available, and

ience, Canada performs strongly in this category of the

CSE is mandated to protect critical infrastructure if

methodology. The International Telecommunication

operators request assistance. Public–private collabo-

Union’s 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index reflected this,

ration is another element of Canadian resilience, with

placing Canada ninth out of 175 countries.46

42 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

Public Safety Canada has stated that coordination
within the Five Eyes intelligence alliance has been

team54 and has a cyber-trained officer working on policy
at NATO headquarters.

‘pivotal in ensuring cyber security resilience within

Canada has joined a US-led initiative to name and

our respective countries’ and that the ‘strategic dia-

shame malicious state actors in cyberspace – part of the

logue has made significant progress on cyber security

Cyber Deterrence Initiative.55 Since its launch in 2018,

issues, particularly with respect to information sharing

22 countries have participated in different joint (or syn-

on the threat environment, coordinated cyber incident

chronous) attribution statements.

response, and international policy coordination’.47

Offensive cyber capability
Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

Canada is open about its ability and willingness to use

Canada is active in international forums on cyberspace

offensive cyber56 in close adherence to international

affairs, often seeking to shape the debate. Its 2019 National

law,57 and has possibly done so against the Islamic State

Cyber Security Action Plan outlined a broad diplomatic

(also known as ISIS or ISIL).58 However, its offensive

strategy, setting the goal of ‘work[ing] to shape the inter-

cyber capabilities are still nascent. While the CAF/DND

national cyber security environment’ in Canada’s own

have some offensive cyber capacity,59 they rely heav-

interests through collaboration and coordination ‘of

ily on the cyber expertise of CSE, a civilian organisa-

strategic cybersecurity and cybercrime issues amongst

tion, albeit one that reports to the minister of national

stakeholders, and by advocating for an open, free and

defence. Therefore, as in the UK, there is no clear dis-

secure internet’.48 This approach has seen the country par-

tinction between military and civilian offensive cyber

ticipate in cyber-security discussions at an international

capabilities, only between how their use is authorised

level, such as in the United Nations Group of Govern-

politically, depending on which piece of domestic or

mental Experts on cyberspace security.49 Canada has also

international law is engaged. Consequently, CSE and

run anti-crime and counter-terrorism capacity-building

the Canadian military are considering adopting the

programmes through which it has contributed CA$15.6

UK’s model and creating a national cyber force com-

million (US$12m) to cyber-security
capacity-building in North and South
America and Southeast Asia.50 It is a
signatory to the 2018 Paris Call for
Trust and Security in Cyberspace, and
has ratified the Convention on Cyber
Crime.51 In 2019, Canada oversaw the
creation of the Rapid Response Mechanism, aimed at sharing information
and threat analyses with other G7

Canada has
joined a USled initiative
to name and
shame malicious
state actors in
cyberspace

countries so as to identify opportunities for coordinated responses to cyber attacks.52

prised of both military and civilian
personnel.60 This follows the passage
into law in 2019 of Bill C-59 and the
CSE Act, which together allow CSE
to perform offensive cyber functions
on behalf of the CAF/DND, operating
under their legal mandate.61 Given
this clarification of the Canadian
legal position, Canada has put itself
in a better position to develop and
use a wider set of offensive cyber

capabilities. In doing so, it can draw upon the offensive

Despite only announcing its intention to join the

cyber experience of its close partners the US, the UK

NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence

and Australia, in terms of both running operations and

in 2019, as a NATO member Canada has become

capability development. One of the major advantages of

involved in the Alliance’s efforts to strengthen its cyber

belonging to a mature international cyber alliance such

capabilities. In 2013, for example, Canada headed a

as the Five Eyes, therefore, is that it enables a country

Multinational Cyber Defence Capability Development

like Canada to develop and scale cyber capabilities

project to improve NATO’s surveillance and defensive

more quickly and more efficiently than it otherwise

capabilities.53 It is also active in NATO’s cryptographic

would be able to.
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4. Australia

Australia’s cyber-security strategies have concen-

more mature cyber capabilities than its modest

trated on national security, commercial cyber secu-

defence and intelligence budgets might suggest. It

rity, the industrial base for sovereign capability,

is active in global diplomacy for cyber norms and

workforce development and good international

cyber capacity-building. In 2016 it acknowledged for

citizenship. The Australian Signals Directorate, the

the first time that it possessed offensive cyber capa-

country’s principal cyber-related agency, remains

bilities – examples of their use against the Islamic

the most influential in national policymaking. The

State (also known as ISIS or ISIL) were subsequently

country is still developing its military cyber strat-

put into the public domain. Australia has actively

egies and policies after setting up an Information

supported the United States-led Cyber Deterrence

Warfare Division in 2017. Australia can boast some

Initiative, which aims to use cyber means to coun-

research and industry credentials in the field of

ter the malign cyber activity of other states. For

information and communications technology and

Australia to become a more effective cyber power, it

cyber security, but these are growing from a low

will need to make dramatically greater investments

base. In part because of its 70-year membership of

in cyber-related tertiary education and carve out a

the Five Eyes intelligence alliance, Australia has

more viable sovereign cyber capability.

Strategy and doctrine
Australia’s first Cyber Security Strategy, released in

identity protection, expanding and upskilling the cyber

2009,1 was the result of a review of ‘e-security’ the pre-

workforce, and enhancing international collaboration.

vious year. It had two main initiatives: to create an offi-

It did not propose significant new investments in sup-

cial national Computer Emergency Response Team to

port of its rhetorical commitments, except in the area of

complement or supersede the one that had been operat-

national security.

ing since 1994, which was based in a university;2 and to

In April 2016 the government launched a new Cyber

establish a national Cyber Security Operations Centre.

Security Strategy.3 Subtitled ‘Enabling Innovation,

But the document consisted largely of rhetorical poli-

Growth and Prosperity’, the plan was as much about

cies – laudable intentions around topics such as shared

better exploiting the economic opportunities of the

governmental and private-sector responsibility, facing

information age as it was about security. The security-

the increasing threats, protecting Australian values,

related themes were familiar from the existing strategy

List of acronyms
ACSC
ADF
ASD
ASIO

Australian Cyber Security Centre
Australian Defence Force
Australian Signals Directorate
Australian Security Intelligence Organisation

DSCC
ICT
IWD

Defence Signals Intelligence and Cyber Command
information and communications technology
Information Warfare Division
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documents of other countries, such as the United States,

higher levels of military integration, inter-operability

the United Kingdom and France: detect, deter and

and intelligence-sharing.7 This included cyber policy and

respond to threats in cyberspace, including through

operations. Cyber threats were identified as one of six

better anticipation of risks.4 However, in comparison

key drivers of Australian military strategy.8 The govern-

with previous strategies, the tone was more urgent. The

ment assessed that the US would remain the pre-eminent

document included a large number of new approaches

global military power over the next two decades, in large

to security, particularly around information-sharing

part because of its scientific and industrial capability.

between government and the private sector. It also

The military also saw organisational reform on cyber

acknowledged for the first time the government’s use of

that occurred in tandem with the shake-up of the civil

offensive cyber capabilities to deter or respond to mali-

sector. On 30 June 2017, the Australian Defence Force

cious cyber attacks.

(ADF) established a new Information Warfare Division

Within 18 months, however, the planning processes for

(IWD), commanded at two-star level, which was subor-

cyber strategy in the civilian sector were thrown into tem-

dinate to a new Joint Capabilities Group, commanded

porary disarray by major structural reforms that included

at three-star level (equivalent in rank in Australia to the

changes to the status of the Australian Signals Directorate,

chiefs of the single services).

the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation, the

One practical implication of the reforms was that new

Australian Cyber Security Centre and the Attorney

operational concepts and doctrines needed to be ironed

General’s Department in order to carry through the crea-

out. This had less of an impact in the civil agencies but

tion of a new Department of Home Affairs, established

even there the changes were significant. In 2018 the

formally in December 2017. It was
modelled closely on the UK’s Home
Office but inspired also by the United
States’ creation of its Department of
Homeland Security in 2002.
In 2020 Australia released an
even more ambitious Cyber Security
Strategy, with notably higher levels of

government abandoned its commit-

In 2020 Australia
released an even
more ambitious
Cyber Security
Strategy

funding and reflecting an even greater

ment to an annual update of the 2016
cyber-security strategy and decided
it was no longer fit for purpose. The
policy environment had changed
significantly with the escalation of
threats in cyberspace, including the
increasing use of the information
domain by Russia and China for

sense of urgency.5 It adopted a much sharper tone around

political interference, most notably by the Russians in

the threats from other countries (which were not named,

the run-up to the 2016 US presidential election.

even though the government had been vocal about ban-

Australia issued a Defence Strategic Update9 and a

ning Huawei from national systems since at least 2012)

Force Structure Plan10 in July 2020, followed in August

and highlighted the risks associated with rapidly chang-

by the new Cyber Security Strategy. All three docu-

ing technologies and even higher levels of connectivity.

ments demonstrate heightened concern about threats

It was clear from this new document that cyber security

in cyberspace, continuing commitment to previously

had moved to the centre stage of Australian government

announced reforms, and some acceleration of the pace

thinking about national security.

of reforms and spending commitments. In the defence

The transition between the 2016 and 2020 cyber-

context, Prime Minister Scott Morrison saw new cyber-

security strategies was also evident in the domain of

strike capabilities as an important part of a stiffened

defence policy. The 2016 Defence White Paper made

posture of credible deterrence.11 For the first time in

large-scale provision for the expansion of cyber and intel-

such military-policy documents, there was a greater

ligence capabilities as part of a new strategic orientation

and more urgent emphasis on strengthening informa-

around war in the information domain.6 It repeated one

tion and cyber capabilities than on the traditional cat-

of the fundamental planks of Australian security policy:

egories of land, sea and air. The two defence documents

deepening partnership with the US, especially through

together represent a distinct evolution towards the
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view that ‘information underpins all effective military

and cyber personnel working within ASD together in a

operations’,12 even though the government and the ADF

more refined command structure’.15

continue to shy away from the concept of information

The DSCC provides a means of unifying ASD’s pri-

dominance as used by the US. A new ADF military doc-

mary responsibility for offensive cyber operations with

trine for cyberspace operations was also issued in 2020

the clearly competing need for the ADF to share control

but remains classified. It is understood to be essentially

of that command function. The IWD is not the com-

an Australian version of the US doctrine on cyberspace

mand authority within the ADF for those operations,

operations, with some changes of emphasis reflecting

since that falls to ASD. The IWD has a role similar to the

the country’s quite different circumstances.

‘raise, train and sustain’ functions of the chiefs of service, who defer to combatant commanders for control

Governance, command and control

of operations.16

Major decisions on security policy are made by the

ASD retains the lead role in civil-sector cyberspace

National Security Committee of Cabinet, with the prime

policy, in large part through its subordinate agency,

minister acting as de facto commander-in-chief of the

the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC) which

armed forces and ultimate authority for all government

manages domestic affairs in this field. In that role, the

decisions. This operates in parallel with a system of

ACSC and ASD report to the home affairs minister,

ministerial responsibility (including for the intelligence

even though ASD is accountable more directly to the

agencies) and statutory responsibility for the Chief of

prime minister and the minister for defence. ASD works

the Defence Force in military matters. The National

with the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation

Security Committee of Cabinet sets broad policy, such

(ASIO) on joint cyber operations inside Australia.

as approval of new strategies, and the operational
priorities of the agencies. The Expenditure Review

Core cyber-intelligence capabilities

Committee of Cabinet approves funding plans, some-

ASD provides the bulk of the country’s core cyber-

times merely endorsing those made by the other com-

intelligence capabilities, which are closely combined

mittees because of some overlap in membership.

with its cyber-security and cyber-warfare functions.

The main cyber-related intelligence agency, the

It has strong regional cyber expertise, with a focus on

Australian Signals Directorate (ASD), reports directly

Southeast and East Asia, particularly Indonesia and

to the minister for defence, who authorises operations

China. ASD’s wider intelligence reach is not so strong

and sets the standards for protecting the privacy of citi-

but is significantly enhanced through membership of

zens.13 While therefore under civilian political control,

the Five Eyes alliance.

there is also a de facto line of authority flowing from

ASD is part of a mature national intelligence com-

the Chief of the Defence Force, given that ASD includes

munity and works in close partnership with the domes-

a large number of military personnel. The personnel

tic security agency, ASIO, and the external agency, the

strength of ASD is not revealed publicly.

Australian Secret Intelligence Service, which specialises

Within the ADF, the IWD has continued to evolve.

in overseas human intelligence collection and covert

When it was created in mid-2017, the IWD’s most

operations. Drawing on the example of the US, Australia

important element was the Joint Cyber Unit, projected

created the post of Director of National Intelligence in

to acquire about 1,000 personnel within a ten-year

2018, to give the government a single source of author-

time frame. The ADF announced in January 2018 that

ity for coordination of the analytical and collection

the Joint Cyber Unit and a newly created Joint SIGINT

work of all the intelligence agencies, as well as oversight

Unit, alongside civilian teams from ASD, would oper-

of covert activity.

ate under a new structure within the IWD, the Defence
Signals Intelligence and Cyber Command (DSCC),

Cyber empowerment and dependence

headed by a one-star officer who had previously led

Australia is among the world’s leading countries in terms

teams in ASD.14 The aim was to bring ‘all ADF SIGINT

of average internet usage, per capita mobile-broadband
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subscriptions and the proportion of companies that are

In 2018 the government set up the National Space

engaged in e-commerce.17 However, it falls outside the

Agency to help reverse the country’s near-total

top ten in many other indicators of innovation, competi-

dependence on foreign-owned satellites. It is funded

tiveness and cyber security.

at a modest level – A$9.8 million (US$6.8m) in 2019–20

Since the turn of the century, Australia’s digital

– and operates 13 satellites.25 In October 2019 the coun-

economy has mostly stood still in relative terms – for

try joined a small space force with Canada, France,

example, its information industries’ share of total global

Germany, the UK and the US.

value added hardly increased between 2006 and 2016.18

Overall, Australia has a modest capability to assess

There is a mismatch between its innovation inputs

the security implications of imported technologies,

(knowledge, research and investment), in which it

with the best capabilities concentrated largely in gov-

ranked 13th in the world in 2020, and its innovation out-

ernment and in several larger corporations. The coun-

puts, in which it ranked only 31st (with a particularly

try contributes significantly to collaborative research

low position, 40th, in the specific area of knowledge

both in the commercial and open-source scientific sec-

outputs).19 According to the same analysis, the country

tors, and in classified work with its closest intelligence

ranks among the world’s top ten in terms of the exper-

and military allies.

tise of its institutions and scientists, and access to venture capital, but performs much less well when it comes

Cyber security and resilience

to the commercialisation of scientific knowledge.

Successive Australian governments have made important

This mismatch is reflected in the approach to arti-

efforts to improve national cyber security and the resil-

ficial intelligence (AI). For example, Australia was in

ience of the country’s critical infrastructure.26 An educa-

11th position in a 2020 ranking of countries accord-

tion campaign was launched in 2011 around the ‘top four’

ing to the number of top-cited AI research papers they

threats to cyber security,27 based on a list of mitigation

produced,20 yet it lacks the industrial capability to fully

strategies advocated by ASD. The four became an ‘essential eight’ mitigation strategies in 2017,

exploit this research in economic
terms. A 2019 report commissioned
by the government estimated that by
2030 the country will need to train at
least 32,000 and perhaps as many as
161,000 workers as AI specialists if it
is to realise the economic potential of
its research strengths.21 There have
been efforts to address this issue – in
2019, for example, the government’s

Since the turn
of the century,
Australia’s digital
economy has
mostly stood still
in relative terms

main scientific research body pub-

and ASD’s full list of 35 strategies was
augmented to 38. The programme has
been emulated in the UK and Canada.
By 2020 the government had significantly improved its cyber-security
guidance for all sectors.28
The state of Australia’s national
cyber security has been well documented in numerous government
statements, several of which have

lished an AI road map and issued a call for public sub-

found significant weaknesses in the government’s

missions on AI policy – but these initiatives will take

own practices. The Australian National Audit Office

many years to bear fruit.22

has identified considerable recalcitrance on the part of

Australia boasts an increasing number of successes

government agencies when it comes to upgrading their

in the ICT sector, including in fields such as quantum

cyber security – for example, its 2018 audit of three gov-

computing, but research is often funded by US gov-

ernment agencies revealed that only one was compliant

ernment agencies or US venture capital.23 That said,

with the ASD top four, which were not even a particu-

the Department of Defence maintains a vigorous and

larly rigorous set of standards,29 and in 2019 it found

highly regarded Defence Science and Technology

that the Australian postal service had not been able

Group, which has an active research and development

to manage cyber-security risks effectively.30 In 2020, a

(R&D) programme in cyberspace technologies.24

parliamentary committee called for more reviews of
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cyber security in government departments because of

in 2019 that the skills shortage was more severe than

a continuing shortfall in compliance.31 Nevertheless,

initially imagined.39 By 2020 the government had real-

Australia was ranked tenth out of 175 in the 2018 Global

ised that a cyber-security workforce of the necessary

Cybersecurity Index compiled by the International

size would not be created without immigration, so it

Telecommunication Union (ITU).32

has introduced radical new visa programmes to entice

In 2016 the government created a cyber-security

workers from abroad into the field.40 But Australian

‘growth centre’ to drive better national performance and

universities’ response to the new opportunities and

reduce the levels of dependence on imported ICT equip-

demand for cyber-security education could not match

ment and foreign workers.33 Now
called AustCyber, it provides regular
updates on the global competitiveness of the country’s cyber-security
sector.34 Its 2019 update, which was
notably sober in tone, reported that
‘Australian demand and employment
is dominated by outsourced cyber
security services, and more than threequarters of this market is controlled
by foreign companies’, even though

Many in
the policy
community
see Israel as an
exemplar of what
Australia could
achieve

the government’s ambition, particularly since the government was not
prepared to invest sufficient funds.
The 2020 Cyber Security Strategy
invested more heavily in workforce
development, education and community initiatives, providing A$50m
(US$35m),41 but this is unlikely to give
universities much incentive because
the government prefers communityand business-based solutions.

these operated mostly ‘from local bases and employ-

Australia has moved towards a more coherent pol-

ing Australians’.35 Such shortcomings are not surprising

icy and legislative framework for cyber security and

given that most members of the G20 – including China,

resilience, but the changes need to be reflected in bet-

France, Germany, Japan, Russia and the UK – also rely

ter governmental coordination and more consistent use

very heavily on foreign-made ICT. The document also

of standardised tools. The country has not yet made

assessed that ‘several hurdles are making it difficult

adequate investments to defend against the most seri-

for Australia to fully harness existing advantages and

ous potential threats.42 Its providers of critical national

develop a sizeable worldclass cyber security sector’.

infrastructure appear not to have a sufficient under-

The 2019 AustCyber update concluded that Australia

standing of the risks and the situation is aggravated by

needed to address its skills shortage in the cyber-security

a shortage of personnel with the relevant skills, includ-

sector, do better at R&D, improve the business environ-

ing at board level.43 However, such issues are common

ment for start-ups, improve access to global markets, and

to all the countries studied in this report.

develop credible metrics to assess the development of the
sector and its economic impacts on the broader econo-

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

my.36 To make those steps a reality, the report urged the

Australia has taken an active role in the management of

creation of a more advanced and resilient cyber-security

cyberspace issues within the framework of several inter-

mindset. If such changes are made, many in the policy

national organisations, including the United Nations,

community see Israel as an exemplar of what Australia

ITU, Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)

could achieve.

and Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation group. A prime

The 2016 cyber-security strategy did not have sufficient

example was its role as co-chair of a working group on

funding to properly address the problems it identified.37

cyber security in the ASEAN Plus framework. It has

One area that needed more attention was digital literacy,

always cooperated closely with its allies in this regard,

especially in tertiary (post-secondary) education – the

based on the principle laid out in its 2016 Defence White

strategy promised only A$3.5m (US$2.7m) over four

Paper that, despite having no shortage of resources,

years for its main initiative in that area, a programme

it could only deliver national security effectively by

for academic centres of excellence.38 AustCyber reported

working with partners.44 In 2017, following the example
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of other countries such as the US and China, Australia

excluded all Chinese companies.49 It has not had simi-

published an International Cyber Engagement Strategy

lar success with Papua New Guinea, which is reliant

addressing all diplomatic aspects of cyberspace manage-

on Australian aid but determined to resist pressure to

ment, including cyber crime, digital trade, cyber security,

abandon Huawei.50

human rights, privacy and international security.45 The

The country conducts bilateral and multilateral dia-

most innovative part of the strategy was the emerging

logues on cyberspace affairs, including with Canada,

commitment, shared with its closest allies, to undertake

China, India, Indonesia, Japan, New Zealand, South

active defence in cyberspace, involving the setting of

Korea, the UK and the US. The US–Japan–Australia tri-

expectations for state behaviour, practical confidence-

lateral dialogue is particularly important as a way for

building measures and responding to unacceptable

Canberra to signal its positions on internet freedom and

behaviour by states.46 Australia has also participated in

malign behaviour by states.

the UN Group of Governmental Experts on cyberspace
security, including by chairing it from 2013–15.47

Offensive cyber capability

Australia has been implementing a modest programme

In 2016 Australia officially avowed that it possessed an

of capacity-building for cyber security in Southeast Asia

offensive cyber capability and had used it against the

and the South Pacific since 2016. This has probably

Islamic State (also known as ISIS or ISIL).51 The head of

achieved the greatest impact in partnership with other

ASD confirmed in 2019 that those operations had been

donor governments, rather than in the projects delivered

conducted jointly with coalition partners and that the

solely by Australian providers, but the effectiveness of

Australian dimension, under the direction of the ADF’s

some aspects of the programme is open to question. It is

Chief of Joint Operations, involved both the degrad-

arguably unrealistic to aim to build cyber-security capac-

ing of Islamic State battlefield communications and an

ity in states with very low levels of economic develop-

online influence operation.52 He added that the coun-

ment in the ICT sector, scarce resources for education

try’s capabilities would also be directed at ‘organised

and only very few officials in cyberspace-related roles.

offshore cyber criminals’.53 Australia has also provided

Countries as poor as Cambodia or Laos, or the micro-

support to the US Cyber Deterrence Initiative, which

states of the South Pacific, are less likely to profit from

involves public attribution of foreign attacks and

such projects than Indonesia or Vietnam.

engagement in cyberspace to disrupt them. Australian

The country has aligned more closely than most

offensive cyber operations are conducted in accordance

other US allies with Washington’s move to exclude the

with the country’s understanding of international law

Chinese company Huawei from national 5G networks,

and are closely scrutinised by a growing number of

and was in the vanguard of international lobbying to

government lawyers specialising in the field.

that effect.48 In August 2018 it became the first Five

In its five-year corporate plan published in 2019,

Eyes member to advise its telecoms operators to avoid

ASD reiterated its mission on offensive cyber opera-

purchasing 5G equipment or services from Huawei.

tions, linking it to domestic requirements (countering

This not only soured relations with China but also put

cyber crime) as well as to warfighting needs.54 The plan

Australia at odds with the UK and Canada on the issue

aimed to build a world-class offensive cyber capability55

for almost two years. The extent to which the deci-

while emphasising that ASD’s ability to conduct opera-

sion was the outcome of broader geopolitical concerns,

tions would be underpinned by its close international

rather than specific technical issues, remains unclear.

partnerships.56

Australia has been opposed to China’s increasing

Overall, Australia has effective offensive cyber capa-

investment in the ICT sectors of regional countries,

bilities. Its close partnership and joint operations with

especially in the South Pacific – a position demonstrated

the US and the UK secure its place in the front rank of

most strikingly in 2018 when it successfully pressured

states in terms of offensive cyber, while its membership

the Solomon Islands to abandon a deal with Huawei for

of the Five Eyes alliance provides it with the enhanced

an undersea cable to Australia in favour of a deal that

intelligence and situational awareness needed for

52 The International Institute for Strategic Studies

top-end operations. At the same time, in terms of

well be the limited extent of its national skills base and

resources and available personnel, Australia does not

pipeline. ASD official documents regularly allude to this

match the capabilities of its senior allies.

challenge, and many of its public statements, including

In common with all other states, the biggest constraint on Australia’s offensive cyber capability may

revelations of offensive cyber operations, are accompanied by recruitment appeals.
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5. France

The French government has robust strategies for

favours regulation as a means of addressing cyber

security in cyberspace, supported by mature insti-

threats, exemplified by new laws on election interfer-

tutions and regular budget infusions. France has a

ence and protecting critical national infrastructure.

wide cyber-intelligence reach but keeps its cyber-

On the international stage France has promoted mul-

security functions organisationally separate from its

tilateralism on cyber issues. Its offensive cyber capa-

intelligence community. In terms of digitisation of its

bility is mature but probably lags behind those of the

society and economy, France is not one of the lead-

United States and the United Kingdom. Its desire for

ers among the world’s developed countries, though

national autonomy on key cyber capabilities denies

its ICT sector has clear strengths. It has shown itself

France the potential gain from a more integrated

to be highly capable and innovative on cyber secu-

approach with key allies, but as a result it is less

rity, advocating a whole-of-society approach. It also

dependent on them.

Strategy and doctrine
Until 2011, France’s approach to issues of cyberspace

of the National Cybersecurity Agency (ANSSI)2 under

security was based on a mix of technical security needs,

the direction of the Secretariat-General for Defence and

commercial perspectives and military interests. It has

National Security (SGDSN).3 The first national cyber-

since moved more decisively towards a model that gives

security strategy, published in 2011, after government

precedence to a unified view of national security in cyber-

ministries had been targeted in cyber attacks,4 explic-

space. There is a striking contrast between its early strat-

itly declared France’s ambition to be a global cyber

egy documents and those that have emerged since 2018.

power, if only in a defensive sense. A 2013 defence

The theme of digital security was prominent in a

white paper mandated the creation of a national doc-

2008 defence white paper that noted the challenges

trine for responding to major cyber threats, consist-

posed by the rapid spread of information and ideas via

ing of a coordinated defensive posture mixed with

new technology, including in the political arena.1 This

a graduated response.5 Importantly, the 2013 white

was the first time a French public-policy document

paper also contained France’s official recognition of

had acknowledged cyber- and information-warfare

cyberspace as a military operational domain, two

threats, and expressed determination to counter them.

years after the United States had done so and three

This intention was reflected in the creation a year later

years before NATO.

List of acronyms
ANSSI
CDSN
DGA
DGSE

National Cybersecurity Agency
Defence and National Security Council
General Directorate for Armaments
General Directorate for External Security

ICT
MdA
SGDSN
SOC

information and communications technology
Ministry of the Armed Forces
Secretariat-General for Defence and National Security
Security Operations Centre
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At that time, France’s security environment was

an unlawful use of force.15 It identified three technologies

beginning to change as the result of a series of security

essential to national cyber security: detection of attacks,

shocks: the Edward Snowden leaks in 2013; jihadist ter-

encryption, and the radio and mobile-telephone network

rorism between 2012 and 2016; and major data breaches

for use in a national emergency.16

including the so-called ‘Macron Leaks’ (the leaking of

In its very wide scope and urgent tone, the 2018

emails from Emmanuel Macron’s 2017 presidential-

review stood out from most of the equivalent documents

election campaign, linked to Russian political interfer-

that other countries had published by then. Although it

ence in favour of the National Front candidate, Marine

remains the case that France is broadly in line with the

Le Pen).6 These events pushed France to adopt a

positions of the US and the United Kingdom – espe-

whole-of-society approach and to give more attention

cially on whole-of-society coordination, national indus-

to the threat of political interference, disinformation

trial imperatives and skills development – the review

and extremist propaganda in defining its cyber strate-

conveyed novel postures on a number of issues. Also

gies and policies.

of note, in September 2018 the MdA introduced a pol-

The first strong indication of a major shift in cyber

icy for the armed forces to counter disinformation.17

policy came in January 2017, when the Ministry of the

This was followed by two further policies in 2019: the

Armed Forces (MdA)7 established a Cyber Defence

Ministerial Policy for Defensive Cyber Warfare18 and

Command, known as ComCyber, to coordinate mili-

Public Elements for the Military Doctrine for Offensive

tary cyber operations.8 France has had an offensive

Cyber Warfare.19 Presented as supporting the country’s

cyber doctrine since then.9 The Strategic Review of

strategy of achieving cyberspace superiority, the poli-

Cyber Defence, in February 2018, represented another

cies foreshadowed the recruitment of 1,000 new cyber

important turning point, with major institutional

personnel and allocated €1.5 billion (US$1.8bn) to the

reforms announced in recognition of the gravity of the

armed forces up to 2025.20

threat.10 It clarified the organisation and integration of

In 2020 and 2021 the government announced new

cyber operations among government entities, along

spending plans that reflected escalating concerns about

with the national and international legal framework

cyber threats. The first of these provided a modest €136

surrounding their use.11 Drawing from airspace moni-

million (US$161m), directed at better protection of gov-

toring and defence, it established a standing cyber-

ernment systems,21 but in February 2021 the cash injec-

security posture for a range of circumstances from

tion was €1bn (US$1.2bn), apparently over five years,

peacetime to wartime.12 It also marked a clear evolu-

accompanied by what was in effect a new cyber-security

tion away from the passive-defence model of 2008 to

strategy.22 Though published only as a 33-page press

one of active defence, including through the develop-

kit, it contains radical targets.23 These are broadly in line

ment of offensive cyber capabilities, strategy and doc-

with the overall themes of the 2018 Strategic Review of

trine that focused on adversaries’ military systems.

Cyber Defence but reveal a new urgency and a greater

The departure point of the 2018 review was the fact

emphasis on sovereign capability and economic com-

that, despite considerable efforts, France considered that

petitiveness in the ICT sector. In the cyber-security sec-

it was lagging behind the other four permanent mem-

tor, one goal is to double the workforce from 37,000 to

bers of the United Nations Security Council in terms of

75,000 over five years.24

cyber defences.13 The document stated that France would

France maintains a clear separation between defen-

commit itself to analysing cyber threats with appropri-

sive and offensive cyber operations. This means that

ate thoroughness and in sufficient detail.14 It laid out new

ANSSI, the leading cyber-security agency, is dedicated

objectives for promoting stability in cyberspace, includ-

exclusively to defensive operations and is not part

ing through disincentives for those who might attack

of the intelligence community, unlike the National

French targets. It included a new system of classification

Security Agency (NSA) in the US or Government

for cyber attacks, suggesting that the highest level would

Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) in the UK.

probably justify classification under the UN Charter as

This distinction is important for some in France, based
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on an assumption that the purposes and remit of an

Information Systems Security32 conducts penetration

intelligence agency, not least its disposition towards

testing and security audits on military systems. The

secrecy, can interfere with some of the purposes and

deployable branch of ComCyber is the 807th Signals

practices needed for civil-sector cyber security, includ-

Company, based in Rennes, whose mission in opera-

ing the need for greater transparency around cyber

tions is to secure communications and weapons sys-

breaches.

tems. ComCyber had 3,400 personnel in late 2019 and
plans to reach 4,500 by 2025.33

Governance, command and control

As with other leading cyber powers, the efficiency

The course France takes on cyber issues is set by the pres-

of the command arrangements for French cyber opera-

ident, with the assistance of two bodies set up in 2018.

tions is facilitated by high-quality technical systems,

Political decisions around the formulation of cyber-

strong consensus within the relevant agencies, and

defence policy are the responsibility of the Defence and

political leadership that understands the value of

National Security Council (CDSN),25 in which ANSSI is

cyber capabilities for a variety of missions.

represented by the head of the SGDSN and ComCyber
is represented by the Chief of the General Staff. Another

Core cyber-intelligence capability

body, the Cyber Defence Executive Committee, under

The focal point for the production of cyber intelli-

the authority of the president, is tasked with high-

gence in France is the General Directorate for External

level implementation of the decisions taken by the

Security (DGSE).34 But, as in the Five Eyes countries, all

CDSN. The responsibility of the Cyber Defence Steering

the French intelligence agencies have cyber capabilities

Committee, under the SGDSN, is to report once a year

and, in accordance with their specific areas of compe-

to the prime minister on the implementation of national

tence, cyber responsibilities. Other key agencies in the
premier cercle of the intelligence com-

cyber-security strategy.26 In practice,
meaningful decision-making on cyber
security and defence begins in ministerial offices and extends up to the
prime minister and the president.27
The SGDSN then transmits the impetus of political leadership, sets the
agenda and ensures the application of
the measures decided.28
There are four channels of operational accountability: in the civil sector,

In the cybersecurity sector,
one goal is to
double the
workforce from
37,000 to 75,000
over five years

through ANSSI to the prime minister;

munity are the Defence Intelligence
and

Security

Directorate,35

the

Directorate of Military Intelligence36
and the General Directorate for
Internal Security.37
Unlike in the Five Eyes countries,
the French cyber model involves, at the
national level, the strict institutional
separation of offensive from defensive capabilities, and of core cyber
intelligence from core cyber security.

in the military, through ComCyber to the Chief of the

ComCyber, a military entity, takes the lead in offensive

General Staff; in the intelligence agencies, through the

cyber operations, while cyber security is the responsibil-

heads of agency to the relevant ministers; and for mat-

ity of ANSSI. Another contrast with the Five Eyes coun-

ters related to cyber crime, through the police, who work

tries is that the DGSE is an entity with overall national

with prosecutors and judges.29

responsibility both for signals intelligence and for human

Below the head of ComCyber, each service remains

intelligence collection. This means that the development

responsible for its own defensive cyber operations and

of national cyber-intelligence capabilities is just part of

operates its own Security Operations Centre (SOC).30

the DGSE’s remit: there is no French agency dedicated

The Centre for the Analysis of Cyber Defence31 is

entirely to that role, in the way that the NSA is in the

the MdA’s SOC. It assesses global cyber risk so that

US or GCHQ in the UK. While this is just one of a num-

ComCyber can then act and also advise the relevant

ber of factors that make direct comparisons problematic,

government officials. The Centre for the Review of

the evidence suggests that France’s annual investments
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in core cyber-intelligence capabilities are markedly less

digital performers, with FinTech alone having created

than, for example, the UK’s. Whether France’s organisa-

120,000 jobs.44 French companies are highly interna-

tional integration of its human and technical capabilities

tionalised: web companies on average generate 39% of

and separation of cyber intelligence from cyber security

their turnover in international markets,45 while 52% of

have some practical advantages over the model used by

FinTech start-ups operate in more than one country.46

its Five Eyes peers is a subject of much debate.

And France is also a major consumer of digital services:

Overall, French cyber-intelligence capabilities seem

its companies spend more on information technology

strong on certain geographical regions, such as North

and cyber security than their counterparts elsewhere in

Africa, but lack the global reach of the Five Eyes coun-

Europe or in the US (and incur the lowest costs when

tries, in particular the US and the UK. Indeed, the French

cyber incidents occur).47

intelligence agencies were surprised by the sophistication

France’s start-up and innovation environment, which

of the Five Eyes capabilities revealed in
the Snowden leaks. However, France’s
capabilities are amplified by international

intelligence

partnerships,

including particularly close ones with
some Western European states, including the UK, and with the US, as well
as intelligence-sharing arrangements
with some of its former colonies.
Another key contrast with the Five
Eyes countries is the support that
French intelligence services provide
to French industry’s involvement in

has benefited from reforms initiated

The French
intelligence
agencies were
surprised by the
sophistication
of the Five Eyes
capabilities
revealed in the
Snowden leaks

extensive industrial espionage. One
former director of the DGSE claims that, during his ten-

under President Macron, is dynamic
and expanding. Station F in Paris, for
example, is one of the largest start-up
incubators in Europe and includes
cyber-security projects supported by
Thales Digital Factory and Microsoft.
The main areas of expertise among
cyber-security start-ups are artificial
intelligence (AI), blockchain, privacy
and secure collaborative tools. Almost
20% of them are ANSSI-accredited,48
which not only certifies the reliability
of their products and services but also

allows them to supply the government.

ure, it devoted as much as a quarter of its resources to

France has considerable strengths in AI research and

such activities.38 Businesses, meanwhile, have an incen-

its commercialisation, ranking among the top five EU

tive to collaborate with the intelligence agencies because

countries in that respect.49 It ranked fifth in the world in

of the prospect of receiving intelligence in return. The

terms of its contributions to the two most prestigious AI

cyber component has apparently become a key part of

conferences in 2020.50 The government announced an AI

these industrial-espionage efforts, with targets reportedly

strategy in 2018, with key aims including the promotion

including European multinational firms, Iranian organi-

of data-sharing between the private and public sectors;

sations and several francophone African countries.39

renewing the four strategic sectors of healthcare, the
environment, transport, and defence and security; and

Cyber empowerment and dependence

establishing interdisciplinary AI research hubs with

In terms of the digitisation of society and the economy,

links to industry.51 The government planned to provide

France is not one of the leaders among the world’s

funding of €1.5bn (US$1.75bn) over five years, until the

developed countries. In 2020 it was ranked 15th out

end of 2022.52

of the 28 members of the European Union (which still

France’s internet infrastructure is becoming more

included the UK) in the EU’s Digital Economy and

resilient through the diversification of its points of pres-

Society Index,40 while the ICT sector accounted for 4%

ence, the increased capacity if its interconnections and

of GDP,41 comprised about 110,000 companies42 and sus-

its high number of international points of entry. It ranks

tained more than 700,000 jobs.43 In the digital economy

fifth in Europe in terms of its number of interconnection

more broadly, the banking sector is one of the strongest

points,53 representing about 4% of the worldwide total.54
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As for regional integration, Orange maintains a long-

France’s Space Command, its Space Academy, leading

distance optical network (WELDON) connecting the 25

international space companies, and related laboratories

largest French cities to other European metropolitan cen-

and research centres).60

tres such as Barcelona, Frankfurt, London and Madrid.55
In terms of network sovereignty, it seems France’s core

Cyber security and resilience

networks rely mostly on US-made servers.56 However,

France is in many respects the leading country in the EU

the industrial landscape seems sufficiently strong and

for cyber-security and resilience planning. In 2020, for

diversified to offer avenues for a ‘nationalisation’ of

example, an authoritative report assessed that compa-

France’s core network if that were to become necessary:

nies in France devoted a higher proportion of their IT

Thales, Atos-Bull and Orange are all Europe-leading

spending to cyber-security measures than in any other

or world-leading companies either in terms of mass or

EU country.61 A study of cyber security in companies

secure telecommunications. Legislation passed by the

listed in the world’s six leading stock-market indexes

National Assembly in July 2019 means ISPs now need

found the companies listed in Paris’s CAC 40 to have

to obtain approval from the government before using

the highest levels of maturity.62 Nevertheless, in 2021

foreign hardware.57 As a result, the main French pro-

the government revealed its dissatisfaction with private-

viders have turned their backs on Huawei. France is

and public-sector responses to cyber-security threats by

second only to the UK as a European landing point for

announcing an acceleration programme and appointing

transatlantic cables and is also a hub for those from Asia

a national coordinator.63 One of the most serious threats

(through the Red Sea).

it identified was a fourfold increase in ransomware

France has a policy of maintaining sovereign capabilities for its key military hardware (such as sensors,

attacks during 2020, with local-government services
among the most frequent targets.64

command and control, stealth technology and core

The branch of government in charge of coordinating

networks). Thales is designing, manufacturing and

the security of France’s infrastructure is the SGDSN.

deploying secure networks for the MdA and for the gov-

Its responsibilities include implementing govern-

ernment as a whole.58 The armed forces are increasingly

ment policies on critical national infrastructure and

relying on information and communications technology

choosing the companies responsible for operating it.

for their flagship platforms (next-generation frigates,

The Defence Planning Law 2014–19 created regula-

and the Rafale F4 and Scorpion programmes) but hope to

tory obligations for those companies, whether public

be able to operate successfully in environments with de-

or private, in terms of the security of their networks

graded communications, command and control.

and industrial-control systems, their threat-detection

France owns and maintains a wide range of military

capabilities and their penetration testing. Government

satellites for the purposes of secure communications,

agencies are empowered under domestic law to

imagery and signals intelligence. It has taken a stronger

audit and test the companies’ cyber defences65 and to

stance on security aspects of outer space, which it now

undertake cyber operations to neutralise the source of

sees as a military domain in its own right, not merely

attacks (‘hack back’).66 In 2019 the government signed

the location of supporting infrastructure for terrestrial

three-year agreements with eight leading manufactur-

operations. It considers space situational awareness

ing companies to improve their cyber security,67 and

to be the first pillar of its strategic autonomy in space.

the Financial Markets Authority published new regu-

The MdA is allocating €4.3bn (US$5.1bn) to the mod-

lations requiring digital-assets providers to have resil-

ernisation of all its satellites and radars, as well as to

ient information systems.68

the passive and active protection of space assets.59 In

In an attempt to improve public–private cooperation

February 2021 the government announced the opening

on cyber security, the government has announced the

in Toulouse of a NATO Centre of Excellence for space

creation of a ‘national cyber-security campus’. Its three

research, intending to exploit what the government

main goals will be to double down on public awareness-

claims to be Europe’s largest space ecosystem (home to

raising and training; to foster the sharing of skills, tools
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and data among cyber-security actors; and to build up

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

domestic industrial capability for cyber security.69 The

On the international stage, France sees its responsi-

head of project is the CEO of Orange Cybersecurity.

bilities in the light of its status as one of the five per-

ANSSI is also making progress on public–public coop-

manent members of the UN Security Council and its

eration, for example having signed partnerships with

leading positions in the EU and NATO. It seeks to

the financial, railway and civil-aviation authorities.70

maintain a form of inclusive multilateralism and to

France’s defensive capabilities are of a high standard.

open up debates on cyberspace governance to non-

At the NATO Locked Shields exercise in 2019, the French

state actors. Its ‘International Digital Strategy’ places

team came first out of the 23 participating states.71 In

great emphasis on promoting an ‘open, diverse and

the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled by the

trusted’ cyberspace, in which it anticipates the EU

International Telecommunication Union, France was

can be a key player.81 France aims to promote exist-

ranked third out of 175 countries.72

ing institutional mechanisms in order to ‘limit hack-

France’s defence-procurement agency, the General

ing and destabilising activities’ in cyberspace, notably

Directorate for Armaments (DGA),73 has a long-standing

through an international initiative, the ‘Paris Call

cyber-security department as part of its information-

for Trust and Security in Cyberspace’,82 unveiled in

control (Maîtrise de l’information) branch. Tasked with

November 2018. It is also actively involved in the

protecting the information and weapons systems of

related UN Group of Governmental Experts83 and has

the armed forces, it provides technical expertise in

been influential in the framing of the EU Cybersecurity

threat intelligence, upstream research and crisis sup-

Act. In 2019 France joined New Zealand in launch-

port.74 As part of its responsibilities it conducts vul-

ing the Christchurch Call to Eliminate Terrorist and

nerability research on the armed forces’ systems,75

Violent Extremist Content Online, having earlier

and since 2015 it has organised cyber war games.76 In

called for the creation of an appropriate regulatory

cyber defence, the DGA’s research-and-development

framework within the EU.84

priorities are to produce highly resilient information

France pursues vigorous cyber diplomacy with key

systems, to find solutions that will ensure the security

states on a bilateral level, as well as through mechanisms

of weapons systems and to identify the best uses of AI

such as the G7. In 2020, for example, France and Germany

in cyber operations (including offensive operations). A

published their third annual ICT security assessment.85

government-supported equity fund dedicated to defence

In 2019 the third India–France cyber dialogue was held,86

investments, DefInvest, was set up in 2017 with an initial

and France’s presidency of the G7 saw the launch of an

budget of €50m (US$59m) to support small and medium

initiative on sharing best practices and lessons learned

enterprises.77

from the implementation of voluntary norms for cyber-

France has established a unit within the SGDSN,

space.87 In 2018, in the Organisation for Economic

the Committee against Information Manipulation,78

Co-operation and Development, France initiated the

to address the problem of politically motivated disin-

annual Global Forum on Digital Security for Economic

formation.79 There have been at least two cases of sig-

Prosperity, aimed at promoting the established French

nificant cyber-enabled foreign interference: the hacking

position that the private sector has a significant role to

of TV5Monde in 2016 and the Macron Leaks in 2017.

play in the security and stability of cyberspace.88

Specialists confidently attributed both incidents to

France has played a leading role in mobilising the EU’s

Russia. Though a new law in 2018 established vari-

adoption of sanctions against the perpetrators of cyber

ous mechanisms to prevent the spread of manipulated

attacks targeting European and national interests. In 2020

information during election campaigns, it remains to

it joined the first EU sanctions against Russia and China

be seen how effective it will be. To raise awareness and

in response to their cyber attacks,89 which included a

promote good practices among allies, the MdA worked

travel ban and asset freezes on four members of Russia’s

with the Atlantic Council in producing a ‘post-mortem’

military intelligence directorate (GRU) and two Chinese

analysis of the Macron Leaks.80

nationals.90 In its interpretation of international law,
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France adopts a different position from its closest allies

to General François Lecointre of the French Army, the

on the right to retaliate against cyber attacks below the

country has also conducted cyber operations against

threshold of armed attack, taking the view that it would

terrorist groups in the Sahel and the Sahara.96 Although

be legitimate to retaliate against a series of attacks that

there is little public evidence of France carrying out

together constitute hostile intent, even if, taken individu-

other destructive cyber operations, its record of robust

ally, none of them crosses the threshold.91

retaliatory responses in national-security situations
suggests it is prepared to do so in certain circum-

Offensive cyber capability

stances, as its leaders have acknowledged.97 Official

France’s ComCyber has an operational complement of

policy concerning offensive cyber operations places

approximately 3,400 personnel (of which around 600

great emphasis on considering and mitigating political,

are reported to be ICT specialists), and aims to have

legal and military risks of collateral damage to civil-

4,500 by 2025.92 Its commander, General Didier Tisseyre,

ian infrastructure.98 It is therefore unlikely that France

has stated that 40% of the personnel work on offensive

would rely on private companies for offensive opera-

operations, a share that is expected to grow in the com-

tions, beyond technical support.

ing years.93

Overall, we believe that France has a considerable

Official and unofficial statements, as well as leaked

offensive cyber capability. However, as in the closely

forensic reports, have confirmed France’s use of cyber-

related area of core cyber-intelligence capabilities, it

space for both disruption94 and espionage.95 According

probably lags behind the US and the UK.
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6. Israel

Israel was one of the first countries to identify cyber-

strategy that includes close cooperation between

space as a potential threat to its national security,

government, the private sector and academia, and

and started to address the issue more than 20 years

with international partners. This cooperation, led

ago. Initially it perceived that the main threat was

by the INCD, has created both a vibrant cyber eco-

of cyber attacks against its critical national infra-

system and a relatively high level of preparedness

structure, but that perception has evolved to include

and resilience within the private sector. On offensive

attacks against other nationally significant targets.

cyber operations, little has been publicly avowed,

Technological and geopolitical changes have driven

but notable attacks that have been attributed to

various organisational reforms in the way Israel’s

Israel include the use of the Stuxnet worm against

national-security system responds to cyber threats,

Iran, between 2008 and 2010, and an attack against

a process culminating in 2018 with the formal estab-

an Iranian port in 2020. Based on such evidence, it

lishment of the Israeli National Cyber Directorate

appears that Israel has a well-developed capacity for

(INCD) within the office of the prime minister. The

offensive cyber operations and is prepared to under-

country has also drafted a formal national cyber

take them in a wide range of circumstances.

Strategy and doctrine
It was around the year 2000 when Israel identified cyber-

comprised staff from key agencies involved with cyber

space as an emerging domain of threat to its national

security. Their main practical recommendation was the

security, and 2002 when the government decided

need for a new governmental cyber-security organisa-

to establish a dedicated agency for the protection of

tion that would coordinate all policy efforts in order to

critical information infrastructure.1 Cyber security

promote national capability in cyberspace and improve

became a much more explicit national-security objec-

Israel’s preparedness to deal with cyber threats.2

tive in November 2010, when Prime Minister Benjamin

The first National Cyber Security Strategy, published

Netanyahu ordered the formation of a special team to

in 2017, set out the vision that Israel would become ‘a

formulate a national strategy for placing Israel among

leading nation in harnessing cyberspace as an engine

the top five leading countries in the cyber-security field.

of economic growth, social welfare and national secu-

Labelled the National Cyber Initiative, the work was

rity’. The focus was mostly on the security aspect,

led by Professor Isaac Ben Israel, head of the National

where the aim was that of ‘keeping cyberspace safe and

Council for Research and Development, whose team

… confronting the various cyber threats, in accordance

List of acronyms
IDF
INCD

Israel Defense Forces
Israeli National Cyber Directorate

NISA

National Information Security Authority
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with the country’s national interests’. The strategy also

a political leadership that understands the value of

declared that Israel intended to continue ‘as a leader in

cyber capabilities.

technological innovation and as an active partner in the
global processes of shaping cyberspace’.3

By 2010, changes in Israel’s perception of the cyber
threat had led policymakers to the conclusion that the

In contrast with its relative transparency on the civil-

Israeli Security Agency (Shin Bet) could not remain

ian use of cyberspace, Israel has been much less forth-

the lead authority for protecting the information sys-

coming in terms of publicly available information about

tems of the Israeli private sector. They decided that a

its military use. Indeed, it has never released a military

more bespoke solution to coordinating national cyber-

cyber strategy. But the outlines of Israel’s approach are

defence activities was needed.10

discernible from statements by senior military officers

In August 2011, Prime Minister Netanyahu announced

in 2009 that depicted cyberspace as a strategic warfare

the establishment of the National Cyber Bureau (NCB),

and operating space, and one that particularly suited

which operated under his supervision and was intended

the country’s need for asymmetric defences.4 In 2012 the

to protect critical national infrastructure against cyber

Israel Defense Forces (IDF) declared that the country

attacks emanating either from other countries or terrorist

was ready and able to use cyber weapons,5 although the

groups.11 Within a few years the government perceived a

conditions under which it would do so – and the nature

need for a separate operational authority for cyber secu-

of the weapons themselves – remain undisclosed.

rity, so in 2016 the National Cyber Security Authority

In 2015, the IDF’s first publicly available defence

(NCSA) was established.12 Cyber governance was further

doctrine laid out its strategic and operational response

rationalised in 2018 by the merger of the NCB and the

to the threats it faced, including its view on the role

NCSA into the Israeli National Cyber Directorate (INCD),

of cyber capabilities.6 The doctrine described cyber

tasked with protecting Israeli cyberspace and promoting

defence as especially important in order to safeguard

Israeli leadership in the global cyber arena.13 The INCD

the functioning of state institutions and the armed forc-

deals with national cyber security and does not conduct

es.7 The IDF’s cyber capabilities were presented as ena-

offensive cyber operations, which are handled by Israel’s

bling it to leverage intelligence, carry out networked

military and intelligence agencies.

operations in a coalition, influence adversaries’ percep-

The proposed regulatory powers of the INCD,

tions and achieve legitimacy,8 while cyber warfare was

and the legal basis for its activities, are set out in the

presented as playing a part in strengthening the IDF’s

2018 Cyber Security and National Cyber Directorate

strategic and tactical deterrence.9

Bill.14 This proposed law, introduced by Netanyahu,
has sparked controversy among various civilian and

Governance, command and control

defence groups in Israel. Some specialists are con-

The formulation of cyberspace policy in Israel follows

cerned that it would provide the prime minister with

the principle of ministerial responsibility in a parlia-

unchecked powers to dictate cyber operations, thus

mentary democracy, where key national decisions

potentially facilitating attacks on political opponents.

emanate from the prime minister, other ministers and

The unpopularity of the bill also stems from the absence

senior officials in a system of cabinet government with

of restrictions on the future collection and distribution

ministerial accountability to parliament. This is com-

of information by the INCD.15

plemented by a system of multi-stakeholder consul-

Throughout the reorganisation process, the National

tation between government, business, academics and

Information Security Authority (NISA),16 established in

community groups on issues including ICT industry

2002 within the Shin Bet, has retained responsibility for

policy, research and development (R&D), and pri-

instructing, guiding and coordinating activities between

vacy of personal information in ICT systems. Israel’s

the public entities and private companies considered

command arrangements benefit from the use of high-

critical for Israel’s cyber security. NISA supervises the

quality technical systems, a strong commitment to

implementation of various information-security and

cyber operations within the relevant agencies, and

information-protection policies.17
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Based on publicly available information, two main
bodies within the IDF have cyber responsibilities:

in the United States and Government Communications
Headquarters in the United Kingdom, with responsibility for Israel’s signals-intelligence, cyber-defensive and

1. Unit 8200, the largest unit of the Military

cyber-offensive capabilities.26 Unit 8200 is credited with

Intelligence Directorate,18 was entrusted with

developing the Stuxnet worm used against Iran’s ura-

the IDF’s offensive cyber capabilities in 2009

nium-enrichment programme between 2008 and 2010.27

and reportedly created a special ‘cyber staff’

The pressures of the Arab Spring and rapid evolu-

in 2011 to develop and deploy offensive cyber

tion of technology led to a restructuring of Aman in

weapons. In around 2012, as funding and

the early 2010s, described by insiders as a reorienta-

personnel for military cyber programmes

tion away from traditional radio and telephone sig-

increased, an Office of Capabilities and

nals intelligence towards internet-based capabilities.28

Operations was created within Unit 8200.19

Both the Mossad and the Shin Bet make extensive use
of cyber-intelligence capabilities, whether their own or

2. The General Staff’s C4I20 and Cyber Defense

those of Unit 8200. In 2019 the head of the Mossad, Yossi

Directorate is tasked with advanced techno-

Cohen, identified cyber as its ‘main tool’ in combating

logical support for IDF land, sea and air oper-

terrorism,29 and Shin Bet chief Nadav Argaman asserted

ations, including cyber-defence missions.21

in 2017 that cyber capabilities had been responsible for
preventing more than 2,000 terrorist attacks.30
The Israeli intelligence agencies have a particularly

Core cyber-intelligence capability

symbiotic relationship with the country’s booming

The Israeli intelligence architecture consists of three key

digital-technology sector, with the agencies investing

agencies: the Military Intelligence Directorate (often

in innovative start-ups to develop cutting-edge cyber
capability while the start-ups carve

referred to by its Hebrew abbreviation, Aman), the largest, is responsible for most aspects of air, naval,
ground and signals intelligence; the
Secret Intelligence Service (Mossad)
is charged with Israel’s foreign intelligence activities; and the Israeli
Security Agency (Shin Bet) administers internal intelligence operations,
including those in the Israeli-occupied
territories.22 Unsurprisingly, given the
troubled and often hostile relationship between Israel and its Middle
Eastern neighbours, Israel spends
considerably more per capita on its

The Israeli
intelligence
agencies have
a particularly
symbiotic
relationship with
the country’s
booming digitaltechnology
sector

intelligence services than other developed states.23
The development of cyber-intelligence capabilities has been a major priority during Prime Minister

out a high-value specialisation in the
global market for cyber-intelligence
capability.
Overall, owing to the audacity,
controversy and success of their
operations, Israel’s intelligence services have acquired a formidable
reputation. That said, and despite
the regional superiority of its cyberintelligence capabilities, Israel lacks
the global intelligence reach of some
other states. It compensates for this
through a particularly close relationship with the US cyber-intelligence
community, and also through collab-

oration with the UK’s agencies and a few other significant partnerships (for example with France, Singapore
and the United Arab Emirates).

Netanyahu’s tenure (2009–present).24 These are mainly
centred in Aman’s Unit 8200.25 Representing approxi-

Cyber empowerment and dependence

mately 80% of Aman’s personnel, the unit has a role

Over the past decade Israel has created a unique cyber

similar to that of the National Security Agency (NSA)

ecosystem that incorporates the government, academia
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and industry, based on the conception that investments

sector accounted for 9.2% of the Israeli job market and

in human capital and industry are necessary for main-

offered an average salary that was roughly double the

taining high-quality cyber defences and cyber superi-

national average. However, it also reported a slowing of

ority over its neighbours. One of the flagship initiatives

the rate at which multinational companies were open-

in this respect is the CyberSpark Innovation Arena in the

ing R&D centres in Israel.37

southern city of Be’er Sheva. Established in 2014 as a joint

Israel has been among the few countries where

venture on the part of the INCD, the Be’er Sheva munici-

courses in cyber security can be studied at high-school

pal government, Ben Gurion University and industrial

level,38 and the IDF sends officers into high schools to

partners such as EMC-RSA, Lockheed Martin, IBM,

identify potential recruits.39 Notable cyber-related edu-

Deutsche Telekom, JVP Cyber Labs and Elbit systems,

cation programmes include Magshimim, which provides

CyberSpark has created a multi-stakeholder ‘ecosystem’

after-school training for gifted young computer coders

for government, academia, industry, local government

and hackers from underprivileged areas – the majority

and civil society to develop and test new ideas and con-

of those who complete the programme are recruited

cepts regarding cyber security.31

into the IDF’s cyber and intelligence units.40 In 2017 the

The annual survey of 500 leading cyber-security

Israeli government also established the National Center

companies published in Cybercrime Magazine dem-

for Cyber Education, aiming to expand the talent pool

onstrates the global competitiveness of Israel’s cyber

that the military cyber organisations draw on.41

industry.32 In 2018, with no fewer than 42 companies

In terms of artificial intelligence (AI) research, Israel

in the list, Israel was second only to the US (354 com-

scores well. It was ranked tenth, for example, in a list of

panies). The UK, ranked third, had only half as many

the top 50 countries according to their contributions to

companies as Israel in the list, while China had only

the two most prestigious AI conferences in 2020.42 The

six. In fact, the gap between Israel and first place was

IDF has deployed weapons with significant autonomy,

smaller than it appeared, given that about 40 of the ‘US’

such as the Harpy loitering munition and fully auto-

companies were registered there for tax and other com-

mated self-driving military vehicles.43 The AI start-up

mercial reasons but physically located in Israel. In 2020

scene is thriving, with no fewer than 1,150 AI-focused

Israel was also in second place in the same magazine’s

start-ups reported in April 2020.44 Israeli firms have

list of 150 up-and-coming cyber-security companies.33 A

a comparative advantage in developing AI services

further indication of Israel’s remarkable strength in this

for robotics and automation.45 At the end of 2020 the

area is that in 2020 it received 37% of the global total of

Israel Innovation Authority announced a five-year

venture-capital funding for cyber-security companies.34

AI programme with a planned budget of NS5 billion

A distinctive feature of Israel’s cyber industry is its

(US$1.55bn).46 Although the funding is likely to be sig-

close relationship with the IDF’s Unit 8200. Within Unit

nificantly reduced for budgetary and political reasons,47

8200 there is a technology section, Unit 81, that focuses

the programme outlined some initial urgent projects

on in-house R&D of cutting-edge technology for its own

– developing a supercomputer, promoting R&D (espe-

personnel.35 Many people working in Israel’s cyber-

cially for neuro linguistic programming), developing

security start-ups – including the founders of Palo Alto

human resources and procuring advanced equipment

Networks, NSO and Checkpoint – had served previously

for Israel’s universities.

in Unit 8200 as combat or technology personnel. The
close collaboration between Israel’s military and private

Cyber security and resilience

sectors provides a unique technological advantage for

In a January 2020 report, Israel claimed there had been

both, with new cyber technologies tried and tested on

no successful cyber attacks against its critical national

real battlegrounds, ensuring their effectiveness and scal-

infrastructure in the previous 12 months,48 but noted

ability before they are released on the global market.36

an increasing number of attempted attacks by Iran.

According to a 2019 report by Start-Up Nation

An example from later in the year (April 2020) was

Central and the Israel Innovation Authority, the tech

a reportedly unsuccessful Iranian cyber attack on
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Israeli water-treatment facilities, which prompted a

initiatives: the country’s first national cyber-incident-

retaliatory Israeli attack on infrastructure facilities

response plan;55 guidance to all businesses on how to

in an Iranian port.49 The Iranian attack prompted

build crisis-response teams in preparation for a cyber

the head of the INCD to warn that a ‘cyber winter’

incident;56 and a national cyber exercise, ‘Magic Circle

was coming, an allusion to increasing attacks on the

2’, to examine the effectiveness of its cooperation with

country and the worsening threat environment.50 In

the private sector. In 2020 the INCD issued guidelines on

2021 the Manufacturers Association of Israel assessed

‘Reducing Cyber Risks for Industrial Control Systems’57

that additional measures were needed to stem the tide

and ‘Recommendations on Using Zoom Safely’.58

of cyber attacks, and announced a plan to establish a

Another important element in Israel’s cyber-defence

cyber-security headquarters – modelled on the UK’s

operations is the Cyber Emergency Response Team, whose

government-run National Cyber Security Centre – that

responsibilities include maintaining an around-the-clock

would coordinate mutual support among members.51

reporting mechanism between the INCD and enterprises

Israel is a particular target of cyber attacks for geo-

throughout the country, whether in the private sector or

political and ideological reasons, but also because of its

governmental.59 Its analysts include former members of

rich ICT R&D environment and its position as a lead-

IDF cyber units.

ing exporter of weapons. The country’s overall cybersecurity situation is quite solid, resting as it does on one

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

of the most vibrant domestic cyber-security sectors in

In pursuit of the goal of becoming one of the world’s

the world, so it may be something of an anomaly that it

leading cyber powers, Israel is expanding and deepen-

ranked only 39th out of 175 countries in the 2018 Global

ing its cooperation with a range of other countries. This

Cybersecurity Index compiled by the International

effort includes negotiating bilateral and multilateral

Telecommunication Union.52

agreements with friendly states, establishing closer ties

The mandate of the INCD includes responsibility for

with international organisations and maintaining con-

all aspects of cyber defence in the civilian sphere, rang-

tacts with multinational companies. The best example

ing from the formulation of policy and building techno-

of Israel’s strong international collaborative profile has

logical power to operational defence in cyberspace. The

been its participation in work on possible voluntary

INCD provides incident-handling services and guid-

norms for cyberspace in the United Nations Group of

ance for civil-sector firms, especially those managing

Governmental Experts.60 Israel engages regularly in

critical national infrastructure, and works to increase

international forums on such issues.61 It has also signed a

the resilience of civilian cyberspace.53

number of bilateral cyber-cooperation agreements: with

The INCD guides private companies and managers
of critical national infrastructure on the implementation

Japan and India in 2018,62 Croatia, Romania and Australia
in 2019,63 and India (again)64 and Greece65 in 2020.

of new technological platforms and helps them acquire

Collaboration and knowledge-sharing with private

the knowledge necessary to protect their systems against

organisations around the world is a key strand of Israel’s

cyber attacks. A system called ‘Showcase’, launched in

effort to enhance its international cyber profile. In

2019, connects private-sector firms with the INCD and

November 2018, for example, the INCD – together with

enables them to access a comprehensive, real-time picture

the Export Institute and the Ministry of Economy and

of the level of cyber risk that they are exposed to. This will

Industry – staged the ‘Cyber Edge 2.0’ seminar for the

enable the INCD to integrate capabilities and knowledge

chief information security officers of large corporations

held by government agencies and private firms, and to

from 14 countries.66 Earlier that year the INCD had joined

develop metrics for rating the cyber risks they face.54

with the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, the Ministry

The INCD regularly publishes guidelines and recom-

of Economy and Industry and the Inter-American

mendations to help Israeli private companies and citi-

Development Bank to hold a two-week training work-

zens secure their information and reduce cyber risks. In

shop for representatives and cyber professionals from

November 2018, for example, it launched three related

22 Latin American countries.67 In 2020, Israel’s annual
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international exhibition-style event for the private sec-

to attack in the cyber domain, and though he empha-

tor, Cyber Tech, attracted 18,000 participants, including

sised that it was more important to invest in defensive

representatives from some 200 companies.68

capabilities than offensive ones, he admitted that Israel

The INCD is not the only agency taking a lead-

was engaged in developing both.70

ing role in international cyber cooperation. The IDF’s

In fact, there had already been a significant indica-

C4I and Cyber Defense Directorate, for example, held

tion of Israel’s offensive capabilities through public

its fourth Cyberdome exercise in collaboration with US

exposure of the Stuxnet malware in 2010. Reportedly

Cyber Command in November 2019. The Israeli delega-

the result of collaboration between the US (the NSA)

tion was led by the commander of the Cyber Defense

and Israel (Unit 8200), Stuxnet was designed to target

Brigade and included representatives from Aman, the

the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

Israeli Air Force, the Israeli Navy and the Israeli Ground

systems of Iran’s uranium-enrichment centrifuges.71

Forces.69 This is only part of the bilateral military cyber-

Since then, Unit 8200 has reportedly continued to

cooperation programme with the US.

develop Israel’s ability to sabotage the critical national

These examples show that Israel’s efforts to establish

infrastructure of potential enemies, particularly Iran.72

itself as a leader in cyber technology and cyber security

For example, the Flame malware used against Iran in

place a heavy emphasis on making tangible and practi-

2012 was reportedly also the result of collaboration

cal progress on mutually important cyber issues when

between Unit 8200 and the US.73 And in 2020, members

creating new international partnerships or maintaining

of Unit 8200 received medals for a cyber attack report-

existing ones.

edly aimed at sabotaging facilities in an Iranian port
in retaliation for an attempt by Iran to sabotage water-

Offensive cyber capability

treatment facilities in Israel.74 An Israeli official stated

Israel has not publicly provided any details about its

that at the time that the retaliatory cyber attack would

development or use of offensive cyber capabilities, just

be the first of many.75

as it has never publicly disclosed information regarding

Overall, it is likely that Israel is continuing to

its cyber-intelligence capabilities. But various official

develop highly capable offensive cyber tools commen-

statements have provided insights into the existence

surate with its advanced cyber-intelligence capacities,

of such capabilities and Israel’s approach to employing

and that those offensive capabilities are amplified by

them. In June 2012, then-minister of defense Ehud Barak

close collaboration with key international partners,

made the first official public reference to Israel’s ability

especially the US.
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7. Japan

Japan has been among the global leaders in the

with many corporations unwilling to meet the costs

commercial application of information and com-

of bolstering them. The country’s resilience planning

munications technologies since the early 1980s, but

has been rather limited, though this intensified in the

its readiness to deal with the security aspects of

run-up to the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games

cyberspace is a much more recent phenomenon. Its

(postponed due to COVID-19). Japan still does not

first mature cyber-security strategy was issued in

have an official military cyber strategy or an official

2013, building on several earlier policies that were

military doctrine pertaining to cyberspace, though it

focused on rhetorical principles of classic informa-

has made modest organisational changes in its armed

tion security of a narrow technical kind. Japan now

forces, including the creation of some dedicated cyber

has a well-developed approach to the governance

units. Its offensive cyber capabilities remain under-

of cyberspace, but this constitutes a looser set of

developed because of the constitutional and politi-

arrangements than in countries such as the United

cal constraints on the country’s use of force. By 2020,

States and the United Kingdom, particularly in terms

prompted in part by the US and Australia, Japan had

of information-sharing by the private sector. Japan’s

shifted to a more robust cyber posture because of ris-

defences in cyberspace are not especially strong,

ing concerns about China and North Korea.

Strategy and doctrine
As its title suggests, Japan’s ‘First National Strategy

The strategy published in 2013, the first under the title

on Information Security’, in 2006, was the earliest

of ‘Cybersecurity Strategy’, was a watershed event that

document of its kind.1 (At the time, many countries

reflected organisational measures undertaken during

preferred the term ‘information security’ to ‘cyber

the previous year.2 In comparison with the earlier docu-

security’.) It did not lead to many changes in policy,

ments it had a stronger overall emphasis on national

however, and focused largely on narrow technical

security and focused much more on cyberspace as an

aspects of cyber security that had been topical since

operational environment for politics, economics, diplo-

the mid-1990s. Several related policy documents

macy and global influence. It was the first Japanese gov-

followed.

ernment document to call for the Ministry of Defense

List of acronyms
ASEAN
CCDCOE
CSSH
DIH
DSI
ICT
IoT

Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence
Cyber Security Strategic Headquarters
Defense Intelligence Headquarters
Directorate for Signals Intelligence
information and communications technology
Internet of Things

IPv6
JSDF
MoD
NISC
NTT

Internet Protocol Version 6
Japan Self-Defense Forces
Ministry of Defense
National Center of Incident Readiness and Strategy for
Cybersecurity
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone
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(MoD) to defend against strategic cyber attacks by other

incident readiness against massive cyber attacks, new

states. Referring to cyberspace as a new domain of war-

initiatives for the protection of critical infrastructure, and

fare, it outlined the creation of the first cyber-defence unit

enhanced collaboration between stakeholders. Another

within the Japan Self-Defense Forces (JSDF) and stronger

stated priority was to improve cyber security in the pri-

coordination between civilian and military entities in

vate sector, with a policy of ‘Proactive Cyber Defence’

cyber defence. Furthermore, it noted the importance of

including better sharing and utilisation of threat informa-

norms in cyberspace and the need for a multi-stakeholder

tion and system vulnerabilities by businesses.

approach towards internet governance. In 2013 Japan

The 2018 Cybersecurity Strategy also represented a

also released a new National Security Strategy, although

landmark in being the first such document to refer to

cyber capabilities did not feature prominently within

Japan’s deterrence capabilities in cyberspace. It speci-

it; the principal emphasis was on developing norms for

fied that these capabilities should be coordinated by the

behaviour in cyberspace and closer cooperation with like-

National Security Secretariat, which provides support

minded countries in cyber defence.3

to the National Security Council, an inter-agency body

A revised Cybersecurity Strategy was issued in 2015,

established in 2013 to coordinate national-security poli-

calling for uniform cyber-security standards across gov-

cies. As yet, however, there is neither an official national

ernment and for stronger reporting and coordination

military cyber strategy nor an official JSDF military doc-

requirements in response to cyber threats.4 It also under-

trine pertaining to cyberspace in the public domain.

lined the need for a more comprehensive approach to

Japan’s military cyber journey began in earnest in

cyber security in the light of Tokyo’s anticipated host-

2012 with a plan to set up a 100-strong cyber-defence

ing of the 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games. It was

unit,8 though in previous years the Japanese armed

the country’s first strategy document to address the

forces had already conducted various cyber-related

potential benefits and dangers posed by the Internet of

activities. The most relevant document from which a

Things (IoT), a topic on which the government issued a

doctrinal approach can be inferred is the 2019 National

separate document in 2016.5 It also reiterated the grow-

Defense Program Guidelines. This emphasised the

ing role of the MoD in defending against cyber attacks

need for jointness and inter-operability within the JSDF

and stressed the importance of closer ties with the

in order to create a multi-domain force that can seam-

United States military under the updated ‘Guidelines

lessly integrate itself into any US defence architecture

for U.S.–Japan Defense Cooperation’.6 The 2015 strat-

in East Asia. It also referred to space, cyberspace and

egy document was the first to be considered at cabinet

the electromagnetic spectrum as domains of warfare.

level, reflecting a greater recognition of the importance

Regarding military operations in cyberspace, its empha-

of cyberspace security among the upper echelons of the

sis lay clearly on defence, in line with the JSDF’s overall

Japanese government.

force posture, but it also noted the importance of achiev-

The Cybersecurity Strategy released in July 2018 –

ing ‘superiority’ in the cyber domain and further hinted

covering the period 2018–21, with a special emphasis on

at the need for offensive cyber capabilities as part of

the Olympic and Paralympic Games – represented a fur-

defensive operations to ‘disrupt’ enemy cyber attacks.9

ther evolution in Japanese policy.7 It clearly recognised

Similarly, the 2018 Cybersecurity Strategy stated that

the potential cyber threat from hostile states, referring on

acquiring ‘capabilities to prevent malicious cyber actors

its first page to the growing danger of ‘organised, sophis-

from using cyberspace’ should be considered.10

ticated, and possibly state-sponsored’ cyber attacks. It

Japan’s 2020 defence white paper emphasises that

noted the gradual merging of ‘cyberspace and real space’

cyberspace ‘could drastically change the conduct of war-

as a result of increasingly sophisticated cyber technolo-

fare’ and specifically calls for the strengthening of capabil-

gies including artificial intelligence (AI), the IoT, robot-

ities in order to enable cross-domain operations in space,

ics and 3D printers – capabilities at the core of Japan’s

cyberspace and the electromagnetic domain.11 While

concept of an information society, or ‘Society 5.0’ as the

it underlines the need to strengthen cyber-intelligence

government refers to it. The strategy called for improved

capabilities, the document also stresses the importance
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of ‘building the capability to disrupt C4I [command,

The CSSH coordinates closely with the Japanese

control, communications, computers and intelligence]

National Security Council and the IT Strategic

of opponents’.12

Headquarters on questions of policy. The NISC in turn

Another crucial document concerning the JSDF’s role

coordinates the implementation of policy with the rel-

in cyberspace is the Medium Term Defense Program,

evant ministries, which share with the providers of crit-

which outlined defence priorities for 2019 to 2023.13 It

ical national infrastructure a legal obligation to report

placed special emphasis on the need to create additional

back to the CSSH on cyber-relevant topics.15 Specifically,

cyber units within the ground forces, which may indi-

the NISC is tasked with integrating and advancing the

cate a particular capability deficit in that branch of the

country’s cyber-security strategy, a role which includes

JSDF. The document also underlined the need for better

developing common standards, protecting infrastruc-

protection of the JSDF’s C4I capabilities; for the expan-

ture, developing human resources and implementing a

sion of the existing cyber-defence unit and the creation

research-and-development strategy.16

of new ones by 2023; and for Japan to participate in
bilateral and multilateral cyber exercises.

The second amendment to the Basic Act on
Cybersecurity, passed in December 2018 with an eye on
security for the Olympic and Paralympic Games, also

Governance, command and control

established a Cybersecurity Council to exchange and

In 2014 the Japanese government began a process of

collaborate on cyber-security-related information across

rationalising and improving the civilian command-and-

government, the private sector and academia. Its role is

control structure that coordinates cyber activities at the

to work in close coordination with the NISC, the national

national level. They now resemble those of allied states

Computer Emergency Response Team (JPCERT) and

such as the US and the United Kingdom, although coor-

other institutions such as the National Institute of

dination between the public and private sectors remains

Information and Communications Technology and the

comparatively weak. Japanese military cyber command

Information-Technology Promotion Agency, both of

and control is less advanced than in allied states.

which aim to promote information-sharing between

The groundwork for establishing the current struc-

government and the private sector.17

tures was laid in 2014 with the passing of the Basic

In cyber affairs, Japan’s military command-and-

Act on Cybersecurity (subsequently amended in

control structure remains less advanced than its civil-

2016 and 2018). As a result of this new law, which

ian equivalent. In 2008 the MoD established the C4

came into effect in January 2015, the Cyber Security

Systems Command, reporting directly to the chief of

Strategic Headquarters (CSSH) was created, taking

staff of the Joint Staff Office, which was tasked with mon-

over the role of the institutionally weak Information

itoring the defence of military networks and responding

Security Policy Council. Another important body is

to cyber attacks. The C4 Systems Command reports to the

the National Center of Incident Readiness and Strategy

MoD, which in turn cooperates with civilian authorities.

for Cybersecurity (NISC), which acts as the executive

Each branch of the armed forces has a separate cyber-

organ within the Cabinet Secretariat. Both the CSSH

defence unit tasked with network and information-

and the NISC have legal authority to coordinate and

systems defence, principally against internal threats.18

implement Japan’s national cyber-security strategy.

In March 2019 the JSDF also established the first regional

The CSSH is officially ‘the command and control

cyber-defence unit as part of the Western Army of the

body of national cybersecurity’.14 Chaired by the Chief

Japan Ground Self-Defense Force (JGSDF), with about

Cabinet Secretary, it also includes the chair of the

60 personnel. The first of a number of similar regional

National Public Safety Commission, the head of the

formations due to be created in the coming years, the

National Police Agency, four ministers (internal affairs

unit is tasked with defending and protecting JSDF

and communications; foreign affairs; economy, trade

systems and networks.19

and industry; defense), and eight cyber specialists who
chair expert panels.

A Cyber Defense Group, responsible for coordinating cyber defence across the JSDF as a whole and for
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defending its information infrastructure, was created in

its cyber situational awareness and its development of

March 2014. In 2021 it is due to expand from approxi-

intelligence capabilities.

mately 220 personnel to 290.20 According to media
reports the total number of JSDF personnel deployed in

Cyber empowerment and dependence

cyber defence will reach 500 by around 2024.21

Japan remains a world leader in cyberspace technologies. A 2019 study by the International Monetary Fund

Core cyber-intelligence capability

concluded that the country’s digital economy accounted

For a variety of political reasons, including the

for 49% of its GDP (the figure in the US was 60%, and in

constitutional arrangements put in place after the

China 30%).25 Of the 51 telecoms or tech companies in

Second World War, Japan’s intelligence organisations

the 2020 Fortune ‘Global 500’, the US had 16 and Japan

are small and underfunded in comparison to those

was in second place with ten (just ahead of China with

of other states of similar size. For example, Article 21

eight, while the combined total for the countries of

of Japan’s constitution severely limits the extent to

Western Europe was also eight).26

which the government can collect signals intelligence
and

consequently

conduct

cyber

As the pre-eminent producer of industrial robotics27

reconnaissance.

and a world leader in the development of digital

Nevertheless, Japan has a suite of relevant organisations,

infrastructure,28 Japan’s economy is both empowered

including the Defense Intelligence Headquarters (DIH)22

by and increasingly dependent on the ICT sector.

and its largest subordinate organisation, the Directorate

The country has an established sovereign microchip-

for Signals Intelligence (DSI). Additionally, Japan has

manufacturing capability, with the companies Tokyo

long hosted US signals-intelligence facilities as part of a

Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd. (TOK), JSR Corporation and ShinEtsu Chemical together dominating

close intelligence partnership.
The DSI is the equivalent of the
National Security Agency (NSA) in the
US and Government Communications
Headquarters in the UK, though
considerably

smaller

than

both.

Previously focused on collecting information from communications satellites, the DSI commenced intelligence

The total number
of JSDF personnel
deployed in
cyber defence
will reach 500 by
around 2024

support to cyber operations in 2012,

global production of the extreme
ultraviolet (EUV) photoresists used
in the manufacture of cutting-edge
seven-nanometre chips.29
Japan is home to the fourthlargest telecommunications group
in the world, Nippon Telegraph and
Telephone (NTT), which comprises a
series of subsidiary branches includ-

with assistance from the US through the NSA. At the time,

ing NTT Communications (international communica-

it described these operations as experimental.23 Budget

tions), NTT Domoco (mobile-device communication)

requests for restructuring and further developing the DSI

and NTT World Engineering Marine Corporation

were submitted for the 2020 fiscal year,24 but resource

(ground-cable

choices in favour of expensive weapons platforms, and the

According to open-source IPv6 2019 data, the top five

Article 21 legal barrier, have so far prevented the establish-

internet service providers in Japan are all indigenous:

ment of a stronger Japanese signals-intelligence agency.

Bbix, Biglobe, Jpne, Mf-native6 and Ocn.31 NTT World

installation

and

maintenance).30

The comparatively well-funded Cabinet Intelligence

Engineering Marine Corporation’s small fleet of cable-

and Research Office is also likely to play an important

laying vessels enables the country to maintain a sover-

role. Reporting directly to the prime minister, it also

eign and indigenous telecommunications backbone.32

acts as the coordinating and assessment body for the
Japanese intelligence community.

Japan is currently lagging behind many other members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation

Overall, Japan’s indigenous cyber-intelligence capa-

and Development (OECD) in terms of technological

bilities are embryonic, with the country largely reliant

productivity, with an OECD survey suggesting the

on key international partners, especially the US, for

country needs greater investment in skills and digital
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competence – ‘particularly for middle-aged and older

‘technological sovereignty’, as well as bringing a public

workers’ – in order to close the gap.33 There is wide-

good to the Asia-Oceania region.42 The QZSS is currently

spread concern about the digital divide between the

being reviewed for formal recognition by the Worldwide

younger and older generations – a situation illustrated

Radio Navigation System under the auspices of the

in particularly embarrassing fashion for the government

International Maritime Organization, a process already

in 2018, when the minister responsible for cyber security

completed for peers such as GPS, GLONASS (Russia)

was forced to admit he had never used a computer.34

and Beidou (China).43

Japan has nevertheless formulated a thorough

Japan has become very focused on national-security

Cyber/Physical Security Framework,35 and in April

aspects of outer space. It is concerned about North

2019 the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry

Korea’s missile capability and China’s growing mili-

launched ‘Society 5.0’, a national policy aimed at ‘inte-

tary power, while remaining keen to expand its own

grating cyberspace and physical space in a sophisti-

space capabilities. In 2020 it established a Strategic

cated manner’.36 This initiative set out to implement

Headquarters for National Space Policy in the Cabinet

standards and regulations for governmental and com-

Office, announced the creation within the Joint Staff of

mercial entities operating in cyberspace, and to improve

a military unit that would be ‘responsible for planning

the resilience of the domestic supply chain, as well as to

pertaining to joint operations in the space domain’,44

address concerns about Japan’s ageing population and

and created a Space Operations Squadron to prepare

shrinking labour force.37

for the introduction in 2022 of a Space Situational

In the field of AI, Japan is competitive. It was placed

Awareness system.

ninth, for example, in a study that ranked the top 50
countries based on their contributions to the two most

Cyber security and resilience

prestigious AI conferences in 2020.38 Japanese compa-

Digital and cyber technologies are at the heart of Japan’s

nies are very active in AI research, with nine of them

economy and society, and the overall degree of digital

featuring in a list of the world’s leading 100 companies

connectedness suggests that a sustained cyber attack on

in that regard, compared with six from South Korea

the country’s infrastructure would be highly compro-

and none from India. Nevertheless, the aggregate con-

mising, especially since national cyber resilience is still

tribution that Japan’s industrial sector makes to AI

at a developmental stage.45

research still falls behind that of South Korea.39

Japan’s efforts to raise its level of resilience in cyber-

Much of Japan’s digital technology has the potential to

space were driven principally by security concerns

be further integrated into military applications, although

surrounding the planned 2020 Tokyo Olympic and

currently that remains little more than a policy aspiration.

Paralympic Games. The guiding document in that respect

Japan’s annual defence white papers have addressed in

was the Cybersecurity Policy for Critical Infrastructure

general terms the global trend towards digital depend-

Protection, adopted in April 2018, which focused on the

ence in military operations, acknowledging the need for

importance of public–private partnerships in boosting

the Japanese armed forces to increase the resilience of

resilience and recovering quickly from damage to critical

their command-and-control systems.40

infrastructure caused by cyber attacks.46 This is unsurpris-

In terms of Japan’s indigenous satellite capability, the

ing, as 90% of Japan’s ICT assets are in the private sector.47

Cabinet Office approved plans to implement and expand

The national-level Computer Emergency Response

the Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS/Michibiki) pro-

Team, JPCERT, coordinates with equivalent bodies in

gramme, headed by Japan’s Aerospace Exploration

other countries and with tactical incident-response

Agency, in 2002.41 The programme launched its first sat-

teams across the Japanese public and private sec-

ellite in 2010, followed by three more between 2016 and

tors. The governmental CERT, NISC, also houses the

2018. Originally designed to augment the functionality of

Government Security Operation Coordination Team,

the US Global Positioning System (GPS), the QZSS gives

which is responsible for accurate and prompt informa-

Japan a degree of what the Cabinet Office describes as

tion-sharing across the CERT structure.48
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In the private sector, the major obstacle to improving

norms of behaviour for states in cyberspace and, as part of

cyber resilience is the lack of willingness among compa-

that norms-based approach, actively promotes the multi-

nies to share information regarding cyber incidents. This

stakeholder model of internet governance. The govern-

is partly the result of cultural and structural factors. These

ment has a policy of leading international debate on how

include a general lack of familiarity with cyber-security

to ensure a ‘free, fair, and secure cyberspace, strengthen-

issues among senior business leaders, an overreliance

ing coordination with other countries’.55 This policy has

on government regulators to establish cyber-security

three pillars: promoting the rule of law in cyberspace,

requirements and traditional Japanese business practices

developing confidence-building measures and enhanc-

that hinder collaboration between companies. According

ing international cooperation on capacity-building.

to government statistics, Japanese companies have been

At the global level, Japan has participated in five ses-

slow to integrate cyber security into their corporate gov-

sions of the United Nations Group of Governmental

ernance, especially their risk planning.49

Experts56 and has been promoting the rule of law and

The Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and

confidence-building in cyberspace within the framework

one of its subsidiaries, the Information-Technology

of the UN.57 Tokyo participates in the G7 Cyber Expert

Promotion Agency, Japan, have published ‘Cybersecurity

Group and various dialogues with regional organisa-

Management Guidelines’ for business leaders in an effort

tions, such as the ASEAN–Japan Information Security

to promote cyber-security measures and standards in the

Policy Meeting and the ASEAN–Japan Cybercrime

private sector.50 The fact that these guidelines are based on

Dialogue.58 Japan is also a party to the Convention on

the Cybersecurity Framework of the US National Institute

Cybercrime and actively aims to strengthen interna-

of Standards and Technology illustrates both a tendency

tional law in that respect by promoting the convention

towards the adoption of the US view on cyber security and

in international forums.59

an absence of significant domestic innovation on the issue.

In regional diplomacy, Japan has been partnering

Within the Japanese government, a framework for rais-

with members of the Association of Southeast Asian

ing cyber-security standards – the Common Standards on

Nations (ASEAN) on the protection of critical infrastruc-

Information Security Measures for Government Agencies

ture and rapid incident response. Tokyo was a leading

and Related Agencies – has been in place since 2016.51 The

force in establishing the ASEAN–Japan Cybersecurity

government’s engagement with certain aspects of cyber

Capacity Building Centre, in Bangkok, which facilitates

security since 2006, and the strong ICT sector, probably

the development of a standardised incident-reporting

contributed to Japan being ranked 14th out of 175 coun-

framework across Southeast Asia,60 and was also instru-

tries in the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled by

mental in setting up the ASEAN Computer Emergency

the International Telecommunication Union.52

Response Team (ASEAN-CERT).

The government has also been holding regular cyber

As one of NATO’s global partners and a member

exercises involving both the public and private sectors,

of the Partnership for Peace (PfP), Japan became a

some of which have been on quite a large scale – the one

contributing member of NATO’s Cooperative Cyber

in November 2019, for example, had about 5,000 par-

Defence Centre of Excellence (CCD COE) in March

ticipants.53 As an example of partnerships with the pri-

2019.61 The CCD COE’s mission is to enhance coopera-

vate sector, in July 2013 the MoD set up a Cyber Defense

tion and information-sharing on cyber defence among

Council consisting of around ten defence contractors. Its

NATO members and partners.62 Japan participated in

aim is to coordinate exchanges of information between

the CCD COE-led exercise dubbed Cyber Coalition 2019

the defence industry and the government, and to organ-

in December 2019; the aim, according to the Japanese

ise joint cyber exercises.54

MoD, was ‘to deepen the knowledge of how to cooperate with NATO on cyber defence’ and to improve the

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

‘tactical skills’ of the MoD and the JSDF.63

Japan has set itself the goal of becoming a leader in cyber

Japan’s longest and closest international cyber part-

diplomacy. Tokyo aims to solidify international rules and

nership, however, is with the US. The current Japan–US
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Cyber Dialogue and the Japan–US Policy Cooperation

views on the post-Second World War pacifist constitu-

Dialogue on the Internet Economy are of particular impor-

tion. Article 9 of the constitution denies the country the

tance to the Japanese government, given that the US is the

right to military forces of any kind. Though this has

ultimate guarantor of Japan’s security. The Japanese MoD

been ignored since 1954, when the Self-Defense Forces

and the Pentagon have established the Cyber Defense

Act was passed, every government has had to make

Policy Working Group, aiming to deepen information-

complex legal and political arguments to massage pub-

sharing, organise joint exercises, promote policy discus-

lic opinion each time the reach and mission of Japan’s

sions and cooperate in training cyber-security experts.64

forces have been extended. Since 2015 the government

Japan has CERT cooperation agreements with other

has made additional reinterpretations to make it pos-

Asian countries, including India, and with Australia.

sible, under certain circumstances, to come to the aid of

Japanese CERT officials meet annually with Chinese

an ally even if Japan itself is not under attack.69 This shift

and South Korean counterparts, and also cooperate

is now also seen as allowing collective self-defence and

with the Asia-Pacific Computer Emergency Response

active defence in cyberspace.70

Team (APCERT) on the TSUBAME project, a traffic-

At the same time, there have been hints in official doc-

monitoring system that shares data between 23 national

uments of a subtle shift in Japanese policy from focusing

CERTs.65 Japanese CERTs cooperate effectively with

purely on defence to developing offensive capabilities,

their US counterparts, and with others in the Asia-

for which there has been a low-key push by the JSDF.71

Pacific region, but less so with those in Europe.

The 2020 defence white paper states that the armed

Japan has established bilateral cyber dialogues with

forces would act to disrupt enemy cyber operations

11 countries – Australia, Estonia,
France,

Germany,

India,

Israel,

Russia, South Korea, Ukraine, the
UK and the US – and also with the
European Union (EU) and NATO.
Besides participating in the ASEAN–
Japan Cybersecurity Policy Meeting,
where the focus is on capacity-build-

during an attack on Japan.72 Some

Japan’s longest
and closest
international
cyber partnership
is with the US

ing, Japan also holds trilateral cyber

senior policymakers have also suggested that offensive cyber is being
considered as a way of providing a
‘deterrence by punishment’ option
for Japan, including as part of its missile-defence strategy. However, this
would require Japan’s Self-Defense
Forces Law to be revised.73

discussions with China and South Korea, focusing on

The fact remains that, for the foreseeable future,

North Korean operations.66 The UK and the EU have

Japan will probably remain reliant on its alliance

dialogues with Japan at the ministerial and expert lev-

with the US for any kind of offensive response to a

els, as well as technical cooperation and joint capacity-

cyber threat. It is notable that the 2015 guidelines for

building.67 Japan and the EU have also been jointly

US–Japan defence cooperation74 include an entire sec-

promoting better data protection, with the European

tion dedicated to cyberspace, setting out the circum-

Commission having agreed with Japan on arrangements

stances under which the US can lend cyber support

for data exchange without further reference to national

in Japan’s defence. The narrowest interpretation of

authorities for approval – a move that facilitates the

the text would limit US assistance to the protection

gradual streamlining of data-privacy standards.68

of Japanese critical information infrastructure used by
US forces in Japan, but in the broadest interpretation

Offensive cyber capability

the text is analogous to NATO’s Article 5, with a seri-

The development of any offensive military capability is

ous cyber attack on Japan being treated like an attack

constrained by Japan’s military history and by current

on the US.
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8. China

China’s leaders have moved decisively to embrace the

those of the United States, and cyber-resilience poli-

information revolution. They started from a position

cies for its critical national infrastructure are only

of relative backwardness in electronics in the 1990s,

in the early stages of development. China has been

but with the advantages of a rapidly growing economy

locked in a battle with the United States and its allies

and technology transfer from abroad. The country has

over global cyber governance since the early 2000s, a

since established the world’s most extensive cyber-

contest aggravated by US determination to sanction

enabled domestic surveillance and censorship system,

Chinese tech firms in response to China’s malicious

which is tightly controlled by the leadership. China’s

behaviour in cyberspace. Since the early 2000s China

intention of becoming a cyber power was reflected in

has conducted large-scale cyber operations abroad,

its military strategy released in 2015 and its first for-

aiming to acquire intellectual property, achieve politi-

mal cyber-security strategy in 2016. The country has

cal influence, carry out state-on-state espionage and

ambitious goals for the indigenous manufacture of

position capabilities for disruptive effect in case of

the core internet technologies it relies on, aiming to

future conflict. China is a second-tier cyber power but,

become a world leader in such technologies by 2030.

given its growing industrial base in digital technology,

Its core cyber defences remain weak compared with

it is the state best placed to join the US in the first tier.

Strategy and doctrine
China’s strategic approach to the security aspects of

2003 onwards, at the United Nations, it advocated the

cyberspace has been dominated by its perception of

principle of ‘cyber sovereignty’ whereby states would

the ideological, economic and military threat from the

be able to exert more control over their ‘sovereign’ por-

United States: the early development of US military

tion of the internet. It was also in 2003 that China began

cyber doctrine in the 1990s; the use of cyber in US mili-

implementing its ‘Golden Shield Project’, a programme

tary campaigns in Kosovo in 1999 and Iraq in 2003; and

of internet-based internal surveillance and censorship

US support for the internet-based political revolts in

that became known as the Great Firewall of China – an

states in the former Soviet bloc and North Africa.

attempt to exert sovereign control. As part of this, from

From the outset, China’s main strategic preoccupa-

2009 onwards China undertook efforts to block certain

tion in cyberspace has been domestic – to prevent the

US software applications (such as Facebook, Twitter and

spread of Western liberal thinking via the internet. From

YouTube) because of conflicts with its censorship laws.

List of acronyms
BRI
CAC
CCP
ICT

Belt and Road Initiative
Cyberspace Administration of China
Chinese Communist Party
information and communications technology

MPS
MSS
PLA
SSF

Ministry of Public Security
Ministry of State Security
People’s Liberation Army
Strategic Support Force
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In 2013, after ten years of partial reforms aimed at

cyber-industrial ambitions, with the ban on sales of

enhancing the country’s cyber capabilities, the leaders

microchip technology to Huawei a prime example of

of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) were shocked

US and allied tactics. It is not yet clear how damaging

by the revelations in the leaks by US defector Edward

these tactics will be. They may push China to redouble

Snowden. The leaks made clear the continuing gulf

its Made in China 2025 effort, to exploit the potential of

between the US and China on cyber capability, and

its massive internal market (the country has one billion

particularly the weakness of China’s cyber defences (in

of the world’s estimated four and a half billion internet

terms of protecting networks rather than controlling

users), and to step up sales of Chinese technology to the

content). In 2014 President Xi Jinping instigated a wave

developing world through the BRI.

of internet-related organisational reforms and new laws

The other key dimension to China’s cyber strategy

and regulations, with the aim of making China a cyber

since the early 2000s has been its use of cyber opera-

power. This included reconfiguring and assuming per-

tions abroad for strategic effect. These have included

sonal leadership of the main CCP body in charge of

industrial-scale espionage operations designed to

cyber policy1 and establishing a new government body

acquire both commercial intellectual property and

alongside it, the Cyberspace Administration of China

personal data. China has also actively used disruptive

(CAC). Numerous cyber-related strategies and meas-

cyber operations, while being careful to pitch them

ures for the civil sector followed. China’s first national

below the threshold that might trigger an escalatory

Cyberspace Security Strategy was published in 20162

response – its attempts to influence electoral processes

and was supported by China’s first Cybersecurity Law

in Taiwan are one example.

in 2017.3 The strategy set nine core tasks, with a heavy

China’s strategy and doctrine for the military use

emphasis on sovereignty and improving cyber-defence

of cyber capabilities date from the early 2000s, with its

enablers (industry and education).4

2004 focus on ‘Winning Local Wars under Informatised

On the industry side, the ‘Made in China 2025’

Conditions’ an early example.8 This strategy envisioned

strategy, announced in 2015, is of particular signifi-

the incorporation of information technology into every

cance. Identifying reliance on foreign vendors for its

facet of military activity, with the information domain

core internet technology as China’s biggest cyber risk,

seen not as separate but as integral to the land, air

this ambitious strategy intended to ensure that 70% of

and sea domains. By 2005 this had redefined Chinese

the core internet technology the country depended on

military doctrine, which stated that the protection or

would be manufactured domestically by 2025, and that

destruction of information systems would be a ‘method

it would become a world leader in such technology

of war’ for the People’s Liberation Army (PLA).9

by 2030. This is complemented by the Belt and Road

It is important to note that Chinese military doctrine

Initiative (BRI), in which the Digital Silk Road compo-

views ‘network’-related activities (what most other

nent is designed to open up markets in the developing

states call ‘cyber operations’) as a component of infor-

world to Chinese technology.

mation war.10 The Chinese military sees information

By 2020, many of these policy measures had begun to

warfare as a struggle against adversaries to dominate

bear fruit, including a reported decline in the incidence

the production and flow of information in order to sup-

of domestic cyber crime.5 But serious issues remained,

port its strategic goals. Achieving this in a conflict envi-

including a reported doubling of intrusions into

ronment – while degrading or constraining adversaries’

Chinese websites, with government sites a particular

efforts – is termed ‘information dominance’.11

target.6 Implementation of the cyber strategy has been

This is closely linked to the Chinese concept of ‘sys-

hampered by various constraints, the biggest internal

tems confrontation’, informed by the Chinese percep-

one being the low priority given to cyber-security skills

tion that the US defeated Iraq in the First Gulf War

in China’s education system and training institutions.7

(1990–91) by destroying Iraq’s operational command-

The main external impediment has been the intensifying

and-control system.12 As set out in China’s The Science of

campaign by the US and its allies to constrain China’s

Military Strategy, pre-emption is also a long-standing and
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fundamental part of Chinese military thinking and has

In the military cyber sphere, in 2015 Xi established the

become even more prominent in ‘information war’: vul-

Strategic Support Force (SSF), where most of the PLA’s

nerability to a paralysing attack on one’s own command-

cyber capabilities are now centred. This was part of sys-

and-control system places a premium on a first strike.13

tem-wide reforms to the PLA’s force structure, administra-

This thinking has matured under Xi’s leadership. One

tion and command-and-control mechanisms. The SSF was

example is China’s first military strategy to recognise the

not a new force created from scratch but instead the result

centrality of cyberspace in strategic and military policy,

of the restructuring of existing units from across the armed

published in 2015, which stated that information would

forces, consolidated under a single command structure.18

play a leading role in any conflict rather than being merely

Today the SSF consists of two main elements: the Space

an enabler.14 By 2019 numerous PLA

Systems Department, responsible for

sources were referring to the possibil-

space operations, and the Network

ity that the acceleration of changes in
military strategy, combined with new
technological opportunities, would
lead to an arms race in ‘intelligentisa-

The SSF will
improve China’s
war readiness

tion’, meaning the use of artificial intel-

Systems Department, responsible for
strategic information operations.
The creation of the SSF is significant: not only does it report directly
to China’s paramount military deci-

ligence (AI) in military operations, intelligence collection

sion-making body, the Central Military Commission,

and decision-making.15

but it has also combined disparate capabilities into an

The transitions foreshadowed in such doctrinal state-

integrated whole. Previously the PLA’s information-

ments will take a long time to implement. As part of

operations units had been grouped according to mis-

its aspiration to have a ‘world class military’ by 2050,

sion type – namely reconnaissance, attack, defence and

China has set out a timetable to 2035 for the organisa-

psychological warfare. For example, cyber espionage

tional reforms, including changes to force structure,

and signals intelligence had been handled by the now-

that might turn doctrine into reality in the cyber realm.16

defunct Third Department of the General Staff; offen-

Like the US, China is pursuing a strategy of informa-

sive cyber operations and electronic countermeasures

tion dominance in cyberspace, but acknowledges that

had been siloed in the former Fourth Department; psy-

its armed forces will need to undergo a transformation

chological warfare had been the responsibility of the

before that goal is reached.17

General Political Department; and most aspects of military network security had been managed by the Gen-

Governance, command and control

eral Staff Department’s Informatisation Department.

Since 2014, Xi has been at the top of the chain of com-

Consolidating these functions into the SSF reflects

mand for all matters concerning cyberspace, both civil-

the PLA’s new conception of space, cyber and the elec-

ian and military. His organisational changes to cyber

tromagnetic spectrum as a unique warfighting domain

policy in the civil and military sectors suggest that he

rather than adjunct functions serving other forms of

wanted to accelerate the transformations and score

combat.19 The implications of the SSF for China’s mili-

some early successes in reducing the vulnerability of

tary cyber capability are twofold. Firstly, a more uni-

Chinese networks to infiltration and attack.

fied force will be able to prosecute the type of complex,

On the civilian side, the CAC has become the focal

multidimensional information operations that the PLA

point of all cyberspace policy, although powerful inde-

foresees in future conflicts. Psychological, electronic,

pendent nodes remain – such as the Ministry of Public

cyber and kinetic actions can be incorporated into a

Security (MPS), the Ministry of State Security (MSS) and

single information-warfare strategy, each deployed for

the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology.

specific effects at different points in a crisis or conflict.20

The CAC has formalised the new agenda through

Secondly, in terms of warfighting, the SSF will

national legislation and by setting up offices in each of

improve China’s war readiness and help the PLA

the country’s 31 provincial-level administrations.

shift more smoothly from a peacetime to a wartime
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posture. By combining espionage and attack functions

intelligence-analysis work carried out by key depart-

across electronic-, cyber- and space-warfare units, and

ments of the CCP such as the Office for Taiwan Affairs,

by bringing them under a single command, the PLA

the United Front Department, the Central Cyberspace

aims to survey the battlefield, prepare combined-arms

Affairs Commission,24 the Central Commission for

operations and develop specific capabilities that can

Politics and Law and the Central Military Commission.

be continuously adapted to match the requirements

Partly in reaction to the process of opening up to the

of fast-moving situations.21 This includes malware and

world through internet access and the increase in inter-

other cyber weapons, which can be developed, refined

national exchanges of all kinds, and partly because of

and deployed in a continuous loop that draws on both

enduring regime preferences, China has built the world’s

reconnaissance and offensive functions.

most powerful domestic surveillance system. Its domes-

While the SSF has subsumed the PLA’s strategic

tic intelligence capability depends not just on the agencies

information-warfare units, there are still units with

described above but also on a complex web of enforce-

related functions that are attached to the single services

ment mechanisms that operate in parallel. One of the

and continue to operate within the PLA’s newly cre-

most important is the Central Discipline and Inspection

ated joint-theatre commands. It is unclear how effec-

Commission of the CCP, which collects intelligence on

tively these units could operate alongside the SSF, and

leading members of the party. Another is the web of CCP

whether they have a national mission or are able to coor-

committees that extends throughout all levels of govern-

dinate and de-conflict their respective missions dur-

ment, large commercial enterprises, hospitals, schools

ing operations. According to a PLA assessment of SSF

and universities. In addition, the Golden Shield Project,

reforms, ‘cross-unit forces transfer and handover are

launched in 2003, involves the use of information and

progressing smoothly; new adjustment and formation

communications technology (ICT) to transform the way

of units are being completed and delimited according

China’s security services collect, analyse and transmit

to plan; the system of systems architecture and contours

information. China has also implemented a range of

of new-type combat forces is starting to appear’.22 While

other initiatives to enhance its surveillance capabilities,

this authoritative assessment suggests optimism on the

including Skynet, a massive video-surveillance network

part of the PLA, it also indicates that reforms are at an

that comprises at least 200 million cameras nationwide,25

early stage, which is likely to limit the SSF’s ability to

and Sharp Eyes, an extension of the Skynet network that

conduct multidimensional information-warfare opera-

focuses on rural areas and leverages big data and AI for

tions in the short to medium term.

social control.26
China also has a nationwide system that aspires to

Core cyber-intelligence capability

consolidate data from street-level surveillance platforms,

China has unsurprisingly organised its intelligence agen-

private and public services, and the digitised records

cies according to its unique political system and strategic

that the party-state maintains on every citizen, aiming

needs. The priorities of the intelligence agencies include

to allow the authorities to track individuals in real time

sustaining the rule of the CCP, public order, economic

as they move across offline and online spaces. From the

and commercial intelligence, scientific and technical

publicly available evidence, it is not clear how compre-

intelligence, military intelligence and covert operations

hensive this system is or how effective it has been.

(with the latter including political-influence operations).

While China’s core cyber-intelligence capabilities are

These intelligence goals are pursued by compet-

therefore formidable domestically, it has also devel-

ing bureaucracies. Some are stand-alone, dedicated

oped and extensively used cyber for overseas espio-

intelligence and security agencies such as the MSS,23

nage. These intelligence efforts are often characterised

the MPS and, within the PLA, the SSF. But unlike

in terms of their volume rather than sophistication,

their counterparts in Western countries, these agen-

with Chinese intrusions featuring heavily among those

cies all have significant operational roles in deliver-

detected and attributed by Western intelligence agen-

ing internal security. They are complemented by the

cies and cyber-security companies. That said, China
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may have learned from the sophisticated Western intel-

have subsequently increased the momentum, and under

ligence capabilities revealed in the Snowden leaks, and

Xi there have been two particularly important develop-

may now possess more advanced capabilities either

ments: his 2014 declaration of China’s aim of becoming

held in reserve or hidden in the sheer volume of its

a cyber power and the government launch, in 2015, of

other operations.27

the Made in China 2025 industrial strategy.

China’s analysis and dissemination of intelligence is

A government white paper in 2020 stated that China

less mature than that of the US and its key allies. While

had moved from a period of rapid development of its

some security officials have suggested that there is now

indigenous ICT industry to one in which there would

an unmanageable glut of data generated by ‘informa-

be a deep and integrated digitisation of the economy

tised’ surveillance, the information ecosystem in China

and society.29 It was not alone in this assessment. The

remains highly politicised and therefore difficult to

International Monetary Fund has highlighted China’s

reform. It is characterised not just by a repressive and

world-leading position in e-commerce and in some

closed institutional disposition and organisational cul-

aspects of FinTech, describing its rate of digitisa-

ture, but also by the ferocity and intensity of the anti-

tion as the fastest in the world.30 The scale of China’s

corruption campaign that Xi has led since he took office

value-added digital economy reached RMB 35.8 trillion

as head of the CCP in November 2012. This campaign

(US$5.12trn) in 2019, accounting for 36.2% of GDP – a

has purged thousands of officials from the intelligence

higher share than in countries such as Brazil, India and

and security agencies, including many at senior levels.

South Africa but still far behind the US (50%).31 China’s

Chinese intelligence analysis is very different from the

fast-expanding ICT sector was valued in 2019 at RMB

systems operating in the US, the United Kingdom and in

7.1trn (US$1.02trn), or just over 7% of GDP. Provinces

many other Western governments: it remains ideology-

with the most developed digital economies enjoyed

driven and is increasingly enmeshed with questions of

the highest rates of economic growth (Beijing, Fujian,

prestige around the political goals of the CCP leaders,

Guangdong, Shanghai and Zhejiang, for example).

making it less independent from political influence than
its Western equivalents.

China’s influence in the global ICT economy has risen
commensurately, including through its development of
online platforms. The China Academy of Information

Cyber empowerment and dependence

and Communications Technology said in 2020 that with

China’s participation in the globalised ICT industrial

the online-platform sector, led by Alibaba and Tencent,

sector began in 1984 and was boosted by relationships

the country’s role had changed from ‘imitation and

with corporations based in the US (initially Motorola,

catch-up’ to ‘leading global innovation’.32 Before the US

and later Microsoft). The sector expanded dramatically

moved against it in 2020, the Chinese-owned company

once China had secured US agreement for public con-

TikTok had set off a global short-video boom.

nectivity to the internet and the World Wide Web in

Overall, however, a large obstacle in the way of

1995. A major force behind this expansion was former

China’s cyber empowerment is its ongoing depend-

Chinese leader Jiang Zemin, who consistently advo-

ence on foreign vendors for core internet technol-

cated industrial transformation through electronics and

ogy, despite the Made in China 2025 strategy and

information technology. By 2000, due in part to Jiang’s

indeed the emphasis science-and-technology policy

leadership, China regarded the information society as

has placed on self-reliance ever since the founding of

an all-encompassing phenomenon that would be cru-

the People’s Republic. The Chinese media has coined

cial for its future prosperity and security.28 By then, the

the phrase ‘eight guardian warriors’ to refer to the US

still-nascent private sector was also playing a role in

companies that remain enmeshed in China’s telecom-

the digital-technology sector, with Alibaba starting up

munications infrastructure: Apple, Cisco, Google, IBM,

in 1999 and the emerging computer company Lenovo

Intel, Microsoft, Oracle and Qualcomm.33 The issue was

getting a huge boost in 2005 when it acquired the desk-

underlined in 2020 by the US using its domination of

top business of global tech giant IBM. Jiang’s successors

the global microchip industry to undermine Huawei.
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Indeed, in a sign that China views its reliance on foreign

as a connection via satellite over a smaller distance.40

technology companies as likely to be long term, some

Chinese researchers announced in 2021 that a 4,600-km

of them – including Cisco, IBM, Intel and Microsoft –

quantum-communications network was ready for use

were invited to join China’s leading consultative group

after two years of experimental operations.41

for writing national standards related to cyber security.

Space-based platforms related to cyber are an area

The move gives China better oversight of the use of US

where China has achieved greater self-reliance. Its total

technology in its networks. Meanwhile, despite multiple

satellite fleet numbers 410.42 It operates a large-scale

attempts to move away from Microsoft Windows, China

space-based intelligence, surveillance and reconnais-

is yet to develop its own operating system to replace

sance (ISR) capability, drawing on a fleet of 132 dedi-

those of Microsoft or Apple.34

cated military satellites that is the second largest in the

One of the technologies prioritised by Xi as part of

world after that of the US.43 According to a 2019 report

the Made in China 2025 strategy is AI. In 2017 the gov-

from the US Defense Intelligence Agency, China’s ISR

ernment issued its first development strategy specifi-

satellites are capable of offering electro-optical and syn-

cally for AI, aiming for China to become a world leader

thetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery as well as electronic

in the field by 2030.35 A summary of the 14th five-year

and signals-intelligence data.44 They include the dual-use

plan (2020–25), released in October 2020, emphasises

Yaogan satellite fleet45 and the Haiyang series of ocean sat-

investment in home-grown innovations and includes

ellites, which provide global identification and tracking

AI in a list of ‘forward-looking and strategic’ technolo-

for military and civilian vessels.46

gies alongside quantum communications, integrated

China has also developed a sovereign capability in

circuits and biological engineering.36 Chinese firms

satellite navigation through its Beidou system, rivalling

are leaders in some aspects of AI,
especially concerning facial recognition, but otherwise lag far behind
Microsoft and Google. The US still
leads in developing the foundational
platform and support architecture
of AI, for example developing 66%
of global AI open-source software
compared with China’s 13%.37 The

Chinese firms are
leaders in some
aspects of AI, but
otherwise lag far
behind Microsoft
and Google

level of private-equity investment in
AI in China is still far below that in the US, which has

the United States’ GPS and, importantly, ending Chinese dependence
on the US system for guiding its own
missiles. The Beidou network had covered the entire Asia-Pacific region by
2012 and achieved global coverage by
mid-2020. Chinese military analysts
acknowledge that as China follows the
US into reliance on space- and cyberbased capabilities, it will inevitably

come to have the same vulnerabilities during conflict.47

accounted for two-thirds of the global total since 2011.38

In summary, China has made significant progress in

China was placed second, behind the US, in a ranking of

developing an indigenous digital-industrial base but

the top 50 countries according to their contributions to

– given US dominance of global microchip supply,48 as

the two most prestigious AI conferences in 2020.39 The

illustrated during the US–China trade war launched by

story is similar for quantum computing: in 2017 Chinese

the Trump administration – it is likely to remain funda-

scientists succeeded in entangling ten superconducting

mentally reliant on the US for its core internet technology

qubits, breaking Google’s prior world record of nine,

for the foreseeable future. China has some advantages,

but since then Google has claimed a 54-qubit machine

for example an enormous internal market that provides

(in 2019) and IBM has developed something similar.

solid foundations for winning a substantial portion of the

Nevertheless, China may be a world leader in research

developing world’s digital market. But it is notable that

and development (R&D) associated with quantum com-

in 2019, in contrast to some of his previous rhetoric, Xi

munications, having declared the installation of the

described the task facing China as a new ‘Long March’,49

world’s longest quantum-communications cable (2,000

seemingly an acceptance of the time and effort it will take

kilometres) between Beijing and Shanghai, as well

to overcome the challenge posed by the US.
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Cyber security and resilience

‘backdoors’.55 Also, the number of vulnerabilities iden-

Information security has been a priority for the Chinese

tified in high-risk systems more than doubled from the

government since the 1990s, yet for much of that time

previous year.56

the focus has been on ‘content security’, namely the

The sheer number of new institutions, laws, regula-

censoring of politically subversive information in cyber-

tions and announcements since 2014 suggests that China

space. Beijing’s preoccupation with content – rather

is still in the early stages of building its cyber resilience

than the physical networks that transport it – reflects

and contingency measures. Government, industry and

the party-state’s conception of state security, which is

academia have begun institutionalised exchanges through

more expansive and ideological than Western notions

the Cybersecurity Association of China, created in 2016,

of national security. China’s leaders see the security of

which reportedly aligns the three sectors around a com-

the regime as constantly under threat.50 It is likely that

mon set of objectives.57 Also in 2016, Beijing announced

the focus on promoting content security to meet censor-

a major reform of its national cyber-standards commit-

ship objectives has diminished efforts to advance other

tee, the National Information Security Standardisation

forms of network-centred (cyber) security, and that this

Technical Committee (NISSTC), with representatives from

constraining effect will persist.

across government, from hundreds of Chinese companies

A succession of shocks has produced a sea change

and from a much smaller number of foreign companies.

in China’s approach to network security. In 2013, apart

By 2018 the NISSTC had published more than 300 new

from the Snowden leaks, China had to deal with the

cyber-security standards, covering critical-information-

humiliating exposure of a PLA cyber-espionage unit

infrastructure protection, product review and other are-

(61398) by Mandiant, a US cyber-security firm, which

as.58 In December 2019, the Multi-level Protection Scheme

revealed deeply concerning gaps in

2.0 (MLPS 2.0) was implemented,

the Chinese military’s cyber security.

broadening the scope for regulation

Meanwhile, the eavesdropping on
China’s top leaders ordered by the disgraced former internal-security chief
Zhou Yongkang in 2012 had highlighted the vulnerability of leadership

Beijing’s own
assessments of
its cyber security
have been sober

communications and the dangers of a
cyber-espionage capability beyond central control.51

of network operators and imposing
heightened regulatory requirements.59
To strengthen the security of its critical information infrastructure, China
published

‘Cybersecurity

Review

Measures’ in 2020, outlining a set of
rules to govern the review of supply-chain reliability

Beijing’s own assessments of its cyber secu-

and security underlying the products and services used

rity have been sober. A 2017 report by the National

by the operators of the infrastructure.60 The government

Computer Network Emergency Response Technical

also released a draft Data Security Law in July 202061 and

Team (CNCERT) stated that attacks from foreign states

a draft Personal Information Protection Law in October

(advanced persistent threats) were frequent and becom-

2020, representing the first comprehensive legislation

ing ‘normal’, and were directly threatening national secu-

relating to the security of personal data.62

rity.52 The report referred to serious damage to data and

Additionally, China’s domestic cyber-security indus-

rampant fraud, noting that the number of attacks against

try is much smaller than its US counterpart. Its total rev-

industrial control systems was increasing, with many

enue in 2019, according to the Cybersecurity Association

important safety incidents.53 In September 2020, the six-

of China, was RMB 52.09bn (US$8.09bn),63 which repre-

monthly report released by the China Internet Network

sented less than 7% of the global cyber-security industry

Information Center noted that personal cyber security

(estimated at US$120bn in 2019).64 The leading cyber-

had improved, especially in the area of online fraud, but

security firms in China have much lower revenues than

the country’s overall cyber-security situation had wors-

those in the US, and much smaller global footprints. In

ened.54 It reported a significant increase in the number

the first quarter of 2020, for example, Cisco Systems, Palo

of websites affected, some of which were infected with

Alto Networks and Fortinet respectively accounted for
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9.1%, 7.8% and 5.9% of the global market 65 and the total

its interests. The first step, in 2014, was its creation of

US share was estimated at around 40%.66

the Wuzhen Internet Forum, partly in response to a

China was ranked 27th out of 175 countries in the

series of internet-governance conferences launched in

2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled by the Inter-

London by the UK and like-minded countries in 2011.

national Telecommunication Union (ITU).67 Its abil-

In March 2017 the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the

ity to improve cyber security in the short to medium

State Internet Information Office published China’s

term will be constrained by its lack of a well-developed

vision in an ‘International Strategy of Cooperation in

cyber-industrial complex – the enterprises, researchers

Cyberspace’, stating that the ‘existing global govern-

and investors that help design and develop cyber-secu-

ance system of basic internet resources hardly reflects

rity technology. Cyber-security research and education

the desires and interests of the majority of countries’.73

in China is still at a basic level, with the country hav-

Central to the document was the concept of ‘cyber sover-

ing no world-class universities in the field according

eignty’: while Beijing has yet to define the term explicitly,

to the Chinese University Alumni Association’s 2019

it encompasses the idea that a state should have control

ranking.68

over networks and content within its own borders.74
Also, in September 2020, China moved assertively to

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

propose a ‘Global Data Security Initiative’ during a high-

Since 2002, China has engaged in efforts through the

level international symposium in Beijing, in direct oppo-

UN, the ITU and other forums to establish new inter-

sition to the United States’ Clean Network programme

national governance and norms of behaviour for cyber-

announced a month earlier.75 Besides advocating a

space, often leading like-minded states in arguing for

‘comprehensive and objective’ approach towards data-

greater censorship and state sovereignty.69 It has worked

security issues, the initiative also demands respect for

closely in this process with Russia and other members

the ‘sovereignty, jurisdiction and security management

of the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation. Since at least

rights’ of other countries, aligning with China’s concept

2010, when then US secretary of state Hillary Clinton

of cyber sovereignty.76

made a major speech on internet freedom,70 China has

Domestically, Beijing has passed legislation to

found itself locked in an ideological battle with major

compel foreign companies in China to store data on

Western states on the human-rights and security aspects

domestic servers and hand over sensitive intellectual

of norm-setting for cyberspace.

property (IP) and source code for verification and test-

On rare occasions China has joined an international

ing – examples include the State Security Law (2015) and

consensus. In 2013, for example, its representative in the

Cybersecurity Law (2017). Other laws, for example the

UN Group of Governmental Experts (GGE)71 supported

National Encryption Law of 2019, have further asserted

the collective agreement that international law applied

China’s national-security interests in terms of its con-

in cyberspace, and in 2015 it joined a consensus position

trol of information technologies.77 Such regulations pre-

on possible voluntary norms for cyberspace. However,

sent obvious risks of intellectual-property theft but also

China subsequently took the view that the GGE pro-

exemplify the type of norms and behaviours Beijing is

cess was not adequate for its purposes and became a

increasingly promoting in international forums. China

leader in the push for an Open-Ended Working Group

is pushing for reform of international institutions such

(OEWG), seen as a means of diluting Western influence

as the UN Internet Governance Forum (IGF),78 aiming to

and allowing unfiltered participation by all states in a

strengthen their decision-making capacity. Beijing sees

UN-sponsored process.72 The OEWG was created in

UN rule-making in cyberspace as embodying the state-

2018 and began operating a year later.

led approach to cyber governance, which it favours,

China’s move away from the consensus position
in the UN norms forums was mirrored on the global

rather than the West’s vision of relatively unrestricted
information flows.79

diplomatic stage by its leadership of an agenda on

The normative effect of China’s cyber-governance

global internet governance much more in line with

model is becoming increasingly apparent in other
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authoritarian states, such as Vietnam and Russia, which

the International Electrotechnical Commission and the

have passed strikingly similar laws on internet regula-

ITU.81 However, Western and allied countries continue

tion. Beijing has enabled oppressive politics in other states

to exert a strong influence in this arena through their

through the export of surveillance technology, in which

world-leading corporations. Of the 51 tech or telecoms

China is now an industry leader. Huawei, for example,

companies in the 2020 Fortune ‘Global 500’, China had

has worked with the security forces in Zimbabwe to build

only eight; the US and its allies or close partners had the

voice- and facial-recognition systems, and is also widely

other 43.82

exporting its ‘smart cities’ technology, whose combination of bulk data collection, storage and AI-enabled sur-

Offensive cyber capability

veillance offers governments a greatly increased capacity

China, like Russia, has made extensive use of lower-end

for surveillance and social control.

cyber capabilities for peacetime influence-and-infor-

Beijing has advanced its cyber interests through the

mation operations, and thereby gained considerable

Digital Silk Road, a sub-strand of the BRI. This is a geo-

experience of the relevant techniques. Based on pub-

economic initiative aiming to place China at the centre

lished doctrine and proven cyber-intelligence reach, it

of a global digital supply chain dominated by Chinese

is likely that China has also developed effective offen-

digital goods and services, and held together by Chinese

sive cyber tools for combat use.

infrastructure, technological standards, laws and regu-

Though China has not published a cyber-warfare

lations. Though the initiative is still in its early stages,

doctrine, and it may be the case that none exists,83

Chinese telecoms firms already provide products and

authoritative PLA writings acknowledge the existence

services that sit at the core of telecoms infrastructure in

of an offensive cyber capability. The 2013 edition of The

many countries.

Science of Military Strategy, for example, dedicates a sec-

Chinese IT companies enjoy significant state backing

tion to conflict in cyberspace and divides operations into

in the form of subsidies and R&D inputs, and some of

the four categories of reconnaissance, attack, defence

them, in particular Huawei, now enjoy global leader-

and deterrence, the first two of which are offensive in

ship in 5G technology alongside Western corporations.

nature.84 Computer reconnaissance is the use of comput-

The potential for Chinese firms to provide 5G technol-

ers to identify, monitor and analyse enemy computer

ogy to networks across the world has met with fierce

networks and systems. It aims to prepare the ground in

resistance from some Western states,
whose political elites fear the security
implications of Chinese technology
and its potential to be used for espionage or disruption.80 By mid-2020
the campaign against Huawei had
significantly damaged its business
prospects in major developed countries but had not achieved the same
impact in most other states, nor prevented the company from making a
profit overall.

peacetime for future military opera-

Beijing has
passed
legislation to
compel foreign
companies in
China to store
data on domestic
servers

China now plays a powerful role

tions by identifying weaknesses in
adversary systems. As the requirements for successful penetration of an
adversary system for reconnaissance
purposes are similar to those in a ‘network strike’, it is possible to switch
from reconnaissance to attack at the
appropriate moment.85
The Chinese view is that network
strikes could potentially follow soon
after the outbreak of a conflict and
would serve to disable an adversary

in global standard-setting in emerging technologies

system.86 The Science of Military Strategy asserts that

such as the Internet of Things, Internet Protocol Version

civilian as well as military infrastructure is a potential

6 (IPv6) and 5G, and Beijing has attained key posi-

target during conflict, partly as the former sustains the

tions in international standard-setting agencies such

latter but also because network strikes against civilian

as the International Organisation for Standardisation,

targets are less likely to escalate the conflict.87 The PLA
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is also considering the use of more advanced capabili-

or war is unknown. Nevertheless, the PLA and Chinese

ties such as ‘integrated network electronic warfare’,

intelligence agencies have successfully penetrated US

which would enable it to insert malicious algorithms

government and commercial networks on multiple

into an adversary network even if a wire connection

occasions, deploying malware to steal classified infor-

does not exist. For example, Dai Qingmin, a former

mation and intellectual property. During a conflict the

head of the Fourth Department of the General Staff,

PLA’s offensive cyber forces could presumably deploy

wrote as early as 1999 about the potential to use wire-

similar capabilities to try to cripple the critical systems

less (radio-based) cyber attacks to intercept satellites’

of an adversary. The knowledge acquired through past

communications or gain control over their command-

operations may also have shed light on vulnerabilities

and-control systems.88

that could be exploited during wartime.89 The PLA has

Chinese assertions about the role and efficacy of such

both the capability and the will to penetrate adversary

cyber attacks by their armed forces remain untested, so

systems for the purpose of intelligence collection and

their potential impact in an actual combat engagement

offensive operations.
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9. Russia

Russia’s cyber strategy is dictated by its confronta-

the West, and particularly the United States. It has

tion with the West, in which it sees cyber operations

credible offensive cyber capabilities and has used

as an essential component of a wider information

them extensively as part of a much broader strat-

war. Its cyber governance is centralised, hierarchi-

egy aimed at disrupting the policies and politics of

cal and under the president’s personal control. The

perceived adversaries, especially the US. It has run

country is highly dependent on foreign ICT corpo-

extensive cyber-intelligence operations, some of

rations and has a less impressive digital economy

which reveal increasing levels of technical sophisti-

than, for example, the United Kingdom or France.

cation. However, Russia appears not to have given

It is seeking to redress key weaknesses in its cyber

priority to developing the top-end surgical cyber

security through government regulation and the

capabilities needed for high-intensity warfare.

creation of a sovereign internet, and by encouraging

Overall, Russia is a second-tier cyber power. To join

the development of an indigenous digital industry.

the US in the first tier it would need to substantially

Given its economic circumstances, these ambitions

improve its cyber security, increase its share of the

may prove unrealistic. For two decades Russia has

global digital market and probably make further

led, with some successes, diplomatic efforts to cur-

progress in developing the most sophisticated offen-

tail what it sees as the dominance of cyberspace by

sive military cyber tools.

Strategy and doctrine
Russian strategy and doctrine see cyber security and cyber

between peace and war mentioned in a magazine article

operations as components of an information confronta-

by the Chief of the General Staff (CGS), Valery Gerasimov,

tion with the West. Russian sources refer more often to

in 2013.1 There was evidence of these approaches in the

‘information space’ than to ‘cyberspace’ and are doctri-

Russian information operations against Estonia (2007),

nally hardwired to integrate technical cyber operations

Georgia (2008) and Ukraine (2014–15), each of which had

with other means of achieving information superiority

a component that Western observers described as ‘cyber

(for example by manipulating social media). In the last ten

attacks’. But perhaps the most notorious example was the

years Russia has sought to use such information capabili-

Russian ‘hack and leak’ operation against the Democratic

ties to achieve strategic effect against its adversaries, a pol-

National Committee during the presidential-election cam-

icy articulated to some extent in the concept of a ‘grey zone’

paign in the United States in 2016.

List of acronyms
FSB
FSTEK
GRU
ICT

Federal Security Service
Federal Service for Technical and Export Control
Main Intelligence Directorate
information and communications technology

KGB
SORM
SVR

Committee of State Security
operational investigative-measures system
External Intelligence Service
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This thinking was brought together in Russia’s
Information Security Doctrine of December 2016,2

is assumed to lie behind all online activities emanating
from the West.6

which, like the National Security Strategy of 2015,

The 2014 Military Doctrine was notable for its rec-

portrayed the country as under constant information

ognition that modern warfare would involve a highly

attack.3 The 2016 doctrine was similar in many respects

novel integration of ‘military force and political, eco-

to its equivalents in the other countries studied in this

nomic, informational or other non-military measures

report. It covered strategic deterrence; the information

implemented with a wide use of the protest potential

security of government agencies, the armed forces, criti-

of the population and of special operations forces’.7

cal national infrastructure and citizens; and countering

It placed information risks 12th in a list of external

the threats posed by adversary states, terrorists and

threats, but first in its list of internal ones. In its list

criminals. The main differences lay in the lack of any

of the ten main features of modern warfare, the first

real distinction between military and civil-sector infor-

three were information-related. And in its long list of

mation security, and the focus on countering ‘informa-

main tasks necessary in order to deter and prevent an

tion’ and ‘psychological actions’ aimed at undermining

armed attack against Russia, information operations

Russia’s ‘history’, ‘patriotism’ and ‘traditional moral

were placed first.

and spiritual values’. Russia’s strategy seems to put

In 2017, after a long period in development, Russia

special emphasis on controlling the information and

announced that ‘information-operations troops’ were

content available on its networks, which the authorities

joining its armed forces.8 These units were intended to

clearly see as a primary threat. This is consistent with

fill a gap in capabilities that became apparent during the

the Russian view that cyber threats are a component

2008 conflict in Georgia. Although the new formations

of broader information campaigns being conducted by

have been perceived in the Western media as primarily

its adversaries, aimed at changing the fabric of Russian

providing a cyber capability, their role so far seems

society. As a result, the 2016 doctrine advocated an

more in keeping with the broader Russian definition of

increased role for Russia’s own internet management

information warfare. In exercises – and on deployment

and greater domestic production of information tech-

to Syria – they have in some cases used traditional

nology. Interestingly, it also described how, in the

psychological-operations techniques such as leaflet

interests of national security, Russia would be able to

drops and loudspeaker broadcasts in foreign languages.9

counter its adversaries by employing its own informa-

They are also equipped with systems for interference

tion campaigns against them. All subsequent govern-

with civilian mobile-phone communications, including

ment documents on information security have made

broadcasting content to them. These electronic capabilities

numerous references to the 2016 doctrine.

have been used for disinformation, demoralisation and

The Information Security Doctrine of 2016 also
drew heavily on earlier Russian military concepts for

propaganda purposes in Syria and Ukraine, and against
NATO personnel in the Baltic states.10

the use of cyberspace, encapsulated in a Ministry of

Russia’s traditional lack of military digitisation

Defence publication from 2011,4 and in the Military

(compared, for example, with the US) has begun to

Doctrine of 2014.5 The 2011 publication provided an

be redressed, both at tactical level and at the level of

indication of how the Russian armed forces saw their

national command and control. There is a recognition

role in cyberspace but it appeared incomplete, focusing

that new organisations and new leadership dispositions

on situational and threat awareness, and on force

will be necessary to enable Russia to compete with the

protection, while making no mention of offensive cyber

US and its allies, and that this will require a whole-of-

or information operations. Its preamble included an

society approach supported by networked and inte-

official statement on the threat to Russia’s information

grated communications. Though Russia has produced

security posed by other states’ development of

very little in the way of formal documents for military

information-warfare policies – further evidence of a

strategic planning for cyberspace since 2017, the subject

conspiratorial view of the world in which hostile intent

is a highly topical one. CGS Gerasimov observed in a
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2020 briefing to military attachés that strategic confron-

The FSB, the country’s main domestic intelligence agency,

tation in cyberspace is intensifying and that there is a

is tasked with defence against attacks on government

risk of it interfering with the command and control of

systems and critical national infrastructure. It inherited

strategic nuclear systems.11 A year earlier, another mili-

the functions of earlier cyber and signals-intelligence

tary commentary stated that dominance in cyberspace

agencies that were disbanded during President Putin’s

(alongside military power) is a precondition for vic-

early years. In 2018 the FSB set up a National Coordination

tory in modern war.12 Specialist military commentaries

Centre for Computer Incidents, whose commander is

have continued to focus as much on the cognitive and

also the director of the FSB’s Centre for Data Protection

psychological aspects of cyber conflict as on the other

and Special Communications.16

dimensions, and have shown a particular interest in
China’s information warfare.13

The Federal Service for Technical and Export Control
(FSTEK),17 part of the Ministry of Defence, is charged
with certain roles in protecting critical information infra-

Governance, command and control

structure across the country, taking the lead in defensive

The president takes the lead on cyber-security governance

measures against any foreign technology-based intelli-

and exercises national command and control of key

gence operations, technical defence of information, and

agencies through the Security Council. Policy documents

policy for export controls on technology.18 One its most

make reference to a multi-stakeholder approach to

important duties is technical counter-intelligence opera-

the management of national cyber security – in which

tions inside Russia. FSTEK activities cover a wide range

business

and

community

groups

supposedly have input, alongside
regional governments – but in reality
the system is presidential and statecontrolled.

The

secretary

of

the

Security Council is mandated under
the 2016 Information Security Doctrine
to provide annual reports to the
president on the state of the country’s
cyber security. There is an assigned
lead officer for cyber-security policy
within the Security Council, at deputysecretary level. The leading cyber
agencies are represented at higher
levels within the Security Council:
its permanent members include the

Russia’s
traditional
lack of military
digitisation
has begun to
be redressed,
both at tactical
level and at the
level of national
command and
control

defence minister and the head of the

of policy, including the the regulations covering the use of foreign information technology.
At an early stage in the debate on
new units dedicated to information
operations, following the 2008 conflict in Georgia, the FSB appeared
to publicly denounce plans by the
armed forces to develop their own
information-warfare capability, stating that such a capability should be
the preserve of the FSB. The FSB’s
monopoly has since been eroded, however, judging by evidence of the role
of the Russian military-intelligence
service in information-warfare activities globally and by the assignment to

Federal Security Service (FSB),14 and its other members

FSTEK in 2017 of key cyber-defence-policy responsibili-

include the Chief of the General Staff.15

ties involving national politics and the economy.

In terms of the leadership and coordination of cyber

The National Defence Management Centre in

policy and operations, President Vladimir Putin appears

Moscow is Russia’s strategic command post, established

to give priority to the Ministry of Defence. For offensive

in 2014 to operate around the clock as the country’s first

operations, the Main Directorate of the General Staff

fusion hub for information and communications from

(formerly the Main Intelligence Directorate or GRU) has

all agencies. It is located close to the Kremlin and fulfils

primary responsibility. The 8th Directorate of the General

four functions: high command; coordination for mili-

Staff provides cryptographic services and supervises the

tary operations; command of strategic nuclear forces;

management of military secrets relating to cyber affairs.

and coordination of the peacetime work of the security
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ministries and agencies, including cyber security.19 By

well-documented set of regulations that controls Russian

initially combining 49 military, police, economic, infra-

internet service providers (ISPs).30 SORM provides

structure and other authorities under the stewardship

Russian law-enforcement bodies with a wide range of

of the General Staff, the centre has improved the speed

cyber-surveillance material,31 capturing meta-data and

of government reaction and information exchange.20 By

content from mobile and landline calls (SORM-1), inter-

2020 it was involved in coordinating military exercises

net traffic (SORM-2) and all other media (SORM-3). In

with much larger numbers of entities – in the Kavkaz

theory, retrieval of intercepted data requires court orders,

2020 exercise, for example, there were 160 participating

but in practice this is most likely ignored by the Russian

entities and the centre coordinated 380 joint actions.21

security services.
As in China, the perceived misuse of social media is

Core cyber-intelligence capability

regarded as a signiﬁcant national-security issue, with

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, its intel-

controls in place to prevent distribution of informa-

ligence agencies were regrouped within the Russian

tion hostile to the state. The powers of surveillance of

Federation. The former Committee of State Security

the Russian state have been further enhanced by laws

(KGB)22 was split into two agencies, both of which had

and measures ostensibly aimed at data protection and

acquired their current names by 1995: the FSB,23 which

combating terrorism, with increasingly stringent rules

took over the KGB’s internal-security functions, and the

requiring ISPs to collect and store data on user activ-

External Intelligence Service (SVR),24 which took over

ity. This includes the capturing of user information for

its activities abroad. The role of the armed forces’ Main

periods of between six months and three years – includ-

(GRU)25

ing all written, audio and video com-

changed very little, though its name

munications; home address; passport

Intelligence

Directorate

was shortened to Main Directorate
(GU)26 in 2010 (Putin later said that
the word ‘Intelligence’ should have
been maintained). The intelligence
agencies enjoy the highest level of
political support and supervision,
with Putin relying on them for his
domestic power in an authoritarian
type of guided democracy. This has

As in China, the
perceived misuse
of social media
is regarded as
a signiﬁcant
national-security
issue

involved ruthless exploitation of the

details; lists of relatives, friends and
contacts; social-media accounts; languages spoken; and records of all
e-payments.
Given the growing number of
overseas cyber attacks that Western
governments and companies have
attributed to the GU and other
Russian actors, and that some of
those attacks appear to have been

intelligence power of the state, manifested in assas-

complex intelligence-gathering operations, it is safe to

sinations of political opponents, both inside and out-

assume that Russia also possesses extensive regional

side Russia, and in Putin’s personal authorisation of a

and global cyber-intelligence capabilities.

campaign of political interference in the 2016 US presi-

As with other aspects of Russian intelligence opera-

dential election.27 Indeed, the nature and increasing vol-

tions, the tradecraft sometimes appears less sophisti-

ume of Russia’s overseas intelligence activity suggests

cated than that employed by Western cyber operators,

the country’s security and intelligence agencies have

but in such cases the Russians may care less than their

inherited the KGB’s doctrine of intelligence as a form

foreign counterparts about getting caught. This even

of ‘political struggle’ and are in a permanent state of

applies to the well-publicised and widespread Russian

‘political war’ against the West, albeit with adjustments

cyber-intelligence operations detected by the US at the

to the realities of the twenty-first century.28

end of 2020, which employed some sophisticated tech-

For the purposes of internal security the Russian

niques to evade US private-sector cyber security but

state monitors online activity by using its opera-

still made indiscriminate use of ubiquitous IT vulner-

tional investigative-measures system (SORM),29 a

abilities. (The attack involved the hacking of software
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supplied by the US company SolarWinds to a wide

The number of Russian internet users continues to

range of US government and private-sector clients.)32

rise, though the rate of growth has slowed. According

In comparison, a Russian intelligence operation in 2008

to the 2020 edition of a large-scale survey carried out by

that penetrated US Department of Defense networks

Russia’s Public Opinion Foundation, 69% of respondents

appeared to be much more carefully targeted.33

had been online at some point in the preceding 24 hours.39

Russia has fewer financial resources to invest in intel-

Smartphones are the most popular way for Russians

ligence capabilities than the US or China. One means of

to access the internet. Internet penetration in the met-

compensating for this, it seems, is to blur the dividing line

ropolitan hubs of Moscow and St Petersburg is sig-

between state and non-state actors.34 The use of so-called

nificantly above the national average – around 80%

‘patriotic hackers’ and organised cyber-crime expertise

of adults, compared with about 60% in rural areas.40

is believed to substantially enhance Russia’s cyber capa-

Prices are quite low by international standards, with

bilities.35 Since the attack by Russian hackers on Estonia in

the Economist putting the country in 12th position in its

2007, the Kremlin has sourced technology and even intel-

ranking of overall affordability of mobile and fixed-line

ligence information from such groups operating within

internet charges.41 In terms of ‘readiness’ (the popu-

its near abroad. It is unclear precisely how much direc-

lation’s ‘capacity to access the Internet’, taking into

tion patriotic hackers and cyber criminals are given by

account skills, cultural acceptance and supporting pol-

the Kremlin, but often their activities have no discernible

icy) the Economist put Russia in 59th position.

motive apart from furthering the aims of the Russian state.

The most dramatic and high-profile expression of
Russia’s focus on cyber empowerment and independ-

Cyber empowerment and dependence

ence is its attempt to create a separate domestic inter-

Russia’s adoption of a digital economy has been grad-

net – a concept it refers to as the ‘sovereign RuNet’.

ual. According to the Russian Association of Electronic

The Kremlin’s determination to significantly increase

Communications (RAEC), internet-dependent indus-

its control over the internet became clear soon after

tries account for up to 20% of GDP. However, the RAEC

Putin returned to the Kremlin in 2012 for his third term

has also estimated that some of the onerous regulatory

as president. The use of social media to organise mass

demands already introduced or set to be introduced,

protests in Moscow in 2011 and an awareness of its

especially data-storage requirements contained in anti-

role in the Arab Spring convinced the newly re-elected

terrorism laws passed in 2016, could hamper the further

president and his supporters that the RuNet could no

development of the digital economy. Russia is only a

longer be left to its own devices. Two events reinforced

mid-level performer in digital competitiveness, demon-

this view and allowed the Kremlin to present its policy

strated in part by it not having any of the 51 tech or

of internet control as an issue of national security: the

telecoms companies that appeared in the 2020 Fortune

2013 leaks by US defector Edward Snowden, revealing

‘Global 500’, whereas the US had 16 and China eight.36

the extent and nature of US cyber intelligence; and the

In 2017, President Putin issued a decree on the need

2013–14 Euromaidan protests in Ukraine, in which plat-

for Russia to become an ‘information society’.37 A

forms such as Facebook again proved indispensable in

follow-on to a similar document in 2008, it highlighted

allowing disparate protesters to join forces to oppose

the challenges the country was facing as it attempted

and ultimately overthrow the regime of pro-Russian

to build a stronger digital economy. Its aims included

president Victor Yanukovych.

an expansion of Russian encryption technologies; the

Much of the internet legislation passed in Putin’s

replacement of foreign ICT equipment by domestically

third term (2012–18) was clearly linked to the pursuit

produced technologies (especially in critical information

of information sovereignty. One of the stated aims was

infrastructure); and improvements in the effectiveness

to isolate the RuNet from the global internet. In 2016

of domestic communications networks to support a

the Communications Ministry set the goal of ensur-

‘centralized system of monitoring and management of

ing that 99% of internet traffic in the RuNet would be

the Russian electronic grid’.38

routed within Russia itself by 2020,42 a target figure that
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dropped to 90% within a year. It should be noted, how-

officials. All employees have their own secure work-

ever, that the ambition is not to regularly prevent inter-

email accounts that can only be accessed from a special

net traffic from leaving Russian servers but instead to

IP address using a designated computer, but roll-out

provide the capability to insulate the country from inter-

of the system is reportedly patchy.56

national traffic (inwards and outwards) in the event of a

The government has also been pursuing other regula-

crisis.43 Russia’s aim of becoming a digital economy and

tory efforts, including a data-localisation law that requires

society would not be achieved if it enforced a lockdown

corporations, including social-media platforms, to store

of internet traffic for more than a couple of weeks. All

Russian users’ data within the country’s borders.46 For

international transactions in financial services are based

instance, Roskomnadzor, the federal body that oversees

on the internet, for example, as is the international

data compliance and censorship, has pushed Apple to

exchange of information on health issues.

store certain kinds of data in Russia rather than outside

The Russian government claimed in December 2019

the country. In 2016 Russia blocked LinkedIn for non-

to have successfully tested the disconnection of the

compliance with the data-localisation law,47 and in 2020

RuNet from the internet. It stated that several disconnec-

a Moscow court fined Twitter and Facebook US$63,000

tion scenarios had been tested, including a simulation of

each for non-compliance.48 However, data localisation is

a state-backed cyber attack and a response described as

generally very difficult for any country to enforce strictly.

‘combat mode’.44 The tests involved government agen-

A range of Computer Emergency Response Teams

cies and telecoms companies, including local ISPs.

(CERTs) are nominally operational in Russia. They

Russia is a self-sufficient space power, operating its

include both government and private-sector entities, such

own satellite-communications and satellite-navigation

as CERT.GOV.RU, responsible for governmental net-

constellations, serving both civil and military pur-

works; FinCERT for the Bank of Russia; Kaspersky ICS

poses, as well as satellites for a range of other func-

CERT for industrial control systems; and CERT-GIB.49 A

tions. Its satellite-navigation system, GLONASS (Global

range of state research institutes and commercial com-

Navigation Satellite System), is equivalent to the US

panies are also involved in the work on cyber defences.

Global Positioning System (GPS) and its 24 operational

The government has also relied on public–private

satellites provide complete global coverage. In normal

information-sharing arrangements, primarily through

circumstances, each of these national systems can rely

a system created in 2013 and known as GosSOPKA,50

on others for enhanced accuracy. As of January 2021,

the ‘state system for the detection, warning and liquida-

Russia was operating 176 satellites while China had

tion of the consequences of computer attacks’. It aims

more than double that number (412) and the US more

to establish a constantly monitored perimeter to shield

than ten times as many (1,897).45

all government information resources within a single network.51 The perimeter is intended to extend to

Cyber security and resilience

all critical national infrastructure, with information on

Putin has made national cyber resilience and security

cyber attacks coordinated by a central body that would

a high priority during his two decades as leader of

determine the nature of the attack and transmit appro-

Russia, beginning in 2000 with the release of the first

priate security recommendations to the rest of the sys-

Information Security Doctrine, within months of his

tem. In early 2019 a Russian analyst assessed that the

inauguration as president. In 2016 the government

development of the system was still at an early stage.52

intensified its efforts, issuing a raft of new laws and

The Republic of Tyva was the first Russian constituent

reforms to address social and technical aspects of the

entity to be connected to GosSOPKA, in 2019,53 and the

challenge, along with an updated Information Security

rules for the provision of subsidies for the creation of

Doctrine. Key elements of this resilience policy have

GosSOPKA ‘industry’ centres were also approved.54

included the RuNet and the SORM surveillance regime.

March 2020 saw the inauguration of a Security Code

Another element is a secure government net-

Monitoring and Response Centre that will contribute to

work, RSNet, for the use of Russian government
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the functioning of the system.55

In 2019 and 2020 the government took steps to make

Vedomosti, more than half of the simulated cyber attacks

the use of intrusion-detection software compulsory in

carried out in 2019 were successful in penetrating the

Russian IT systems, with FSTEK playing a key role. The

country’s cyber defences.66

FSB mandated that companies registered as ‘information dissemination organisers’ install equipment that

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

would allow its intelligence officers constant decrypted

Since 1998, Russia has sponsored an annual United

access to user communications without the need for

Nations General Assembly resolution entitled ‘Devel-

authorisation.56 In December 2019 the government

opments in the field of information and telecommuni-

passed the Law on Software Pre-installation, requir-

cations in the context of international security’, which

ing the downloading of Russian-made software into

expresses concern that malicious activity in cyberspace

digital devices such as smartphones, computers and

can undermine international peace and security. The

televisions entering the Russian market. A list of appli-

resolution was initially uncontroversial, but early in the

cations to be installed was approved, to take effect from

presidency of George W. Bush the US and its allies came

1 January 2021 (after an earlier date of entry into force

to see it as a potential vehicle for promoting an author-

was deferred because of the COVID-19 pandemic).57

itarian agenda on the part of Russia, China and like-

Once enforced, the new law means users face the pos-

minded states, aimed at limiting internet freedom. The

sibility that their devices will contain surveillance apps

resolution was used to create the UN Group of Govern-

and traffic-decryption certificates.58 The government

mental Experts (GGE)67 process on cyber norms, begin-

has also reportedly begun to step up efforts to apply

ning in 2002. Despite limited progress in reconciling the

deep packet inspection.54 Russian cyber systems are

conflicting views of the opposing camps, GGE meet-

now probably among the most regulated in the world.

ings have led to consensus reports on the applicability of

The aim is clear: to have a flexible, if complex, national

international law to cyberspace on two occasions (2013

cyber-defence system that might give Russia an advan-

and 2015). These reports included acceptance of the

tage in a cyber conflict with another major power.59 So

applicability of international law to cyberspace, and rec-

far, however, there is little indication of whether these

ommendations on a set of norms, capacity-building and

measures will be effective.

the importance of confidence-building measures.68 Rus-

In the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled

sia has been leading an international campaign aimed

by the International Telecommunication Union, Russia

at establishing international agreements or treaties on

ranked 26th out of 175 countries.60 Like most other coun-

information security, especially since tabling a Draft

tries, it is facing an escalation in successful cyber attacks.

Convention on International Information Security in

In 2020, for example, its online retailers saw a doubling

2010. In 2020 it added a proposal for a non-intervention

of distributed-denial-of-service attacks61 and the num-

pledge regarding ICT-based attacks on the electoral pro-

ber of data-leak incidents in the financial-services sector

cess in other countries.69

grew by 36.5%.62 In January 2021 the government issued

The dialogue between Russia and Western states on

a warning about possible US retaliatory cyber attacks

cyberspace issues has been characterised by mutual

on the country.63 In February 2021 Putin addressed

incomprehension and apparent intransigence. Norms

the board of the FSB, urging it to pay more attention

that one side takes for granted tend to be seen as

to cyber security, among other threats, and noting that

threatening by the other. This divergence undermines

in 2020, ‘if we take only those regarded as the most

attempts to reach agreement on common principles or

dangerous, the number of attacks on Russian websites,

rules of behaviour for cyberspace, despite Russia hav-

including government websites, surged by almost 350

ing repeatedly presented norms to which it invited

percent’.64 In March 2021 the president informed the

other states to subscribe.

Interior Ministry Board that the number of cyber crimes

Russia cooperates quite closely with China in cyber

had increased more than tenfold during the previous six

diplomacy, especially through multilateral forums. This

years.65 According to the Russian business newspaper

was evident in their joint leadership of the initiative to
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set up the UN Open-Ended Working Group (OEWG)

Russia employs a wide variety of techniques for such

on cyberspace security in 2018,70 which was open to all

cyber operations, but all are based on some version of the

UN member states and aimed at countering the influ-

classic cycle of reconnaissance, penetration, collection,

ence Western powers were exercising through the GGE.

analysis and action. These operations have included the

Russia is wary, however, about any operational collabo-

leaking of hacked information into the public domain

ration with China on technical aspects of cyber policy.

through online proxies, often deliberately amplified
by Russian media outlets. The best-known example of

Offensive cyber capability

this is the passing to WikiLeaks of emails hacked from

Russia has developed its cyber capabilities and doctrine

the Democratic National Committee in the US in 2016.

over more than two decades, successfully integrating

Other tactics include the aggressive deployment of

them into its wider strategic thinking and its political

teams into the field to gain access to the devices and

agenda and goals. A characteristic of the Russian use of

systems of political opponents; jamming, controlling

offensive cyber is a proven ability to integrate it fully into

and inserting fake information into telecommunications

strategic information campaigns and into full-spectrum

networks; and the use of cyber criminals and so-called

low-intensity state-on-state military operations. This

patriotic hackers. Russia has also become notorious

could expose a weakness in any Western approach to

for the ubiquitous use of trolls (online profiles run by

cyber security that overly focuses on technical responses

humans) and bots (those run by automated processes)

to technical threats while disregarding the interface with

to plant, disseminate and lend credibility to disinforma-

a broader campaign. For the Russians, such a campaign

tion by exploiting certain features of the relationship

could see the seamless melding of disinformation, subversion, and kinetic-,
cyber- and electronic-warfare operations to achieve highly ambitious
aims, up to and including regime
change in the target state.
The list of detected and attributed
operations is a long one. It includes
operations

against

the

critical

national infrastructure of states, such
as denying access to critical communications media – examples include
Estonia (2007), Georgia (2008), and

Russia is today
using offensive
cyber capabilities
extensively
as part of a
much broader
strategy aimed
at disrupting
adversaries

Ukraine (2015). It includes interfer-

between traditional and social media.
Russia also appears to be exploring the potential deployment of
other assets for strategic cyber effect
in a time of crisis. It is reported, for
example, to be contemplating the use
of submarine assets to surveil or cut
internet traffic between the US and
Europe,71 and the use of space vehicles to similarly degrade Western
satellite-based communications.
It is likely that each of the three
main Russian intelligence agencies
(the FSB, GU/GRU and SVR) pos-

ence in elections in the West, most notably the 2016 US

sesses, and uses, offensive cyber capabilities. For exam-

presidential election. And it includes attempts to dis-

ple, as well as having its own cyber specialists, the FSB

rupt international investigations, for example into dop-

reportedly recruits hackers to launch cyber attacks

ing in sport, the shooting-down of Malaysia Airlines

when it wants to punish or silence the Kremlin’s rivals.

flight MH17 and the use of a chemical weapon in the

But although the many exposures of its operations

United Kingdom. There has also been the disinfor-

might not be the best indicator, the GU/GRU seems to

mation campaign waged by the St Petersburg-based

have emerged as the main Russian proponent of offen-

Internet Research Agency, nominally a private organi-

sive cyber operations. It hacked a French television sta-

sation, set up in 2013, that nevertheless has close links to

tion under the false flag of the Cyber Caliphate in 2015,72

President Putin. US authorities detected in 2016 that it

it was a main actor in the hack of the US Democratic

was conducting disinformation and social-media opera-

National Committee in 2016, and it deployed the highly

tions during the US presidential-election campaign.

disruptive NotPetya computer virus against Ukraine
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in 2017.73 In 2020 the Security Service of Ukraine neu-

strategy aimed at disrupting and competing with per-

tralised 103 Russian cyber attacks against websites of

ceived adversaries, especially the US. However, much

Ukrainian public authorities – the attacks had been

of the detected tradecraft is relatively unsophisticated,

intended to infiltrate information systems in order

and at times reckless, in comparison with the methods

to modify or destroy data, or to delegitimise the

designed by the US and several of its allies for high-

Ukrainian authorities by spreading disinformation.74

intensity warfare and/or surgical strategic effect. For

It is unknown whether the Russian cyber-intelligence

example, there is no publicly known indication that

operations that hacked software supplied by the US

Russia could match the capability used by the US and

company SolarWinds to a wide range of US govern-

Israel in the 2008–10 Stuxnet operation against Iran.

ment and private-sector clients, discovered in late 2020,

A possible indication that the Russians themselves

were conducted with any offensive-cyber purpose (it

suspect they are outmatched in this respect is their

seems unlikely, but US investigations are ongoing).75

repeated attempts in international forums to make the

In summary, Russia is today using offensive cyber
capabilities extensively as part of a much broader

military use of offensive cyber tools illegal under international law.
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10. Iran

Iran regards itself as being in an intelligence and

Iran will not be able to boost its indigenous cyber-

cyber war with its enemies. In 2010, when the Stuxnet

defence capability easily or quickly. Its overall cyber

attack on Iran by the United States and Israel was

capabilities do not match the scale and sophistica-

revealed, the country had little access to international

tion of its ballistic-missile or nuclear programme. For

cyber-security suppliers and only a very small num-

example, it lacks the resources, talent and technical

ber of domestic researchers in the field. Since then,

infrastructure needed to develop and deploy sophis-

however, it has become a determined cyber actor

ticated offensive cyber capabilities, even though it has

against US, Gulf Arab and Israeli interests. At the

used lower-level offensive cyber techniques widely,

same time, a perceived need to quell domestic oppo-

with some success. Iran is a third-tier cyber power

sition through increased internal cyber surveillance

that makes use of less sophisticated cyber technolo-

has dovetailed with the government’s desire to coun-

gies and operational capabilities to serve its strategic

ter external threats. However, economic depression,

goals, which include espionage, power projection

political turmoil and internal deficiencies suggest that

and strategic signalling.

Strategy and doctrine
Iran’s approach to cyberspace is inherently bound to its

doctrines. The main indicators are therefore organisa-

domestic authoritarian policies and its international con-

tional reforms and associated legislation. The Iranian

frontations. The stage for current domestic policy was

Cyber Army, a group of pro-regime hackers with pre-

set in 2009 when the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps

sumed links to the IRGC and pledging loyalty to Supreme

(IRGC) took over the Telecommunications Company of

Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, began operating in 2009

Iran after large-scale protests against the regime that

as the direct result of concern among conservative forces

were fuelled by social media.1 The development of

in Iran about anti-government and pro-Western internet-

Iran’s international cyber policy can be traced back to

based propaganda. The armed forces set up a Cyber

the Stuxnet attacks on the country that were revealed in

Defense Command in 2010, and in 2011 a Cyber Police

2010 and attributed to the United States and Israel.

Force was created with the aim of protecting ‘national and

In most areas related to security in cyberspace, Iran
has not published any formal strategy documents or

religious identity, community values, legal liberty and
critical national infrastructure from electronic attack’.2

List of acronyms
CERT
ICT
IRGC
IRGC-IO

Computer Emergency Response Team
information and communications technology
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps Intelligence 		
Organization

MOIS
NCC
NPDO

Ministry of Intelligence and Security
National Cyberspace Center
National Passive Defense Organization
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A Supreme Council for Cyberspace, headed by the

tactics’.7 In July 2020 the General Staff of the armed

Supreme Leader, was created in 2012 with the twin goals

forces issued a declaration on Iran’s view of its right to

of ‘fully exploiting the positive potential of Iranian cyber-

retaliate against cyber attacks, a document that could

space’ and ‘protecting the country and people from the

almost be regarded as an official statement of the coun-

negative potential of cyberspace’.3 Two of its more specific

try’s cyber strategy.8 Its aim was to clarify the ‘concepts,

objectives were to provide government support to pro-

macro policies and the framework of the activities of

regime hacker groups and to develop science, research,

the armed forces against increasing and various threats

cultural policy and strategic studies related to cyberspace.4

of cyberspace’. The declaration stated that Iran would

In 2013, parliament passed a law to set up a National

regard ‘any intentional use of cyber force with tangi-

Cyberspace Center (NCC) with wide-ranging policy

ble or non-tangible implications’ within its borders as

aims. The text of the legislation stated the aims of the

a violation of its sovereignty, and reserved the right to

NCC in such detail that it resembled the cyber-security

retaliate with military force if a cyber operation crossed

strategy documents of some countries.5 The provisions

the threshold of a ‘conventionally armed attack’.

included expanding the country’s sovereign ICT capabil-

In summary, Iran’s strategic outlook has a great bear-

ity in the face of powerful global corporations. They fore-

ing on its approach to the threats and opportunities that

shadowed an increase in domestic content for the World

cyberspace presents. This is particularly the case with

Wide Web, the promotion of religious and state ideol-

its doctrine of strategic depth, which is aimed against

ogy, and preparations for a ‘culture war’ with the coun-

its traditional regional adversaries (Israel, and the

try’s enemies. The law also called for diplomatic actions

Sunnis led by Saudi Arabia) and in which it perceives

on the international stage, aimed at limiting the influ-

an opportunity to penetrate the networks of the US. Its

ence of any superpower over governance of the internet

cyber capabilities are also moulded by internal organi-

and protecting what it called the ‘international rights’ of

sational rivalries. As with Iranian strategy in general,

Iranian internet users. The NCC appears to have coordi-

the approach to cyberspace has an innate duality, with

nating responsibilities on behalf of the Supreme Council

pragmatic regional-security considerations coexisting

across all the cyber organisations. In some areas of policy

uncomfortably with a more dogmatic attempt to protect

the Supreme Council has chosen to work directly with

and export Iran’s Islamic Revolution.9

lower-level entities such as the Ministry of Information
and Communications Technology.

Governance, command and control

On the international front, Iran remains preoccupied

The Supreme Council for Cyberspace, chaired by the

with the US, Israel and the Gulf Arab states. After car-

president, is Iran’s highest policymaking authority

rying out successful cyber attacks against US banks in

in the field. It comprises 27 members from different

2012 without significant retaliation, the Iranian regime

areas of government and society, including the armed

felt that it was getting its cyberspace-security policy in

forces, the IRGC, the judiciary, parliament, state-run

order. An IRGC general declared in 2013 that Iran was

radio and television stations, the police, and the minis-

the ‘fourth-biggest cyber power among the world’s

tries of Information and Communications Technology,

cyber armies’,6 a claim based on unverified reports that

Intelligence and Security, Culture and Science. It over-

the government could rely on a cyber militia force of

sees the regime’s censorship policies as they apply to the

120,000 specialists. These appear to be exaggerated.

internet, and regulates the country’s internet exchange

In 2019, the commander-in-chief of the IRGC, MajorGeneral Hossein Salami, declared that Iran was ‘in an

points (IXPs), network separation and content-filtering.10
The main cyber agencies in Iran are as follows:

atmosphere of full-blown intelligence war with the US’
and other ‘enemies of the Revolution and the Islamic

• the NCC

system’, with the country subjected to a combination

• the National Passive Defense Organization

of ‘psychological warfare and cyber operations, mili-

(NPDO), responsible for cyber civil defence

tary provocations, public diplomacy and intimidation

and the protection of critical infrastructure
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• the Cyber Police

Core cyber-intelligence capability

• the IRGC Intelligence Organization (IRGC-IO),

The MOIS is Iran’s primary signals-intelligence agency.

responsible for offensive cyber operations

Despite its designation as a ministry, and the fact that

• Cyber Defense Command, part of the armed

the minister is appointed by the president (subject to

forces, and also involved in offensive cyber

approval by the Supreme Leader), the MOIS acts more

operations

as an independent executive body. It has a remit to

• the Ministry of Intelligence and Security

monitor domestic political threats, undertake foreign

(MOIS), responsible for signals intelligence

intelligence collection and conduct counter-intelligence

• the Intelligence Protection Organizations

operations.16 It oversees all covert operations and usu-

within the armed forces and other govern-

ally carries out domestic operations itself, while the

ment agencies.11

IRGC Quds Force runs extraterritorial operations such
as sabotage, assassinations and human intelligence

There are therefore five main channels of command:

collection. It is the MOIS that cooperates with foreign

through the NCC, the IRGC, the armed forces, the MOIS

intelligence agencies, most notably Russia’s External

and the civil sector (including the NPDO and the police,

Intelligence Service. The country’s cyber-intelligence

which often vie for influence). Through its militia force

capabilities are probably affected by the duplication

the Basij, the IRGC commands cyber units and prox-

and competition that exist between its two main intel-

ies including the IRGC Electronic Warfare and Cyber

ligence organisations, the IRGC-IO and the MOIS.17 The

Defense Organization and the Basij Cyber Council.12

IRGC-IO is perhaps the most powerful security agency

The governance of cyber policy in Iran has developed through two decades of political turmoil, a sense

in Iran and almost certainly plays a role in foreign and
domestic cyber operations and in policy-setting.18

of victimhood in the face of international confronta-

Iran continues to be outmatched by Israel in terms

tion and sanctions, and the imperative of defeating

of regional intelligence reach, with Stuxnet just an early

domestic and foreign enemies of the regime. The

example. Though Iranian cyber operations have been

country has been involved in proxy wars in Iraq,

detected in networks in the US, the United Kingdom and

Syria and Yemen, and there has been regular military

elsewhere, the speculative and unsophisticated nature of

tension with US and Israeli forces in the region. The

those operations suggests Iran lacks any meaningful global

Supreme Council for Cyberspace nominally provides a

cyber-intelligence reach. It remains to be seen whether, in

multi-stakeholder forum where non-political and non-

the wake of the Syrian conflict, Iranian capabilities might

military needs, such as cyber security for commer-

in time benefit from closer cooperation with Russia.

cial enterprises, can be addressed. Although it does

Little detail is known about the numbers of Iranian

indeed carry out that role, national security is always

cyber-intelligence personnel or their level of training.

a priority and has intensified since the assassinations

However, the published budgets are small in compar-

in 2020 of Major-General Qasem Soleimani, the com-

ison with those of states such as the UK. Skilled per-

mander of the Quds Force in the IRGC,13 and Mohsen

sonnel with the right political allegiances are in short

Fakhrizadeh, who had led Iran’s nuclear programme

supply, and most Iranian cyber operations use basic

for more than two decades.14

techniques. Many of those operations are contracted

Iran’s national Computer Emergency Response

out, especially to research institutes.19

Team (CERT) is under the direction of the Ministry of
Information and Communications Technology. It coop-

Cyber empowerment and dependence

erates with domestic agencies such as the Cyber Police

The Iranian government has declared high ambitions for

and the NPDO’s Cyber Defense Command, cyber-

the digital economy, though starting from a low base –

security centres in Iranian universities and also foreign

in 2020 it stated that the digital sector accounted for 6.5%

CERTs in order to protect Iran’s cyberspace, investigate

of GDP, in comparison with a global average of 15.5%.20

or mitigate incidents, and issue warnings.15

In early 2020 the Supreme Council for Cyberspace
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discussed a five-year plan21 that would see the digital

relocate overseas.29 In 2018, according to unofficial esti-

economy provide 10% of GDP by 2025 – potentially a

mates, they accounted for less than 1% of GDP.30

significant expansion but still a far smaller contribu-

The development of Iran’s digital economy has

tion than those made by the ICT sectors of Iran’s main

been severely hampered by the authoritarian political

adversaries, Israel and the US. Targets for 2024 include

environment and the consequences of geopolitical

internet or mobile infrastructure to reach 80% of rural

confrontation with Western countries, particularly

villages with more than 20 households, and 80% of

sanctions related to Iran’s lack of transparency over

Iranian households to have broadband access (with a

its international nuclear obligations. United Nations

speed of at least 20 Mbps).22 In a global survey of digital

sanctions were in force from 2006 to 2015 and the US

inclusion covering the period 2017–20, Iran was one of

re-imposed its own sanctions in 2018 after withdrawing

the top ten most improved countries, though again start-

from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA).

ing from a low base – it was ranked only 37th overall.23

In 2016 and 2017, the first two years of the JCPOA, Iran’s

and

GDP grew by 12.5% and 3.7% respectively, but with the

Communications Technology launched several infra-

return of US sanctions it contracted by 5.4% in 2018 and

structure projects aimed at improving the country’s

6.5% in 2019.31 Even if the nuclear-related sanctions were

digital economy. These include the construction of a

to be lifted completely, opposition among Western states

data centre in Tehran, the development of the National

to other aspects of Iranian policy (on human rights,

In

2020

the

Ministry

of

Information

Information Network – Iran’s tightly
controlled domestic internet, which
has been under construction since
2013 – and a plan to support digital
businesses impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic.24 The data centre in Tehran,
costing US$63 million, would purportedly increase Iran’s overall data
capacity by 25%. Another large-scale
data centre has been built in Tabriz,
contributing to the sustainability of

support for Hizbullah in Lebanon and

Iran is among the
top 20 countries
in some areas
of scientific
research,
including certain
aspects of AI

relations with Israel) would continue
to restrict ICT trade with European,
North American, Japanese and South
Korean firms.
Among

the

states

actively

involved in AI research, Iran is one
of the least advanced. It was placed
33rd, for example, in a ranking
based on contributions to the two
most prestigious AI conferences in

Iran’s network infrastructure and its capacity for cloud

2020.32 For AI in health/medicine research it has been

computing.25

ranked higher, for example in lists of the top countries

Iran is among the top 20 countries in some areas of

according to numbers of published articles (12th posi-

scientific research, including certain aspects of artifi-

tion) and citation rate (16th).33 Iran is looking to aug-

cial intelligence (AI),26 and Tehran appears in a list of

ment its AI research capabilities through cooperation

the world’s top 50 research clusters in terms of patent-

with Russia.34 It has been applying AI in the military

able research.27 However, the level of investment in ICT

domain, for example in a large-scale drone-combat

research and development (R&D), both in the civilian

drill35 and in the coordination of exercises involving

and the military domains, is probably lower than in

air, sea and land assets.36

most countries with high ambitions in the sector: Iran

Iran’s space programme has been developing slowly

spends less than 1% of GDP on government R&D across

for two decades, with a mixture of civil-sector scientific

all sectors, a figure that rather contradicts the govern-

inputs and very important military involvement (prin-

ment narrative about its scientific ambitions.28 Sanctions

cipally the ballistic-missile programme).37 Its satellite-

imposed on Iran have also created a difficult business

launch programme for civil-sector research began in

environment for the country’s tech start-ups and con-

2009. After several failed launches of civilian satellites

strained their growth. Although they enjoyed a boom

in 2019 and early 2020, the IRGC successfully launched

period from 2013 to 2016, many have since tried to

its first military-reconnaissance satellite, Noor, in April
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2020, using a previously unknown space-launch vehi-

approved national cyber-security frameworks, including

cle.38 While Noor is expected to be used for intelligence-

for implementing recognised standards and accreditation

gathering and securing communications for the military,

across the public and private sectors.48 Similarly, Iran

Iran’s progress in satellite launches has aroused con-

still does not have any government-backed national

cerns about its possible use of the same technology in

benchmarking system for assessing cyber security.

its missile programme.39 In February 2021 the country

The global professional body for information-security

successfully test-launched a new rocket capable of lift-

professionals, ISACA, has chapters in 188 countries but

ing a 220-kilogram satellite.40

none in Iran.49

Cyber security and resilience

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

Given the Iranian regime’s premium on secrecy and

Iran’s cyber diplomacy has mainly focused on high-

deception, it is perhaps unsurprising that it has never

lighting attacks against it by the US and Israel, with

published a meaningful cyber strategy. That does not

much made of the Stuxnet attack in particular. Like

mean, however, that no coherent strategy exists. Attempts

China and Russia, it wishes to reshape the future of

have been made to improve the systems for handling

cyberspace and contest its domination by the West.

cyber emergencies. The NPDO, a quasi-military entity

However, unlike China (or India for that matter), it

staffed mostly by IRGC and Basij personnel, is tasked

does not have sufficient technical resources to do so,

with protecting critical national infrastructure. Its role

either globally or within its region, and it also lacks the

and budget have expanded steadily since its formation

diplomatic firepower to coalesce with other states in

in 2003.41

a way that would significantly influence international

The Ministry of Information and Communications

cyberspace policy.

Technology is responsible for the development of a

Nevertheless, Iran participates in several inter-

National Information Network designed to improve the

national cyber initiatives. For example, the Ministry

security of internal data centres and ensure necessary

of Information and Communications Technology

bandwidth. The regulation establishing the Supreme

declares periodic civil cyber exercises with Russian

Council for Cyberspace called for increased national-level

partners, listing several Iranian university cyber cen-

cyber training, as well as improvements to Iran’s systems

tres as participants.50 Iran is an observer to the Shanghai

for detection, warning and information-sharing.42 The

Cooperation Organisation, which is one of the main

NPDO began conducting modest cyber-defence exer-

vehicles used by Russia and China to promote their

cises in 2010,43 and other agencies have also reported

agenda on internet sovereignty, a vision that Tehran

occasional exercises since then. In 2018 the NCC set up

shares. The national CERT is part of the team oper-

a special task force to counter US cyber operations and

ated by the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC-

the armed forces announced a new, secure communica-

CERT) and is a member of the Cybersecurity Alliance

tions system that they said was domestically designed

for Mutual Progress led by South Korea’s Internet and

and produced.44 In 2019 the Ministry of Information and

Security Agency.51 Overall, though, Iran’s priority has

Communications Technology announced that it was

been its own cyber security rather than a broader role

implementing a cyber-defence programme called ‘Digital

in global cyberspace affairs.

Fortress’.45 Overall, however, Iran’s scientific capabilities
in the area of cyber defence are not advanced, and there

Offensive cyber capability

is little in the way of government planning that seems

The Iranian regime first acknowledged its use of an

likely to change that.46

offensive cyber capability in 2010, when it disrupted the

Iran ranked only 60th out of 175 countries in the

website of a domestic human-rights group in response

2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled by the

to dissidents’ use of social media during the country’s

International Telecommunication Union (ITU).47 The ITU

unrest in 2009. It is likely that domestic dissidents have

had previously highlighted the country’s lack of officially

remained a priority target ever since.
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Iran’s first use of disruptive cyber capabilities

interesting exception – it may have been an attempt to

against foreign targets, following the discovery of the

pre-position a cyber capability on US critical national

Stuxnet virus in its nuclear centrifuges in 2010, was a

infrastructure. But perhaps it also indicated the limits

series of basic denial-of-service attacks against banks in

of Iran’s cyber-intelligence reach, as the dam was tiny

the US in 2012.52 Later in 2012 it carried out an attack

in comparison to some of the United States’ colossal

against Saudi Aramco that was more audacious, using

hydroelectric structures.58

a wiper virus (Shamoon) that disabled 30,000 comput-

Overall, Iran has deployed offensive cyber for diverse

ers. Disruptive and destructive cyber operations have

goals and against a range of targets worldwide. Its cumu-

remained a staple of Iranian statecraft, though used

lative experience now represents a relatively high level of

quite sparingly.53 Information operations on Western

operational maturity, with the regime’s embrace of cyber

social-media platforms, a new Iranian tactic, emerged

operations firmly established as a useful instrument of

from around 2018.54 In 2020 Iran was allegedly behind

national power. Most strikingly, cyber capabilities have

an unsuccessful cyber attack intended to disrupt Israeli

enabled Iran to reach and deliver effect into the US in

critical national infrastructure (water supply and waste-

ways it cannot achieve with conventional capabilities.

water treatment). 55 It also allegedly carried out attacks

Nevertheless, the operations lack technical sophistica-

against more than 80 Israeli companies in retaliation

tion. They show little sign of innovative indigenous tech-

for the November 2020 assassination of Fakhrizadeh,

niques or procedures and seem to be readily detected

which it attributed to Israel.56 These included infiltrat-

and attributed by Western companies. In part this may

ing the systems of Israel’s largest defence contractor

be the result of relying on research institutes in univer-

and leaking its data.57

sities to devise and execute many of the attacks. Iran’s

While Iran has continued to conduct cyber opera-

cyber capabilities are much less developed than those of

tions further afield, for example into commercial net-

the West, both in quality and scale. Within its region its

works in the US, most of these appear to have been

capabilities are certainly outmatched by those of Israel,

speculative and mainly for the purpose of data theft

although Tehran has had successes in offensive cyber

rather than disruption. Its 2013 breach of the network

against Saudi Arabia59 and some of the anti-government

of a small dam near New York appears to have been an

groups in Syria.60
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11. North Korea

North Korea’s cyber strategy is probably not formal-

government and depends on a very small number of

ised and its operations have been characterised by

gateways provided by Chinese and Russian service

opportunism. Little is known of its cyber-policy eco-

providers – a lack of diversity that makes the con-

system. Since 2015 its publicly revealed cyber activity

nections highly vulnerable to disruption. The coun-

has consisted mainly of large-scale cyber fraud and

try’s level of cyber security is among the lowest in

extortion as a way of bolstering the country’s access

the world. North Korea’s undertakings in cyberspace

to hard currency. It has also carried out acts of cyber

are hampered by a low cyber-skills base, largely the

sabotage, including in retaliation for perceived insults

result of its self-imposed isolation, weak education

to the leadership of the ruling Korean Workers’ Party.

system and underdeveloped ICT sector. It has played

Control of cyber policy is firmly in the hands of the

almost no part in global cyber diplomacy and has few

leadership, operating through the structures of the

international relationships to support its cyber ambi-

party and the armed forces. North Korea lacks any

tions. Despite its penchant for conducting offensive

sophisticated cyber-intelligence capability. It has a

cyber operations, the techniques used are relatively

basic digital ecosystem, with between three and five

basic, as it lacks the capability for sustained or sophis-

million devices connected to internal mobile net-

ticated operations. Overall, though its cyber opera-

works, including via a government intranet. Access

tions have achieved some global notoriety, North

to the global internet is strictly controlled by the

Korea is a third-tier cyber power.

Strategy and doctrine
There is little evidence that North Korea has a formal

because of financial and trade sanctions, classic espio-

cyber strategy or doctrine. Its approach can be gleaned

nage (especially relating to strategic weapons systems),

partly from statements by the leadership, but conclu-

and the occasional high-profile use of cyber operations

sions must otherwise be based on its observed activity.

to score retaliatory geopolitical points.

The statements suggest North Korea has a mixture of

According to South Korean sources, North Korean

grandiose and more conventional ideas about the use of

leader Kim Jong-un views cyber power as central to

cyber operations during military conflict. The observed

modern political and military competition.1 He is also

activity suggests the country’s priorities are domestic

reported to have said prior to 2013 that ‘cyber warfare is

surveillance, threatening South Korea, stealing money

an all-purpose sword that guarantees the North Korean

to gain access to hard currency otherwise unavailable

People’s Armed Forces ruthless striking capability,

List of acronyms
ICT
KWP

information and communications technology
Korean Workers’ Party

RGB

Reconnaissance General Bureau
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along with nuclear weapons and missiles’.2 His father

North Korea has also engaged in industrial

and predecessor as leader, Kim Jong-il, is reported to

espionage, with the armed forces targeting industries

have expressed similar sentiments. In 2010 he is reported

in the aerospace, high-tech and manufacturing sectors

to have said: ‘If warfare was about bullets and oil until

in South Korea and elsewhere in Asia. In 2020 the UN

now, warfare in the twenty-first century is about infor-

Security Council Sanctions Committee on North Korea

mation. War is won and lost by who has greater access

published a detailed report on the country’s criminal

to the adversary’s military technical information in

activities in cyberspace, which consisted of stealing

peacetime, how effectively one can disrupt the adver-

money from banks to fund the nuclear-weapons and

sary’s military command-and-control information, and

missile-development programmes that are subject to

how effectively one can utilise one’s own information.’3

UN sanctions.10

Beyond this, North Korea’s strategy and doctrine

The North Korean armed forces are believed to have

have to be deduced from what is known of the country’s

developed offensive cyber capabilities for military

history of cyber attacks. Some analysts have attributed a

purposes, with the aim of aiding conventional opera-

reasonable degree of coherence to its cyber operations.

tions as part of its ‘quick war, quick end’ strategy.11

The United States Department of Defense, for example,

Also known as the ‘short and decisive strategy’, this

has suggested that North Korea is able to leverage the

adopts a blitzkrieg-like model of fast manoeuvre and

asymmetric edge that the cyber domain provides as

local overwhelming force.12 But there is scant public

part of a ‘coercive diplomacy strategy’.4

evidence of planning or capability for sustained mili-

However, few North Korean attacks have reached the

tary cyber operations beyond classic electronic warfare.

threshold that might be associated with the idea of coer-

In wartime, North Korea would be likely to use cyber

cion.5 Most attacks have resembled outlaw raids, includ-

weapons against South Korean civilian infrastructure

ing acts of retaliation, rather than a facet of sustained

and could probably cause severe disruption even with

diplomacy. The main exception to this, and one that

limited attacks. The country is likely also to have devel-

receives too little attention in the media, is the consist-

oped plans to target South Korean military command-

ent cyber pressure North Korea exerts on South Korea’s

and-control assets or other military systems.

institutions and civil infrastructure, including public
threats in 2014 against its civil nuclear industry.6 One of

Governance, command and control

the most prominent examples of retaliation by sabotage

North Korea’s cyber operations are conducted by the

was the compromising of Sony Pictures’ servers in 2014

armed forces and the intelligence agencies under the

before the release of The Interview, a comedy deriding

direction of the Korean Workers’ Party (KWP). Kim

Kim Jong-un. Internal emails and employees’ personal

Jong-un, as leader of the KWP and chairman of the

data were leaked, and company computers wiped clean.7

National Defense Commission, can exert direct control

In the wake of the economic sanctions imposed by

over such operations. This direct connection between the

the United Nations in 2013, North Korea sought new

leadership and the cyber units potentially increases the

ways to finance its cyber activities. From 2014 onwards,

price of failure for the personnel involved.

experts detected, and attributed to North Korea, a series

The Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB, also

of complex extortion schemes and attacks on financial

known as Unit 586) is the main intelligence organisa-

institutions and cryptocurrency dealers. A UN report

tion. It was created in 2009 within the structure of the

in 2019 estimated that the gains from such operations

General Staff of the armed forces, but most sources

totalled US$2 billion.8 One of the operations, in 2017,

assume it now operates independently of the General

used the WannaCry ransomware in an unsophisticated

Staff and reports directly to the leadership.

and uncontrolled way: the attack caused much more

As for which units of the RGB are involved in cyber

widespread damage than it intended, shutting down

operations, there are contradictory reports around the

untargeted computers in public services, institutions,

structures and names. The lead cyber agency appears to

corporations and homes in about 150 countries.9

be the Cyber Warfare Guidance Unit (also referred to as
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Unit 121 or Bureau 121).13 Its missions include assessment

cyber-security company FireEye, these units focus on

of enemy computer systems and network vulnerabilities,

intimidation, industrial espionage and preparations

exploiting such vulnerabilities for disruptive effect, and

for high-intensity conflict, in which their role would

committing financial cyber crimes. Unit 121 appears to be

be to disrupt adversaries’ command-and-control sys-

subordinate to the Technical Bureau of the RGB. At least

tems in support of conventional military operations.

one source suggests it was set up in 2013 or 2014, and the

Their targets are not only other countries’ armed forces

2014 Sony Pictures hack was attributed to it.14

and industries but also a diverse group of foreign anti-

There are reports suggesting that other units are

regime activists, researchers and journalists.21

becoming more prominent, most notably Lab 110
(though this may just be a reorganised version of Unit

Core cyber-intelligence capability

121 or a sub-unit of it). Identified units that are part of

While little is known about North Korean core cyber-

Lab 110, or related to it, include:

intelligence capabilities, it is safe to assume they have
two main priorities: regime continuity and early warn-

• Office 98, which focuses on surveillance of

ing against military attack by the South Korean and

defectors (and their support networks) and

US military forces stationed on or near the Korean

university professors in South Korea and

Peninsula. Intelligence operations are also used to steal

overseas

money from the international financial system to help

• Office 414, with facilities in China as well as

mitigate the effects of economic sanctions.

Pyongyang, which targets foreign govern-

The restrictions on internet access inside North Korea

ments and corporations for espionage and

make it relatively easy for the regime to conduct compre-

possible disruption

hensive surveillance of internet use. This would allow most

• Office 35, the technical bureau, which devel-

of North Korea’s cyber-intelligence effort to be directed

ops malware and explores adversaries’ cyber

at the South Korean and US military forces. Beyond the

vulnerabilities.15

Korean Peninsula, however, it is likely that North Korea’s
cyber-intelligence reach is very limited, except for small-

Unit 91, probably at the same administrative level as

scale, short-term operations. The operations that have been

Lab 110, is responsible for high-priority projects such

detected suggest a low level of tradecraft, though accord-

as targeting South Korea’s civil infrastructure and for

ing to US assessments it is becoming more sophisticated.22

cyber espionage against foreign targets possessing

According to reports from defectors, the total num-

nuclear and weapons-related technology.16 Unit 180

ber of personnel in North Korea’s cyber units increased

undertakes criminal cyber activities against foreign tar-

to about 3,000 under Kim Jong-il and then to 6,000

gets for the purpose of stealing money.17

under Kim Jong-un , with most of the increase absorbed

Cyber-security companies in the West often refer to

by Unit 121 of the RGB.23 A 2021 report suggests there

the RGB as ‘APT38’ (the acronym stands for ‘advanced

has been a small further increase, to 6,800 personnel,

persistent threat’), and another distinct group, ‘APT37’,

but that only 1,700 of them are ‘hackers’.24 The more

has also been identified.18 The latter is known for cov-

specialised personnel are unlikely to be highly skilled,

ering its tracks by aggressively destroying forensic evi-

given the low throughput of IT graduates from the

dence.19 ‘Lazarus’ and ‘TEMP. Hermit’ are the names

North Korean education system and their limited access

given to two other groups connected to the RGB.

to leading ICT technologies. The majority of the hack-

Although they all differ in their targeting patterns, some

ers are probably involved in espionage. The number of

appear to be sharing tools and personnel.20 The nature of

North Korean citizens formally educated in cyber tech-

their relationships with the RGB, including the degree

nologies and eligible for recruitment into the cyber-

to which they are controlled by it, remains unknown.

intelligence units is estimated to be quite low, with only

The General Staff reportedly also controls other
cyber units apart from the RGB. According to the

around 100 students per year graduating from the relevant courses at the principal military university.25
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Cyber empowerment and dependence

In addition to restrictions on internet access, the

North Korea aims for total national self-reliance, includ-

regime imposes controls in other parts of the network.

ing in advanced technology. However, the country’s

For example, in order to facilitate government sur-

economy and education system provide very weak foun-

veillance, the use of North Korea’s local Wi-Fi service

dations for this aspiration.26 Its people and businesses

(Mirae) requires a SIM card for access. North Korea has

are denied access to the knowledge and wealth-creation

also developed a modified Linux operating system, Red

opportunities available via the World Wide Web.

Star, that can track users’ movements.36 Red Star was

The main mobile-phone network in North Korea

developed by the regime’s IT-research institute, the

was introduced in 2008, when the 3G mobile net-

Korean Computer Center, which was made into a com-

work Koryolink was first established through a joint

mercial enterprise in 2015.37 Ownership of a computer

venture by Orascom Telecom Holding, an Egyptian

depends on government approval, but many users can

company, and the Korea Post and Telecommunica-

access US software.38

tions Corporation.27 The Chinese company Huawei was

North

Korea

possesses

notable

software-

the underlying supplier that laid the foundations for

development capabilities39 and has sought to emulate

Koryolink’s telecommunications structure, including

India by becoming a hub for production outsourced

network integration and software services; it also helped

by neighbouring countries (China, Japan and South

build a local encryption system.28 In 2014 an estimated

Korea).40 Its tech firms, often operating behind front

2.8 million North Koreans, out of a
population of about 25m, were using
the Koryolink network.29 By 2019 the
total number of mobile-phone users
had risen to about 5m.30 North Korea’s
mobile networks do not have direct
access to the global internet and must
instead operate via the government’s
intranet.31 The only mobile-phone
users permitted to access the internet
are within the higher echelons of the
KWP – fewer than 10,000 people in
total – and that access is encrypted.
In the .kp range there are reportedly

companies, offer a wide range

North Korea’s
people and
businesses are
denied access to
the knowledge and
wealth-creation
opportunities
available via the
World Wide Web

only nine top-level domains (such as

of capabilities to international
customers, including website and
app

development,41

business-

management software, biometricidentification applications, virtual
private

networks

and

facial-

recognition software.42
The country has an active, if
modest, space programme and
has successfully launched two
satellites,43 in 2012 and 2016, following three failed attempts.44
Although these satellites could
potentially be used for recon-

co.kp, gov.kp and edu.kp) and around 25 subdomains

naissance and precision-targeting purposes for its

available.32 Apart from using the IP addresses provided

missile programmes,45 there is little publicly available

through these domains, North Koreans with permission

evidence of North Korea attempting to establish a civil-

to do so can access the internet through one Chinese

sector space-industrial base.46

and one Russian outlet, respectively China Netcom

North Korea’s education system focuses on nurtur-

and a Russian satellite company apparently based

ing technological talent, especially in its top universi-

in Lebanon.33 It seems the country’s ruling elite are

ties – Kim Il-sung University, Kim Chaek University

internet savvy and also conscious of cyber security.34 It

of Technology and Pyongyang University of Science

has been reported that their use of the internet surged

and Technology. Courses in hacking are offered at

by 300% between 2017 and 2019, and that much of

Moranbong University, with outstanding program-

the increase was due to the cyber-crime operations

mers handpicked to attend.47 The existence of the new

aimed at alleviating the financial impact of UN and US

Kim Jong-un University of National Defense, which is

sanctions.35

likely to focus on science and technology, was revealed
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in 2020.48 For younger students, computing courses are

their homes, Western states would have few qualms

part of the curriculum from elementary school onwards.

about targeting cyber attacks at the national grid during a conflict.

Cyber security and resilience
North Korea has very weak cyber defences, as indi-

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

cated by its very low position –171st out of 175 coun-

As a member of the UN, North Korea has a place in

tries – in the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index compiled

organisations such as the ITU and at forums such as the

by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU).49

World Summit on the Information Society, but it has no

This stems from a low average level of technical skills

record of diplomatic action on cyber norms and policies, or

and the government’s policy of isolation from the out-

technical standards, that could be regarded as leadership.

side world – in comparison, even China has made use

Its diplomatic interventions on such subjects are rare. In

of foreign specialists, including from the US, to help

the UN General Assembly it regularly votes with Russia

develop national cyber security. There is no publicly

and China on annual resolutions on cyberspace issues –

available plan for national cyber defence.

in 2018, for example, it voted with 118 other countries

Although North Korea does not depend on the

(against 46 Western-aligned ones) to support a resolution

global internet to the same degree as other states, it

backed by Russia and China to establish the UN Open-

cannot entirely isolate itself. The fact that it relies on

Ended Working Group on international-security aspects

only two international internet gateways is a key vul-

of ICT developments.

nerability, and often even means that its hacker teams
can only be effective if deployed outside the country.

Offensive cyber capability

Attacks aimed at disrupting North Korea’s internet

North Korea has regularly conducted offensive cyber

connectivity have been a regular occurrence.50 An

operations against South Korea since at least 2009. These

attack in March 2013 that severely restricted inter-

have usually consisted of basic denial-of-service attacks

net access51 seems to have been retaliation by the US

against, and leaking or wiping of data from, internet-

and South Korea after North Korean denial-of-service

facing government and private-sector sites. Since the

attacks against South Korean television networks and

imposition of harsher UN sanctions in 2013, North Korea

banks. In 2014 there was an internet blackout for two

has used cyber capabilities to steal money from the

days after US president Barack Obama threatened

global financial system: targets have included the SWIFT

retaliation for the attack on Sony Pictures.52 In 2018 the

international-banking system, and banks in Bangladesh,

US announced a policy of ‘defend forward’ in cyber-

Chile, South Korea, Taiwan and Vietnam. It also famously

space, aimed at disrupting the malicious behaviour in

hacked and leaked data from Sony Pictures in 2014 and

cyberspace of countries including North Korea.53 In a

was responsible for the indiscriminate 2017 WannaCry

conflict it would potentially be easy for an adversary to

attack. A 2020 report by the US Cybersecurity and

deny North Korea all internet access by closing down

Infrastructure Security Agency highlighted the ongoing

the two gateways it operates.

threat that North Korean cyber operations pose to the

Though digital systems are not part of the daily

stability of the international financial system.54 There

lives of the majority of North Koreans, they are cru-

are also indications of some basic North Korean cyber-

cial for the country’s power stations and other infra-

reconnaissance activity on critical national infrastructure

structure, including communications. Most of the

in the region, especially in South Korea.

power stations have antiquated electronic control

Overall, the methods employed by North Korea in its

systems and are likely to be highly insecure. The

offensive cyber operations, and their level of sophistica-

most modern include the four hydroelectric plants

tion, are largely indistinguishable from those of cyber

jointly operated by China, but these too would still be

criminals. These include using and adapting capabili-

highly vulnerable to cyber attack. Since the majority

ties developed by others: the attack on Sony Pictures

of North Koreans already live without electricity in

used a variation of Iran’s Shamoon wiper capability,
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while WannaCry was based on a capability leaked from

and disrupt hardened networks. If tensions rise on the

a US intelligence agency. There is widespread detec-

Korean Peninsula, as they did in 2010, the intensity of

tion and attribution of North Korean cyber activity by

North Korean cyber operations is likely to increase.

Western cyber-security companies.

Perhaps the greatest danger is that, either intentionally

North Korea’s cyber options in a major conflict would

or by miscalculation, such operations would cross the

therefore be limited, and it certainly lacks the sort of

threshold that separates virtual and financial impacts

cyber-intelligence reach that would allow it to penetrate

from physical damage.
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12. India

Despite the geostrategic instability of its region and a

a vibrant start-up culture and a very large talent

keen awareness of the cyber threat it faces, India has

pool. The private sector has moved more quickly

made only modest progress in developing its policy

than the government in promoting national cyber

and doctrine for cyberspace security. Its approach

security. The country is active and visible in cyber

towards institutional reform of cyber governance

diplomacy but has not been among the leaders on

has been slow and incremental, with the key

global norms, preferring instead to make productive

coordinating authorities for cyber security in the civil

practical arrangements with key states. From the

and military domains only established in 2018 and

little evidence available on India’s offensive cyber

2019 respectively. They work closely with the main

capability, it is safe to assume it is Pakistan-focused

cyber-intelligence agency, the National Technical

and regionally effective. Overall, India is a third-

Research Organisation. India has a good regional

tier cyber power whose best chance of progressing

cyber-intelligence reach but relies on partners,

to the second tier is by harnessing its great digital-

including the United States, for wider insight. The

industrial potential and adopting a whole-of-society

strengths of the Indian digital economy include

approach to improving its cyber security.

Strategy and doctrine
The main lines of India’s current approach can be found

and the drafting of information-security policies. It also

in ministerial speeches and in government regulations or

set out national objectives, including the training of

legislation, rather than in policy documents. In 2013, how-

500,000 cyber-security professionals over the following

ever, the Ministry of Communications and Information

five years, the development of indigenous cyber-secu-

Technology did release the country’s first National Cyber

rity technologies, the establishment of public–private

Security Policy,1 a short document affirming the need to

partnerships, and the promotion of a culture of cyber

protect the government, businesses and citizens from

security and privacy that would encourage responsible

cyber attacks either by state or non-state actors. It pre-

behaviour by internet users.

sented basic recommendations for government organi-

India’s thinking on cyber policy for the civil sector

sations and private companies, including the allocation

continues to develop. Government officials had planned

of budgets and personnel for cyber-security purposes

to issue a new national cyber-security strategy in 2020

List of acronyms
CERT-In
DCA
DIA
DSCI
IB
ICT

Computer Emergency Response Team India
Defence Cyber Agency
Defence Intelligence Agency
Data Security Council of India
Intelligence Bureau
information and communications technology

NCCC
NCIIPC
NTRO
RAW

National Cyber Coordination Centre
National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection
Centre
National Technical Research Organisation
Research and Analysis Wing
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to address developments in 5G, ransomware and the

Cyber capabilities also featured prominently in the

Internet of Things.2 That effort appears to have stalled but

new Land Warfare Doctrine released by the Indian

the government is actively reframing all areas of cyber-

Army in late 2018.7 Again subsumed within informa-

security policy, including education, skills, import con-

tion warfare, cyberspace was designated as a new

trols and national security. The military confrontation

dimension of warfare and an important factor in win-

with China in the disputed Ladakh border area in June

ning future battles. The document foreshadowed the

2020, followed by a sharp increase in Chinese activity

increasing integration of cyber capabilities into the

against Indian networks, has heightened Indian con-

conventional and sub-conventional realms, including

cerns about cyber security, not least in systems supplied

for covert operations. In it, the army set itself the task

by China. In a speech on Independence Day in August

not only of developing or upgrading cyber-deterrence

2020, Prime Minister Narendra Modi devoted a para-

and cyber-defence capabilities, but also of retaining the

graph to the new cyber-security strategy, promising it

capability to fight in the face of prolonged attempts at

would soon emerge.3 In January 2021 a high-level gov-

cyber disruption.

ernment meeting was held to discuss a security strategy
for the telecoms sector.4 Key planks of India’s cyber-

Governance, command and control

security policy will probably align quite closely with

India’s cyber command-and-control structure has been

the priorities laid out in a consultation paper released

under development since the early 2000s but remains

by the Data Security Council of India (DSCI), the prin-

decentralised. Cyber-security powers are spread across

cipal private-sector organisation in the field.5 The paper

a number of agencies, with reports of overlapping com-

addresses 21 different areas of policy while depicting a

petencies and bureaucratic turf wars.8 The situation is

backdrop of increasing threats and, in the opinion of the

further complicated by the country’s federal political

DSCI, insufficient government action.

structure. Several key institutions were set up between

As for the approach taken by India’s armed forces,

2004 and 2008, all operating under the direction of min-

in 2017 they publicly released a joint doctrine in which

isters and coming together in the National Security

cyberspace, though subsumed under the rubric of infor-

Council of the Cabinet, which sits at the apex of security

mation warfare, was afforded a prominent role.6 Placing

decision-making. The main cyber agency, the National

strong emphasis on the integration of capabilities across

Technical Research Organisation (NTRO), set up in 2004

the armed forces, cyber power – defined as ‘the ability to

and modelled on the US National Security Agency,

use cyberspace freely and securely to gain an advantage

reports to the national security advisor and is tasked

over the adversary while denying the same to him in vari-

with technical intelligence-gathering, signals intercep-

ous operational environments’ – was presented as equal in

tion and influence operations.9 A National Information

importance to land, sea, air and space power and special-

Board, responsible for information security, was estab-

forces operations. Treating cyber capabilities as one of a

lished in 2004 as an advisory committee, in part to formu-

triad of integrated strategic forces alongside space and

late a national policy on information warfare.10 In 2003

special operations, the doctrine presaged the establish-

the government set up a national Computer Emergency

ment of a Defence Cyber Agency, eventually created in

Response Team (CERT-In) which operates under the

2019. It also emphasised the importance of cyber secu-

Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology.

rity for India’s economy and critical national infrastruc-

In 2008, amendments to the Information Technology

ture, placing the defence of the country’s cyberspace on

Act of 2000 gave government agencies wide-ranging

a par with the defence of its territory, airspace and trade

powers to ‘issue directions for interception, monitor-

routes. Moreover, the doctrine identified cyber warfare

ing or decryption of any information through any

as a component of hybrid warfare, which it described as

computer resource’.11 The legislation also sought

a key element in ‘current fifth generation war’ (though

protections for ‘critical information infrastructure’

there was no clear definition of hybrid warfare or fifth-

networks. It was also in 2008 that the main private-

generation war from India’s perspective).

sector body representing the ICT sector, the National
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Association of Software and Service Companies, set up

Core cyber-intelligence capability

the DSCI, which has proved an effective advocate in

India’s intelligence priorities are deeply shaped by

mobilising more effective government responses in the

internal and external terrorist threats, internal political

area of cyber security.

violence and the ongoing conflict with Pakistan over

A security review in 2011–12, ordered by the prime

Kashmir. The internally focused Intelligence Bureau

minister, identified cyber security as a key area of devel-

(IB) is responsible for counter-terrorism and counter-

opment and recommended the establishment of a cen-

intelligence, in cooperation with the state police and

tralised cyber command and analogous civilian entities

national paramilitary forces.16 India’s foreign intel-

with oversight powers across government agencies.12

ligence agency is the Research and Analysis Wing

By 2013, following allegations about cyber espionage

(RAW). The Defence Intelligence Agency (DIA), cre-

conducted against India by several countries (includ-

ated in 2002, now coordinates all defence-intelligence

ing the United States and China) and leaks concerning

assets, including the Signals Intelligence Directorate

India’s own offensive cyber capabilities, the govern-

and the DCA. Intelligence collection by these three

ment was keenly aware of the need for improved policy

main agencies is digitally enabled via a real-time intel-

and action. However, institutional development over

ligence grid (NATGRID) that links citizen-data sources

the next few years was quite piecemeal. A National

across multiple government and private databases to
facilitate the monitoring of terrorist

Critical Information Infrastructure
Protection Centre (NCIIPC) was
established in 2014 under the direction of the NTRO.13 A National
Cyber Coordination Centre (NCCC),
subordinate to CERT-In, finally
began operations in 2018 (having
first received ministerial approval
in 2013). The NCCC is responsible
for intelligence-sharing between
government agencies and for coordinating government responses to
cyber attacks.14
The

Defence

Cyber Agency

(DCA), created in 2019, is central

Beyond the
domestic threats,
India’s cyberintelligence
capabilities have
unsurprisingly
been focused on
its near abroad,
particularly
Pakistan

to the command and control of

activities that pose a threat to banking, finance and transportation networks. In addition, the IB and RAW
are empowered to monitor internet
traffic through a system enabling
the interception of internet communications, including social media.17
While the IB, RAW and DIA each
represent a part of India’s cyberintelligence capability, they are
all heavily reliant for core capability on the technical-intelligence
agency, the NTRO. Various parts
of the Ministry of Home Affairs,
including the Cyber Crime Wing

India’s military cyber capabilities. Its intended role is

and Central Forensics Science Laboratory, are also

to integrate and coordinate the cyber, space and spe-

important sources of cyber intelligence.

cial-forces capabilities of the three armed services. It is

Beyond the domestic threats, India’s cyber-intelligence

part of the Integrated Defence Staff, a tri-service head-

capabilities have unsurprisingly been focused on its near

quarters which includes civilian representation from

abroad, particularly Pakistan. For example, there are

the Ministry of External Affairs and other ministries.

indications that, since about 2010, Indian cyber teams

It comprises a sizeable tri-service staff of about 1,000,

have been targeting IP addresses in Pakistan (and to a

divided into several teams based at a command centre

lesser extent in China), as well as secessionist movements

in Delhi and in other locations around the country.15 By

within India itself, in a significant cyber-surveillance and

operationalising the 2017 joint doctrine’s focus on capa-

cyber-espionage operation.18 Further afield, however,

bility integration, the DCA represents both an impor-

India’s cyber-intelligence reach appears weak: it tends

tant institutional evolution and a significant maturing

to rely on partnerships such as those with the US, the

of India’s approach to military uses of cyberspace.

United Kingdom and France for a higher level of cyber
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situational awareness and to help it develop a greater

– for example, four of the top five mobile devices by

reach of its own in future.

market share are manufactured by Chinese compa-

Mirroring the UK, the Indian government has set up

nies.27 Almost all the country’s most popular mobile

a Joint Intelligence Committee attached to the office of

apps – such as Facebook Messenger, PlayerUnknown’s

the prime minister, tasked with collecting, assessing and

Battlegrounds (PUBG), SHAREit, TikTok (at least until

prioritising inputs from all the country’s intelligence

India’s ban on Chinese apps in 2020), Truecaller, UC

agencies.19 A Multi-Agency Centre (MAC) has also

Browser and WhatsApp – were designed abroad. One

been established under the IB, together with subsidi-

exception, in 2020, was Aarogya Setu, the Indian gov-

ary MACs in different states, with the aim of enhancing

ernment’s COVID-19 contact-tracing app. As a result,

the sharing of information between intelligence units,

and despite breakthroughs by Indian companies in

including finance and defence ministries at the state

app development and plans to develop 5G systems, the

and national levels.

government has limited agency over the way in which
devices and platforms manage the flow of data through

Cyber empowerment and dependence

their systems.

India is an ICT powerhouse, with a digital economy

In the field of artificial intelligence (AI), India’s

estimated in value at US$190 billion20 and a tech start-

research capability has been placed quite highly in

up sector assessed to be the third largest in the world.21

global rankings, achieving ninth28 and 13th29 position,

According to one estimate, core digital sectors such as

for example, in two authoritative studies. The lion’s

ICT-enabled services and electronics manufacturing

share of AI research and development (about 85%) is

will contribute around 10% of GDP by 2025.22 However,

conducted by universities rather than industry.30 The

only slightly more than half of India’s 1.4bn people

Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Hyderabad has col-

have access to the internet, and the levels of mobile-

laborated with Nvidia, an American multinational tech-

phone ownership and internet use are far higher among

nology company, to establish India’s first AI Technology

men than women.23 Most Indians who access the inter-

Centre, aimed at accelerating research and its commer-

net do so by mobile phone, though download speeds

cial adoption.31 The centre intends to focus on advanced

are below the global average. Agriculture, which still

AI research in areas of agriculture, smart cities and lan-

provides the livelihoods of hundreds of millions of

guage-understanding, in line with the priorities stated in

Indians, is undergoing some digitisation and employ-

India’s national strategy for AI.32 In terms of the applica-

ing tools and techniques that rely on automated and

tion of AI to industrial processes, it is notable that India

autonomous machines. However, the vast majority of

was ranked third, after the US and China, in a 2018 study

the population (about 90%) lack basic digital skills.24 As

by the Boston Consulting Group.33 The country’s AI

one way of addressing the issue, the government has

start-ups received total investment of US$762m in 2019,

been increasing the availability of apps and digital ser-

a 44% increase in comparison with 2018.34

vices in a greater number of local languages.

The space industry is led by the Indian Space

Foreign investment plays a large part in India’s digi-

Research Organisation (ISRO), which is one of the

tal economy, with the country providing outsourced IT

world’s six largest space agencies and owns one of the

services around the world and serving as a major pro-

largest fleets of communication and remote-sensing

duction hub for global brands, such as Dell computers.

satellites used for civil and military purposes.35 ISRO

From 2014 to 2020, US ICT investment totalled US$30bn

also operates satellites for surveillance and navigation

and Japanese investment US$12bn.25 As for Chinese ICT

purposes – including the Indian Regional Navigation

investment, it surpassed US$4bn in the same period,

Satellite System;36 dual-use surveillance satellites in the

with Alibaba and Tencent accounting for three-quarters

Cartostat and RISAT series;37 and EMISAT, launched

of the total.26

in 2019, which can detect an adversary’s electromag-

The infrastructure at the heart of India’s digital

netic signals.38 Owing to capacity limitations in its own

economy is built largely from imported equipment

agencies,39 the Indian government has begun to rely
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more on commercial enterprises to develop and pro-

Indian networks and platforms. In 2020, India had the

duce space equipment such as satellites and propulsion

second-highest incidence of ransomware attacks in the

systems. Like many other countries, India still relies

world48 and the government banned 117 Chinese mobile

on foreign suppliers for the space sector, with Hughes

applications because of security concerns.49

Communications India appointed to provide a high-

India regards its financial institutions as particu-

performance satellite broadband system for India’s

larly vulnerable to cyber attack.50 In August 2018, in a

Naval Communication Network.40 It has, however,

persistent attack on Cosmos Bank by a North Korean

achieved self-reliance in the production of launch vehi-

group, US$13.5m was siphoned off from customers’

cles and some satellite technologies.41

accounts.51 A United Nations Security Council panel

A unique characteristic of the Indian cyber economy

of experts, appointed to study North Korea’s attempts

is the huge number of graduates in ICT-related subjects

to evade UN sanctions, suggested in a July 2019 report

entering the job market every year: in 2019 the figure was

that Indian banks may have been the victims of cyber

almost 600,000, which was five times more than in the US.42

theft by North Korea amounting to nearly US$200m
over a three-year period.52 On the other hand, thanks

Cyber security and resilience

to stringent guidelines from the Reserve Bank of India

India’s state administrations have numerous cyber-

(RBI), the financial sector is more secure than other

security-related offices with large numbers of staff,

areas of the Indian economy. For example, two-factor

and much attention has been paid to cyber crime since

authentication, strictly audited by the RBI, is the norm

2009, when the country became one of the first to intro-

in internet banking and e-commerce.53

duce cyber-crime courts and cyber police stations. But

Although India’s central government has been slow

perhaps the most distinctive feature of India’s cyber-

in addressing cyber security, the private sector has been

security infrastructure is the importance of the private

far more active and more effective. The DSCI, which

sector, which has led the way in developing strong

promotes best practices and standards for cyber secu-

policies and standards. The rapid integration of the

rity and privacy, undertakes capacity-building projects

internet into everyday economic life, albeit from a low

with a focus on training and certification, including for

base, has created the need for new cyber-security capa-

the government sector. In 2020 it said there was a ‘dire

bilities on a scale and at a pace unseen in any other

need’ for the government to play its part in promot-

country – hundreds of millions of Indians have begun

ing cyber security in the country, and recommended a

to participate in e-commerce in the last five years, for

quadrupling of government expenditure on cyber secu-

example.43 The main challenges lie in policy coordina-

rity as the country’s digital economy expands.54 India

tion, ensuring consistency around the country, and

was ranked 47th out of 175 countries in the International

addressing the general lack of depth in cyber-security

Telecommunication Union’s 2018 Global Cybersecurity

skills relative to the size of the population and the

Index, well behind its geopolitical rival China (27th).55

needs of industry.

In cyber-resilience policy and preparedness for emer-

India has frequently been the victim of cyber attacks,

gencies, India has some foundations in place, with the

including on its critical infrastructure, and has attributed

NCIIPC active in promoting policies and procedures

a significant proportion of them to China or Pakistan.

throughout the country since it was created in 2014.

CERT-In reported, for example, that there were more

Progress in emergency-response planning has in many

than 394,499 incidents in 2019,44 and 2020 saw an

cases been slower at the state level, with Tamil Nadu,

upsurge in attacks from China.45 Of particular concern to

for example, only introducing a cyber-security strategy

the Indian government are cyber attacks by North Korea

in 2020.56 In contrast, the state of Maharashtra, which

that use Chinese digital infrastructure.46 The vast major-

contains the commercial and financial hub of Mumbai,

ity of the cyber incidents flagged by CERT-In appear

has a well-established cyber-security team in its police

to have been attempts at espionage,47 but they could

force and dedicated cyber ‘police stations’ in various

also have resulted in serious damage to the integrity of

parts of Mumbai.
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However, compared with equivalent bodies in some

increase its geopolitical influence, India is the target of

wealthier countries, the NCIIPC is not well equipped to

cyber espionage by a wide range of states. However, it

handle cyber emergencies and wider resilience-planning

knows its defensive capabilities are relatively weak. As

– for example, as of 2018, there was only one sector

a result, it pursues diplomatic efforts to bring the gov-

(power) where it had been able to organise stakeholders

ernance of cyberspace within the rules-based interna-

around those objectives.57 There are also indications

tional order, while maintaining a realistic approach to

that the NCIIPC has not coordinated well with other

dealing with the states that are targeting its networks.

government bodies.58 It is unclear, for example, if steps

In its National Cyber Security Policy of 2013,

have been taken to improve cyber defences at the Unique

India’s diplomatic goals included the development of

Identification Authority of India, after its database of

bilateral and multilateral cyber-security relationships

citizens’ biometric information (the second-largest in the

as well as global cooperation between national law-

world) was reported to have been breached in 2017, or

enforcement agencies, security services, judicial sys-

the Kudankulam Nuclear Power Plant, which in 2019 was

tems and armed forces.

the target of a serious cyber attack that it initially denied

Unsurprisingly, the challenges involved in defending

and then downplayed.59 In Maharashtra, where the

its open networks (and largely imported infrastructure)

power sector was targeted by Chinese hackers (dubbed

have prompted India to advocate international norms of
restraint. It appears to have aban-

the Red Echo group) from early
2020, it seems the cyber-security
department in the state police were
informed of the threat by CERT-In
in November 2020 but the NCIIPC
only alerted the Ministry of Power
on 12 February 2021.60
Though

the

National

India knows its
defensive cyber
capabilities are
relatively weak

Cyber

doned its previous opposition to
emerging international legal principles such as the possible voluntary
norms on security in cyberspace
put forward by the UN Group of
Governmental Experts (GGE) in
2015.62 As a member of the 2016–17

Security Coordinator conducts periodic whole-of-

GGE, India endorsed the inclusion in the final report of a

government audits involving relevant agencies, the

right to self-defence in cyberspace, although the draft did

government has faced an uphill battle in trying to

not receive the unanimous consent of all participating

make new entities such as the NCIIPC work seamlessly

experts.63 It is unclear whether India will further endorse

alongside long-established public-sector bodies that are

the right to retaliatory measures for acts that fall below

in various stages of digitising their infrastructure. The

the thresholds that qualify as a ‘threat or use of force’ or

NCIIPC has taken private enterprises under its wing,

‘armed attack’ under international law.

including oil and gas companies, and tries to ensure

India’s most developed bilateral cyber partnership

that the public and private sectors work in tandem on

is with the US. The two countries have held a regular

cyber security.

cyber dialogue since the early 2000s, intensifying in

The first reported cyber exercise in the Indian

2015 with the decision to convene a ‘Track 1.5’ pro-

Armed Forces, CyberEx, was conducted by the Indian

gramme that seeks to convene government officials

Defence University on 29–30 April 2019.61 It involved

and business leaders to collaborate on cyber questions.

the NTRO, the three services, the National Security

Cyber is also envisioned as a component of several

Council Secretariat, CERT-In, the Defence Research and

other US–India agreements, including on intelligence-

Development Organisation, the National Informatics

sharing and mutual legal assistance.64

Centre, academia and industry.

India has also pursued bilateral cyber dialogues with
several other partners, including the European Union,

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

Russia and the UK. The cyber partnership with the UK

As a nuclear power with large conventional forces, a

is particularly well developed, with a regular dialogue

burgeoning digital economy and a determination to

dating back to 2012. In April 2018 the two countries
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signed a framework agreement identifying avenues for

It is difficult to gauge the extent or orientation of

bilateral cooperation on cyber security and establishing

India’s current investment in offensive capabilities but

working groups on cyber diplomacy, cyber crime, inci-

there are some indications that the focus may have

dent response and the digital economy.65 They have also

shifted more to countering China, given its growing

agreed in principle to establish a joint Cyber Security

economy and regional power.69 There is also evidence

Training Centre of Excellence.66

dating back to 2014 of Prime Minister Modi’s interest
in creating a ‘Digital Armed Force’, in part for deter-

Offensive cyber capability

rent purposes.70 A 2019 report commissioned by an

Public statements by Indian officials and other open-

influential Indian think tank with close links to the

source material indicate that India has developed rela-

ruling Bharatiya Janata Party urged the rapid devel-

tively advanced offensive cyber capabilities focused on

opment of offensive cyber capabilities but cautioned

Pakistan. It is now in the process of expanding these

against any public declaration until those capabilities

capabilities for wider effect.

were in place.71

India reportedly considered a cyber response against

Overall, India’s focus on Pakistan will have given it

Pakistan in the aftermath of the November 2008 terror-

useful operational experience and some viable regional

ist attacks in Mumbai, with the NTRO apparently at the

offensive cyber capabilities. It will need to expand its

forefront of deliberations.67 A former national security

cyber-intelligence reach to be able to deliver sophisti-

advisor has since indicated publicly that India pos-

cated offensive effect further afield, but its close collab-

sesses considerable capacity to conduct cyber-sabotage

oration with international partners, especially the US,

operations against Pakistan,68 which appears credible.

will help it in that regard.
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13. Indonesia

Indonesia’s first formal strategy for civil-sector cyber

it participates actively in the G20, the Asia-Pacific

security emerged only in 2018, one year after its prin-

Economic Cooperation, the Association of Southeast

cipal cyber agency was created. Cyber-related institu-

Asian Nations and the Organisation of Islamic

tional changes within the armed forces began around

Cooperation. Indonesia has some cyber-surveillance

2014 but have not yet given rise to a published military

and cyber-espionage capabilities, but there is little evi-

cyber strategy or doctrine. Political control of cyber

dence of it planning for, or having conducted, offen-

policy is exercised through the president. Indonesia

sive cyber operations. Overall, Indonesia is a third-tier

has only limited cyber-intelligence capabilities but

cyber power. Given that it is expected to become the

has been investing in cyber surveillance for domes-

fourth-largest economy in the world by around 2030,

tic security. It is more engaged than most developing

it could be well placed to rise to the second tier if

countries in cyber security and in employing digital

the government decides that strategic circumstances

technologies. On international cyberspace policy,

demand greater investment in the cyber domain.

Strategy and doctrine
Until 2017, cyberspace policy in Indonesia was largely

Crypto Agency.5 Also in 2017, the national police force

undeveloped. Institutions, coordination and legal foun-

announced the expansion of its cyber-crime unit from

dations were all weak and there was no overall national

40 to 100 personnel.6 The country began to frame its

strategy.1 Only some basic institutional foundations

cyber defence in very broad terms as part of its concept

were in place: the National Crypto Agency (founded in

of ‘total defence’.7

1946) had been strengthened to some extent; a Computer

The first national cyber-security strategy was pub-

Emergency Response Team (CERT) had been created in

lished by the BSSN in 2018, setting out five objectives:

1998 through a private initiative; there was a govern-

cyber resilience, security of public services, enforce-

ment infrastructure-incident-response team (another

ment of cyber law, a culture of cyber security, and cyber

CERT, in practice), set up in 2007;2 14 additional CERTs

security in the digital economy.8 The strategy was also

were in place by 2016; and some relevant laws and regu-

intended to support the country’s counter-terrorism

lations had been refined.3

policies. Its stated goals included the promotion of

The principal development in 2017 was the estab-

multi-stakeholder engagement and fostering global

lishment, by presidential decree, of the National Cyber

trust in Indonesia’s management of its cyberspace. As

and Crypto Agency (BSSN),4 replacing the National

in most countries, the publication of a formal strategy

List of acronyms
ASEAN
BSSN
MoD

Association of Southeast Asian Nations
National Cyber and Crypto Agency
Ministry of Defence

OIC
TNI

Organisation of Islamic Cooperation
Indonesian Armed Forces
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provided a foundation for further measures. Later in

and electronic warfare.16 It described cyber security as

2018, for example, the national police force set up a

central to national defence capabilities, highlighted the

Cyber Crime Directorate to counter disinformation

importance of integrating cyber with all other instru-

spread though digital media.9

ments of national power,17 and declared a commitment

In December 2020 the BSSN released the draft of a

to modernising the country’s cyber capabilities.18

new national cyber-security strategy for public consul-

In 2017 the MoD began promoting a ‘civil-defence

tation.10 It places greater emphasis on nationally signifi-

concept’ in coordination with the National Development

cant cyber incidents and focuses on seven specific areas:

Planning Agency, aiming to ensure that methods of

risk management in national cyber security; prepared-

‘non-military defence’ – including in cyberspace – were

ness and resilience; critical information infrastructure;

adopted by all ministries and state institutions.19 The

capacity-building; increasing awareness; legislation and

initiative was widely seen in defence circles as con-

regulation; and international cooperation. Other stated

sistent with the country’s concept of total defence in

objectives include protecting the country from any inter-

which all citizens are regarded as potential combatants,

ference in cyberspace that might disrupt public order,

including in cyberspace.

and building on improved cyber security to expand the

Also in 2017, the armed forces carried out their first

potential of the digital economy. The new draft follows

major institutional reform by setting up a cyber unit –

Regulation No. 71 of 2019 on the Implementation of

Satuan Siber, or Satsiber – to develop doctrine, policy,

Electronic Systems and Transactions,11 which raised the

procedures and tactics to deal with cyber threats.20

status of the cyber-security strategy by declaring it to be

Its primary mission is to ensure the cyber security of

part of national-security policy.

defence-related critical national infrastructure, though

Given

the

deteriorating

security

situation

in

there is a long-term plan to develop offensive capabili-

Indonesia, one of the government’s priorities has been

ty.21 Satsiber has also been assigned an early-warning

to counter domestic terrorism and online extremism, as

role in monitoring foreign-military movements (espe-

well as to clamp down on political protest. For exam-

cially those of units equipped with missiles) in the

ple, after a large protest in October 2020, disinforma-

immediate region. The development of military cyber

tion laws were invoked to allow the police to take action

strategy and doctrine appears embryonic and there is

online against political activists12 and Islamist groups,

no substantive evidence of it in unclassified sources.

including the Muslim Cyber Army hacker group
responsible for spreading religious intolerance online.13

Governance, command and control

There is now a debate in Indonesian politics about the

The BSSN, the principal cyber-security agency, operates

extent to which government policy should involve cen-

within the framework of the Coordinating Ministry for

soring cyberspace.14

Political, Legal and Security Affairs and reports directly

On military cyber policy, the debates and analyses

to the president.22 The head of the BSSN has four depu-

have generally been more advanced than those in the

ties, responsible for threat identification and detection,

civil sector but have not always led to concrete progress.

protection, response and recovery, and technical policies

The Ministry of Defence (MoD) laid out comprehen-

for monitoring and control.23 The BSSN set up the first

sive guidelines for national cyber defence in 2014,15 with

government CERT in 2018,24 building on the previously

the focus more on securing defence assets against cyber

existing private CERT and the government’s incident-

attacks rather than on any concept of sustained cyber-

response team.

enabled warfare. Besides acknowledging the need for

In the Indonesian armed forces (TNI)25 there has been

counter-attack capabilities for the purpose of deter-

clear organisational cyber command and control since

rence, the guidelines did not cover offensive cyber.

the creation of Satsiber in 2017, though the command

A 2015 defence white paper went further, presenting

arrangements are split between the Commander TNI,

cyber defence as one of four pillars of Indonesia’s overall

when Satsiber undertakes military operations,26 and the

defence posture, alongside air defence, strategic strike

Chief of the General Staff, for day-to-day management.
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Satsiber has subordinate cyber units in each of the three

and transport systems) and recruiting graduates of the

armed services.27 Complementing the work of Satsiber,

required calibre.34 This suggests that Indonesia’s cyber-

the Cyber Defence Centre28 operates under the com-

intelligence capabilities are relatively unsophisticated

mand of the Defence Intelligence Agency within the

and that any wider intelligence reach, beyond the focus

Ministry of Defence.29 The technical means for undertak-

on domestic terrorism, is severely under-resourced.

ing operational cyber command and control, however,
probably mirror the weaknesses in communications sys-

Cyber empowerment and dependence

tems reported elsewhere in the armed forces.30

By 2020 Indonesia had established itself as a rising digi-

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs set up its own Digital

tal power within the G20, albeit still at a lower level

Command Centre for the twin purposes of improving

than most other members and with a long way to go to

crisis-management procedures for national emergen-

achieve its ambitions in the sector.35 The government has

cies in cyberspace and managing
Indonesia’s international diplomacy
on cyber matters. The combining of
two such different functions in one
entity is unusual, since crisis management of cyber incidents requires
a very different skill set from conducting cyber diplomacy, with little
crossover in the day-to-day work of
the two missions.
Changes in doctrine, technology
and personnel planning are needed

launched ambitious education pro-

The average
level of digital
skills among
the Indonesian
population does
not match the
government’s
ambitions

if Indonesia is to establish a basic

grammes, attempted to attract talent through its immigration policies,
and promoted a start-up culture.36
The digital economy was projected to reach double-digit annual
growth (11%) in 2020.37 E-commerce
remains the main driver of growth
in the economy as a whole. Three
of Indonesia’s start-ups (Gojek,
Tokopedia and Traveloka) have
reached high capitalisation levels (US$10.5 billion, US$7.5bn and

capability for cyber warfare. So too is greater cohesion,

US$2.75bn respectively), largely by having expanded

as divergent views have been observed among policy-

internationally.38 The country aspires to become a global

makers and those responsible for implementing the

hub for Islamic finance, though in that respect it is still

development of cyber defence.

in fourth place (behind Malaysia, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates) in terms of annual value traded.39

Core cyber-intelligence capability

Although the overall internet penetration rate is quite

The lead coordinating agency for national civil-sector

high (73% of the population in mid-2020),40 there is a

cyber intelligence is the BSSN.31 The body mainly

wide gap between Java and all the other islands.41 There

responsible for foreign and military intelligence is

are individual cities with particularly high figures, for

the Strategic Intelligence Agency (BAIS),32 which has

example Jakarta (85%), Surabaya (83%) and Bandung

proved capable of assisting the police by, for example,

(82.5%).42 More than 90% of Indonesians who use the

conducting cyber surveillance against potential threats

internet do so via mobile phone. The country was

to the 2018 regional elections.

ranked 85th in the 2020 Global Innovation Index, which

The BSSN was allocated 2.2 trillion rupiah (US$127

indicates the weak foundations of its digital economy.43

million) in the 2020 budget but its director at the time

The digital sector accounts for only 12% of GDP accord-

said 3trn rupiah (US$190m) would be needed to achieve

ing to a 2020 estimate,44 though the government hopes

its objectives.33 The goals he mentioned included devel-

to see that figure rise to 15% by 2025.45

oping indigenous technology and the National Cyber

The average level of digital skills among the popu-

Security Operations Centre (tasked with monitoring

lation does not match the government’s ambitions.46

the digital networks of Indonesia’s critical national

Research commissioned by Amazon Web Services

infrastructure, including the energy, communications

in six Asia-Pacific countries found that only 19% of
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Indonesian respondents use digital skills in their jobs

boost cyber-security skills in the country.57 In January

– very different from Australia and Singapore, for

2021, China and Indonesia signed a memorandum of

example, where the corresponding figures are 64% and

understanding on cooperation and investment in the

63% respectively.47 The skills shortage could inhibit

ICT sector, with a focus on security.58 While Chinese

the development of the indigenous digital industry.

companies have a large slice of the Indonesian mar-

Indonesia’s reliance on foreign suppliers for its tel-

ket, they face competition from well-established US,

ecommunications infrastructure was highlighted in

Japanese and European firms. For example, early in

2019 during the Huawei controversy, which led a sen-

2021, Microsoft announced plans to provide training

ior official in the Coordinating Ministry for Political,

in digital skills for an additional 3m Indonesians, con-

Legal and Security Affairs to declare the need for ‘a

tinuing a commitment in that area that has already

special, reliable, integrated and secure telecommuni-

lasted for more than 25 years. The initiative is based on

cations system against cyber threats both from within

a shared project with the Ministry of Communication

the country and abroad’, and to admit that the exist-

and Information Technology and four universi-

ing system had not been able to ‘answer the need for

ties, aimed at educating Indonesians in AI, cyber

national information security’.48

security and data science through a digital-literacy

Although Indonesia’s research in artificial intelli-

curriculum.59

gence (AI) is growing, it is still a relative newcomer to
the field. It has accelerated efforts to improve collabo-

Cyber security and resilience

ration between academia and industry on AI research,

Indonesian views on cyber security were strongly

for example between the University of Indonesia and

influenced by the 2013 Edward Snowden leaks about

Tokopedia49 and between the Bandung Institute of

Australia’s cyber capabilities, including its monitoring

Technology and Bukalapak.50 Meanwhile, investment

of Indonesia’s leaders. Though the country’s security

by Indonesian companies in AI solutions is still much

agencies were already aware of Australia’s espionage

lower (US$0.20 per capita) than in more developed

activity to some degree, the revelations were a shock

economies such as Singapore (US$68 per capita).51

to the Indonesian public. The government’s response

Nevertheless, it was reported in August 2020 that

has included the Secretariat General of the National

Indonesia had 74 AI-focused start-ups.52 Also in August

Resilience Council drawing up a national contin-

2020, the government launched a National Strategy for

gency plan against cyber attacks in 2016,60 and cyber-

Artificial Intelligence aimed at guiding the develop-

emergency exercises such as the drill conducted by

ment of AI through to 2045.53 The strategy foreshadows

the national CERT ahead of the 2018 Asian Games in

a focus on applying AI to social services, education and

Jakarta.61 Indonesian specialists have identified high-pri-

research, health services, food security, mobility, smart

ority assets that need the strongest protection, including

cities and public-sector reform.54

telecommunications and banking networks, online-

China looks set to make a large contribution to

payment systems and key government, military and

the development of Indonesia’s digital economy.

private-sector closed networks and data centres.62 The

Following India’s implementation of rules to restrict

country’s basic cyber defences and incident-response

Chinese takeovers in early 2020, Chinese venture-

capability are still not highly developed, however.

capital and tech investors have switched their focus to

Indonesia experienced a sixfold increase in cyber

Indonesia, contributing to a 55% surge in investment

attacks between January and October 2020, with its

in the country’s tech sector in the first half of 2020.55

e-commerce firms the major targets. Tokopedia suffered

Huawei has forged links with several Indonesian gov-

an attack that caused the personal data of 91m users to

ernment agencies to help accelerate their digitisation,

be leaked, while Bhinneka announced that 1.2m of its

including through cloud-based infrastructure for stor-

accounts had been accessed by hackers.63 According

ing national data.56 Besides offering its technology,

to a survey by Palo Alto Networks, 84% of Indonesian

Huawei has committed to nurture digital talent and

companies plan to increase their IT budgets, of which
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44% intend to allocate more than half of those funds to

of the Maritime Information Centre.75 The Indonesian

cyber-security investment.64

Navy has carried out cyber-defence training since 2016,

Apart from launching a public consultation on the

including a major eight-day exercise in 201876 that

new cyber-security strategy in 2020, the government has

involved more than 500 personnel and had three main

been pursuing a raft of additional reforms. In February

aspects: denial, countermeasures and cyber support for

2021 the BSSN launched a national Computer Security

operations.77 In 2019 the navy added a cyber dimension

Incident Response Team (CSIRT) that will also serve

to its largest annual exercise, Armada Jaya.

as the national and the government CSIRT.65 Fifteen

In the International Telecommunication Union’s 2018

lower-level CSIRTs66 had already been established in

Global Cybersecurity Index, Indonesia was ranked 41st

2020,67 and the government aims to set up another 27

out of 175 countries, a low position relative to its wealth

across its ministries and other public-sector bodies in

and economic ambition.78

2021.68 In 2020 the BSSN participated in several cyber
drills,69 and in early 2021 it took part in training events

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

on Internet of Things security-testing that were jointly

Since about 2005 the Indonesian government has worked

organised with the United States Embassy and Carnegie

within the frameworks of the Association of Southeast

Mellon University.70 The BSSN is working with several

Asian Nations (ASEAN), the ASEAN Regional Forum, the

government agencies in preparing a Draft Presidential

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, the United Nations

Regulation

Infrastructure

and the Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) on

Protection, which will cover the designation of strategic

various aspects of fighting cyber crime, especially cyber

sectors and measures to protect critical information infra-

terrorism, and on efforts to build international govern-

structure, increase cyber readiness and accelerate recov-

ance frameworks to promote strategic stability in cyber-

ery from cyber incidents.71 The BSSN has also engaged

space through discussion of cyber norms.

on

Vital

Information

all relevant owners and operators to ensure their famili-

Indonesian specialists who had set up the country’s

arity with the regulations and policies concerning the

first private CERT worked with Australian and Japanese

country’s critical information infrastructure.72

counterparts to set up the Asia-Pacific CERT (APCERT)

Despite ambitious policy declarations, Indonesia

in 1998. Indonesia is also a member of the OIC’s CERT,

suffers from a severe shortage of cyber skills. A 2016

of which it became deputy chair in 2018,79 and has par-

study by Oxford University found that the country

ticipated in international cyber exercises such as the

lacked ‘minimal educational programmes in cyberse-

China–ASEAN Network Security Emergency Response

curity’, ‘accreditation in cybersecurity education’ and a

Capacity Building Seminar in 2018.80 In 2019 Indonesia

‘national budget to support the cybersecurity capacity

joined the UN’s Group of Governmental Experts81 on

programmes’; that there were ‘few professional instruc-

cyber norms, and since 2015 it has staged an annual

tors in cybersecurity’; and that knowledge transfer from

international cyber conference, CodeBali.82 In 2020 it

trained cyber-security employees in the private sector

participated in the G20 Digital Economy Ministers

existed only ‘on an ad hoc basis’.73 In 2020, comment-

Meeting that issued a wide-ranging development

ing on the national skills shortage, the head of the BSSN

agenda in the sector, including many security aspects.

reported that typically it took six months for the organi-

It has collaborated with China in fighting cyber crime,

sation to fill a cyber-security position.74 It might there-

including by deporting hundreds of Chinese citizens

fore take Indonesia two decades or more to develop a

alleged to have been conducting attacks from Indonesia

sovereign capability for military cyber defence, given

against targets in China.

the number of sensitive posts requiring cyber expertise
that would be needed.

Offensive cyber capability

Given that Indonesia is a nation of islands, maritime

Indonesia has reasonably well-developed capabilities

cyber security is of particular importance. The BSSN has

for domestic cyber surveillance. For example, a special

been working on increasing the cyber-security capacity

counter-terrorism unit in the police, Detachment 88, has
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been building its cyber-surveillance capabilities with

during any crisis or period of hostility. The prospect

the support of international partners such as Australia.83

of Indonesia catching up with the offensive cyber capa-

The available information on any wider offensive

bilities of the states of particular interest to it – such

cyber capability is patchy, but it suggests Indonesia

as Australia, China, Malaysia and Vietnam – seems a

is weakly positioned to use cyber means to respond

distant one.
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14. Malaysia

On cyber security, Malaysia was a regional first

support of its wider economic-development agenda.

mover and compares well with many other countries.

It compensates for some of its shortcomings in cyber

Its ongoing commitment was demonstrated in 2020

capability through international alliances, particu-

with new cyber-security strategies for the civil sector

larly with the United States, the United Kingdom,

and for national defence. There is little information

Australia and Singapore. Overall, Malaysia is a

available on core cyber-intelligence capabilities or the

third-tier cyber power but has clear strengths in

development of offensive cyber, with the policy state-

cyber-security policy and strong digital-economic

ments issued in 2020 focusing more on active defence

potential. If it realises that potential, it could create

in cyberspace. Malaysia has prioritised the devel-

the foundations on which to become a second-tier

opment of an indigenous digital-industrial base in

cyber power.

Strategy and doctrine
The development of Malaysia’s cyber policies, strategy

combination of public policies and incentives for busi-

and doctrine has been shaped more by its industriali-

nesses, including significant investment in creating the

sation and development agenda than by international-

necessary technical infrastructure. The goal was to accel-

security considerations. Closely tied to the economic

erate the transition from an agriculture-based economy

imperative is the aim of guaranteeing a free and open

to one based on manufacturing and services, and then

digital environment for innovation and the need for a

ultimately to a fully fledged knowledge economy.

stable domestic environment to underpin investment.

In 2006 the government announced a National Cyber

The country’s cyber policies have also been shaped by

Security Policy (NCSP) that identified ‘ten pillars’ of

the high priority successive governments have attached

‘Critical National Information Infrastructure’ and rec-

to issues of internal security.

ognised their interdependence.1 The NCSP outlined a

Malaysia’s interest in cyberspace can be traced back
to the 1990s, when the government first recognised

piecemeal approach to building up cyber-security capabilities at the national level.

the potential of the internet to transform its provision

In 2016 the government published a Public Sector

of public services and catalyse the country’s develop-

Cyber Security Framework to consolidate the various

ment. It set out to foster a digital ecosystem through a

directives since 2000 that had been aimed at bolstering

List of acronyms
ASEAN
CDOC
CERT
ICT
IoT

Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Cyber Defence Operations Centre
Computer Emergency Response Team
information and communications technology
Internet of Things

MAF
MoD
NACSA
NSC

Malaysian Armed Forces
Ministry of Defence
National Cyber Security Agency
National Security Council
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public-sector cyber resilience,2 and in 2017 the Ministry

Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence (AI). The white

of Defence (MoD) introduced an ICT security policy

paper tasked the MAF with reviewing existing doctrine

that included an ICT steering committee responsible for

in order to incorporate more automated and autono-

assessing and approving ICT needs within the MoD and

mous technologies, including reforming the force struc-

the Malaysian Armed Forces (MAF). The committee is

ture and posture where necessary.7

chaired by the MoD’s secretary-general or their deputy.

In many ways the aspirations presented in the 2020

There is also a technical committee to oversee technical

defence white paper were similar to those in a much

aspects of the MoD’s and the MAF’s ICT requirements.3

earlier document, the National Defence Policy of 2010,

A new Cyber Security Strategy, covering the period

which had emphasised the importance of information-

2020–24, was released in 2020.4 It was the first such doc-

domain dominance at the operational, tactical and stra-

ument since 2006, and addressed five pillars of policy:

tegic levels in order to protect national sovereignty.8 It

governance, legislative framework and enforcement,

had stated that developing a cyber-warfare capability

world-class innovation, capacity-building and educa-

would be an ‘important step towards counterbalancing

tion, and global collaboration. It covered much of the

the ability of other countries in the region and to defend

same ground as the corresponding strategies in other

important national targets from all forms of threats’.

states, particularly in its emphasis on fighting cyber
crime, protecting critical national infrastructure, inno-

Governance, command and control

vation, and educating more people to fill gaps in the

The National Security Council (NSC), chaired by the

cyber workforce. Its other priorities included fighting

prime minister, is the highest decision-making body

terrorism and violent extremism, especially by coun-

on cyber-security matters. It has a sub-committee on

tering internet-based incitement and recruitment. It

cyber security, chaired by a senior security minister,

stated a commitment to pursuing three broad strategic

which met for the first time in December 2020.9 The

priorities: the governance ecosystem, improving pri-

sub-committee is supported by the National Cyber

vate-sector security (especially for infrastructure oper-

Security Agency (NACSA), created in 2017, which takes

ators) and improving the handling of cyber-security

the lead at the national level in formulating, overseeing,

incidents. The government announced that the strat-

coordinating and synchronising the implementation

egy would entail investment of US$434 million over the

of cyber-security policy across the public and private

four-year period.5

sectors. NACSA’s responsibilities also include legis-

A 2020 defence white paper announced a much

lative and enforcement efforts related to cyber secu-

stronger policy direction towards active cyber defence

rity and internal and external collaboration covering

across the civil and military sectors.6 It also implied the

both the public and private sectors.10 NACSA coordi-

development of some offensive cyber capability, albeit

nates all the other government agencies that intersect

to be used only in response to a cyber attack on Malaysia.

with cyber security, including the Attorney General’s

It identified three pillars of national-defence strategy

Chambers, the office of the Chief Government Security

– concentric deterrence, comprehensive defence and

Officer, CyberSecurity Malaysia, the Ministry of

credible partnerships – and emphasised cyber resilience

Communications and Multimedia, and the Ministry of

as part of a whole-of-society concept of defence.

Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs.11

The white paper presented the concept of the ‘Future

In 2016 the MoD and the MAF established a Cyber

Force’ that would be needed to implement concentric

Defence Operations Centre (CDOC) to protect their

deterrence. One of its central characteristics would be

collective ICT systems and networks. Fully opera-

‘interoperability’, indicating a commonality of doc-

tional since 2017, the CDOC monitors threats and

trines, procedures, systems and equipment across the

mitigates the impacts of cyber-security incidents.12

MAF. The Future Force would also be ‘technology-

In December 2020, after more than a year of plan-

based’, meaning it would incorporate the latest digital

ning, the MAF announced the creation of the Defence

technologies by, for example, embracing the Internet of

Communication and Electronic Division tasked with
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improving offensive and defensive capabilities for

cooperation between Kuala Lumpur and these other

cyber operations, and conducting electronic warfare.13

countries is tied closely to intelligence collection in the

This replaced the Communications and Electronics

South China Sea and to counter-terrorism.

Division, created in 1993.
Both the MoD and the MAF have their own Computer

Cyber empowerment and dependence

Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) – MinDefCERT and

Malaysia’s digital economy contributes about 20% of

MAFCERT respectively. MinDefCERT reports incidents

GDP20 and the government anticipates that through tech-

to the government CERT (GCERT MAMPU) whereas

nological innovation the sector can play an increasing role

MAFCERT reports directly to the NSC. MAFCERT is led

in economic growth.21 Leading this effort is the Malaysia

by the head of the CDOC and includes the ICT managers

Digital Economy Corporation,22 whose role includes

working in each of the three armed services.14

overseeing the development of the Multimedia Super
Corridor (modelled on California’s Silicon Valley), home

Core cyber-intelligence capability

to almost 3,000 ICT companies.23 In partnership with the

Malaysia’s intelligence community is directed by the

private sector the government has launched numerous

NSC under the Prime Minister’s Department,15 whose

policies and road maps related to the digital economy,

main role is to coordinate national-security policies,

including the National Industry 4WRD Policy, focused

including during emergencies.16 Among its ten subdi-

on Industry 4.0; the National eCommerce Roadmap;

visions are the National Intelligence Committee (NIC)

a national Big Data Analytics ecosystem; a Digital Free

and its supporting National Intelligence Division.17 The

Trade Zone, aimed at making Malaysia an e-commerce

NIC is tasked with coordinating the work of the other

and e-fulfilment hub; and a National IoT Framework.24 A

intelligence agencies, namely Special Branch (under

National AI Framework is also being drafted.

the Royal Malaysia Police), the Malaysian External

In 2019 the Ministry of Communications and

Intelligence Organisation (under the Prime Minister’s

Multimedia recorded 43.38m broadband subscrip-

Department) and the Defence Staff Intelligence Division

tions among Malaysia’s population of 32m.25 However,

(under the MAF).

there is an urban–rural digital divide, with at least 3.5m

The main signals-intelligence capability lies with the
Royal Signals Regiment (RSD)18
and the Royal Intelligence Corps,
in the army, and the Defence Staff
Intelligence Division (equivalent to
the US Defense Intelligence Agency),
as part of a very broad suite of
national-security missions and tasks.
MAF restructured the RSD in 2018,
which resulted in the creation of a
specialised cyber unit (designated

Malaysians in rural or semi-urban areas having very

Malaysia’s
AI research
capabilities are
less developed
than those of some
other Southeast
Asian states

99 RSD).19 Special Branch conducts

slow internet speeds.26 The National
Fiberisation and Connectivity Plan
aims to establish a fibre network
serving 70% of schools, hospitals,
libraries, police stations and post
offices by 2022, and to provide average internet speeds of 30 Mbps in
98% of populated areas by 2023.27
Malaysia’s AI research capabilities are less developed than those of
some other Southeast Asian states.

cyber surveillance of internal threats from terrorism and

For example, in a ranking of the world’s top 50 countries

subversion. The Malaysian foreign-intelligence organisa-

based on their contributions to the two most prestigious

tion, formally known as the Research Department of the

AI conferences in 2020, Malaysia was placed 47th, which

Prime Minister, may have a small cyber-intelligence unit.

was lower than Singapore (12th), Vietnam (27th) and

Malaysia relies on collaboration with international

Thailand (44th) but ahead of Indonesia, which did not

partners, especially the United States, the United

feature in the list.28 There have been some notable invest-

Kingdom, Australia and Singapore, for the wider

ments in AI in the private sector. In 2020, G3 Global Bhd,

regional and global cyber-intelligence picture. Security

a Malaysian company specialising in IoT solutions and
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AI, signed an agreement with two Chinese tech com-

related to computer offences.38 In 2008 it was accorded

panies to establish Malaysia’s first AI park in Kuala

the unique honour of becoming the repository of the

Lumpur, apparently aiming to invest more than US$1

Global Cybersecurity Agenda (GCA) launched by the

billion by 2025.29 Malaysia’s AI-adoption rate (8.1%) is

International Telecommunication Union (ITU).39 A super-

still slow compared with, for example, Indonesia (24.6%)

visory and regulatory authority, the Communications and

or Thailand (17.1%).30

Multimedia Commission, had been in place since 1998,40

Most of the country’s fibre-optic cables are owned
and operated by two corporations, either directly

and a Personal Data Protection Act was passed in 2010.41
In

2011

Malaysia

created

a

National

Cyber

or through shareholdings in smaller companies.

Coordination and Command Centre to monitor and

Tenaga Nasional Berhad, Malaysia’s largest electricity

manage cyber incidents, and to determine the level and

company,31 owns 12,000 kilometres of fibre-optic cables

potential impact of cyber-security threats.42 It receives

nationwide, using only a small portion of the available

data from CyberSecurity Malaysia and the Malaysian

bandwidth.32 Telekom Malaysia Berhad, which has

Communications

links to the government and is the only company with

whose mission during a crisis is to perform a techni-

a high-speed broadband network
as part of a public–private partnership, wires 2.5m homes across
the country. Worldwide, it has
more than 20 undersea cable systems, spanning more than 190,000
km, and more than 560,000 km of
fibre-optic cables.33 Malaysia itself

and

Multimedia

Commission,43

cal advisory role in support of the

Malaysia has
the potential
to achieve an
advanced level of
cyber resilience

National Cyber Crisis Management
Committee.44
A pilot project to tackle malware threats at the national level
has been implemented under the
Coordinated Malware Eradication
and Remediation Project, and the
ITU’s 2018 Global Cybersecurity

is served by only four undersea
cables. The other, smaller companies that run their own

Index highlights several inter-agency initiatives to com-

fibre-optic cables are Fibrecomm, with 110,000 km of

bat online banking fraud, operate digital forensic labo-

cables nationwide;34 TIME dotCom, with 7,000 km run-

ratories and exchange information in technical areas

ning throughout the North–South Expressway; and

of cyber security. There is also collaboration between

Fiberail, with 4,800 km along railway tracks. Mobile-

the government and industry to develop best-practice

telecommunications companies such as Celcom Axiata,

guidelines for cloud security.45

Digi and Maxis also own fibre networks.35 In December

Malaysian and multinational companies play impor-

2020, Penang became the first Malaysian state to

tant roles in increasing the country’s resilience against

make fibre-optic cabling mandatory in new property

cyber threats, working with the government to boost

developments.36

domestic capacity and capability. The Malaysian comcapability

pany Cyber Intelligence, for example, has set up cyber

is operated by MEASAT Global Berhad, which has

ranges in collaboration with CyberSecurity Malaysia

a fleet of five satellites with coverage over Asia, the

and the International Islamic University Malaysia.46

Malaysia’s

satellite-communications

Middle East and Africa. It has commissioned Airbus

At the technical level, Malaysia began conducting

to build a new satellite, MEASAT-3d, to be launched

national cyber drills involving public and private

in 2021. This would enhance the delivery of 4G and 5G

stakeholders in the Critical National Information

mobile networks.37

Infrastructure in 2008. Codenamed X-Maya and
led by CyberSecurity Malaysia and the National

Cyber security and resilience

Security Council, those drills tested the technical and

Malaysia was a regional first mover in cyber-security

collaborative skills of personnel throughout each ‘pillar’

policy. With its Computer Crime Act of 1997, it was

of the infrastructure.47 The latest public reporting of

one of the first countries in Asia to enact legislation

such drills was in 2017. Since then, government policy
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seems to have focused on a sector-based approach,

Malaysia has also contributed to various other

for example requiring financial institutions to develop

technical and standards-related platforms, includ-

cyber-incident-response plans and to test them by

ing the Forum of Incident Response and Security

holding annual exercises.48 The 2020 Cyber Security

Teams, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names

Strategy prioritised the enhancement of measures

and Numbers, the ASEAN Telecommunications and

to protect critical national infrastructure, including

Information Technology Ministers’ Meeting, and the

much stronger obligations for the operators of that

Asia-Pacific Telecommunity.53

infrastructure to prevent cyber incidents or, if they
occur, to mitigate their consequences.49

On the international-security front, Malaysia has
been actively leading discussions within the ASEAN

Given that the key cyber-security foundations are in

Regional Forum (ARF) for several years. It co-

place – especially policy commitment on the part of the

chairs, together with Japan and Singapore, the ARF

government, and high-quality education in the field –

Inter-Sessional Meeting on the Security and Use of

Malaysia has the potential to achieve an advanced level of

Information and Communications Technology, whose

cyber resilience. It was ranked eighth out of 175 countries

objectives include assessing ‘regional needs for capacity

in the ITU’s 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index, and second

building on ICTs Security’ and assisting ‘the develop-

in the Asia-Pacific region behind Singapore.50 But ques-

ment of a peaceful, secure, open and cooperative envi-

tions remain about the detection and reporting of cyber

ronment for the expansion of ICTs Security among ARF

attacks, and about incident-response capabilities. There

Participants’.54

appears to be room for improvement when it comes to

Malaysia also participated in the United Nations

coordination between cyber-security actors, with one

Group of Governmental Experts (GGE)55 in 2014–

2019 analysis reporting a ‘lack of unity of effort’.51

15, which produced a consensus report on possible
voluntary norms despite the widely differing views

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

and interests of its members,56 and in regional

On the technical front, Malaysia continues to play a

capacity-building efforts to promote, clarify and

leading role in regional and global forums. Through

initiate implementation of the GGE’s 11 norms within

CyberSecurity Malaysia the country has become the

Southeast Asia.57

permanent secretariat of the Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation’s Computer Emergency Response Team

Offensive cyber capability

(OIC-CERT). It conducted the first Association of

Aside from the aspirations set out in the 2010 National

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) cyber capacity-

Defence Policy and the 2020 defence white paper, there

building programme in 2015, and has served twice

has been little indication of Malaysian activity in the

as deputy chair of the Asia-Pacific CERT (APCERT).

sphere of offensive cyber. Policy guidance at the highest

CyberSecurity Malaysia’s digital forensic laboratory

levels suggests that the government’s overriding prior-

– which can conduct computer, multimedia, mobile,

ity is to use cyberspace to further its economic-develop-

biometric, cloud-computing and embedded-device

ment agenda, and this priority is not expected to shift.

forensics – was the first in the Asia-Pacific to receive

Any progress towards achieving offensive cyber ambi-

Interpol recognition.52

tions is therefore likely to remain slow.
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15. Vietnam

Vietnam has put in place a suite of strategies for cyber

of internal subversion probably draw resources away

security and the advancement of its national power

from technical cyber-skills training and towards ideo-

in cyberspace, including in the military domain.

logical work and the management of public opinion,

The governance structures for cyber policy operate

thereby reducing investment in both defensive and

through the ruling Communist Party of Vietnam’s

offensive cyber capabilities. While overall offensive

authoritarian political system. The government has

cyber capabilities are likely to be nascent or weak, the

implemented several policies that have contributed

covert government-linked group APT32 could prob-

to robust growth in the ICT sector and to significant

ably launch relatively sophisticated cyber attacks.

progress in the construction of e-government plat-

Vietnam is a third-tier cyber power but it has consider-

forms. However, many government agencies still

able digital ambition and potential. If it can strengthen

grapple with cyber-security issues because of a lack

its key cyber-security skills, support its ICT firms and

of funds and a huge shortage of cyber-security talent.

invest in advanced technology to protect its digital

The Communist Party’s concerns regarding the threat

infrastructure, it could realise that potential.

Strategy and doctrine
Vietnam’s laws and regulations surrounding cyber

information security; and to enhance the legal frame-

security were rather disparate until 2010, when it

work for information security, especially relating to

released its first national road map, ‘Approving

computer crime and encryption. Funding was pro-

the National Planning on Development of Digital

vided to train personnel in state agencies and bolster

Information Security’.1 The plan was more comprehen-

information security in the Ministry of Information and

sive and ambitious than those that most other countries

Communications (MIC), the Ministry of Public Security

had produced by that point. Its four overarching goals,

(MPS), the Government Cipher Committee and the

aimed at addressing technical and legal weaknesses in

Ministry of Industry. The road map also identified the

the country’s information security, were: to ensure the

need to encourage research and development (R&D).

security of network and information infrastructure; to

A Network Information Security Plan was launched

ensure the safety of data and applications; to train cyber-

in 2016, aiming to augment the 2010 road map by

security professionals and increase public awareness of

outlining further objectives for the period 2016–20.2

List of acronyms
AIS
ASEAN
CPV
ICT
MIC
MND

Authority of Information Security
Association of Southeast Asian Nations
Communist Party of Vietnam
information and communications technology
Ministry of Information and Communications
Ministry of National Defence

MPS
NCSC
NSCER
VNCERT
VNPT
VPA

Ministry of Public Security
National Cyber Security Monitoring Centre
National Steering Committee for Emergency Response
Vietnam Computer Emergency Response Team
Vietnam Posts and Telecommunications Group
Vietnamese People’s Army
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It emphasised R&D and governmental cooperation

The first official public document to convey

with Vietnamese information-security firms through

Vietnam’s perspective on applying cyber to the military

outsourcing, and set targets for the establishment of

domain was the National Defence Law, also introduced

home-grown brands of information-security products.

in 2018.8 It described ‘information warfare’ as ‘activi-

Vietnamese ICT associations were identified as key

ties and measures to disable the enemy’s information

players in promoting this initiative.3 The plan also

systems and secure Vietnam’s information systems’,

advocated the nationwide coordination of responses

which it included in the concept of ‘all-people national

to security incidents. It foreshadowed the development

defense’ (Article 2), and specifically mentioned both

of minimum security requirements for key national

cyber warfare and information warfare. The same year

systems (both critical infrastructure and more sensitive

saw a Politburo resolution announcing a new ‘Strategy

government communications). Individual companies

for the Homeland Protection in Cyberspace’,9 designed

would be obliged to take responsibility for security

to develop a whole-of-society response, though centred

by adhering to the relevant regulations, and to submit

on the armed forces, and to combine cyber defence with

to regular audits of this compliance. The plan also

counter-attack.10

promoted cyber-security drills for government- and

A defence white paper published in 2019 presented

private-sector entities, along with their participation in

cyberspace as the fifth operational domain – alongside

international forums.

land, air, sea and space – in which to defend Vietnam’s

For the Vietnamese government, cyber security is

national sovereignty.11

not just a technical question of protecting networks
but also involves controlling the political content car-

Governance, command and control

ried by those networks – as demonstrated, for example,

Security policy, including for cyberspace, is directed by

by the Law on Network Information Security passed

the Politburo of the Communist Party of Vietnam (CPV).

in November 2015.4 While this law focused primari-

The armed forces, through their Cyber Command, have

ly on technical and management aspects of preventing

a more central role in censorship and political surveil-

unauthorised access to ICT systems, it made clear that

lance than is the case in most countries, and therefore

censorship and monitoring of domestic political expres-

the Central Military Commission of the CPV, Vietnam’s

sion would be a high priority for the government. It also

highest decision-making body for national security, is

flagged the need to control international exchanges in

probably the main command and governance authority

cyberspace, defining as illegal any information-related

for cyberspace policy. Other departments close to the

activity that the government considered a threat to na-

party leadership, such as the Propaganda Department,

tional security, whether carried out by Vietnamese or

also play a role in dealing with the most sensitive secu-

foreign entities.

rity issues.

The Cyber Security Law passed in June 2018 was even

The cyber policies dictated by the CPV leadership are

more overtly political in its purpose, aiming to protect

implemented primarily by the MIC, the MPS and the

national security and ensure ‘social order and safety in

Ministry of National Defence (MND), with the MIC as

cyberspace’ (Article 1).5 It included extensive definitions

the coordinator for more technical aspects of cyber secu-

around content acceptability that were not part of the

rity as well as broad policies on content management.12

2015 law. For example, in Article 8, it described as ‘strictly

Within the MIC, the Vietnam Computer Emergency

prohibited’ any attempt to ‘oppose the State’ or to distort

Response Team (VNCERT)13 coordinates nationwide

history by ‘denying revolutionary achievements’. One

incident-response activities, collects and shares infor-

of the most controversial elements of the 2018 law was

mation on incidents and malware, directs cyber opera-

enforced data localisation6 for all domestic and foreign

tions, and undertakes the testing of the cyber defences

companies operating in Vietnam, a move seen by the for-

of public- and private-sector entities.14 The Authority of

eign companies as infringing on their business confiden-

Information Security (AIS) formulates laws and policies

tiality and intellectual-property rights.7

regarding information security, and implements technical
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measures to protect critical information infrastructure,15

Core cyber-intelligence capability

while the National Electronic Authentication Centre

Vietnam’s cyber-intelligence capabilities lie in the

secures electronic transactions through digital signatures

MPS, MND and MIC. Within the MPS, the General

and other authentication services.16

Department of Intelligence and the General Department

The MPS has two cyber-security departments –

of Security (GDS) collect domestic and foreign intel-

Cyber Security and High-tech Crime Prevention (A05),

ligence. Inside the GDS, the specialist unit A42 moni-

and Information Security and Communications (A87).

tors telephone calls, emails and the internet using

A05 is tasked with preventing cyber crime, including

systems procured from foreign vendors.23 Also within

online gambling and the spreading of false information,

the MPS, the Department for Cyber Security and High-

and cooperates with foreign investigation agencies on

tech Crime Prevention (AO5 – see previous section)

cases involving foreign cyber criminals. It also provides

has invested in modern technical equipment24 and has

advice on cyber-security laws and policies, and pro-

joined Microsoft’s Government Security Program to

motes high-tech solutions aimed at boosting the gov-

enhance its awareness of cyber threats.25

ernment’s capacity to counter cyber crime.17 A87 plays

Within the MND, the General Department of

an advisory role on matters of policy, on legal aspects of

Military Intelligence is responsible for domestic and

security in the fields of culture, information and com-

foreign intelligence. Cyber Command, although not an

munication, and on countering criticism of the CPV and

intelligence agency, is likely to possess cyber-intelligence

the leaking of state secrets.18

capabilities that would have evolved from the VPA’s

The MND directs two cyber-security departments –

proven signals-intelligence capacity during the Vietnam

Cyber Command and the Government Cryptographic

War. Also operating within the MND, the Government

Agency. Cyber Command, established in August 2017

Cryptographic Agency is a vital part of Vietnam’s

as an upgrade of the former Information Technology

cyber-intelligence capability, being responsible for

Department, reports to the Chief of the General Staff,

ensuring the cyber security of the country’s civilian

who in turn is subordinate to the defence minister

and military leaders.

(a Politburo member). Comprising the Command

In its role as coordinator for all government depart-

Headquarters, three brigades, testing centres and a data

ments concerned with cyber security, the MIC also

centre, its responsibilities include political work, techni-

possesses cyber-intelligence capabilities. Its National

cal and logistical issues, and professional cyber opera-

Cyber Security Monitoring Centre works alongside

tions.19 The Government Cryptographic Agency is in

the VNCERT and provincial Cyber Security Control

charge of securing the state’s encrypted networks and

Centres26 in monitoring Vietnamese cyberspace for

R&D of related technologies.20

potential threats.

The Vietnamese People’s Army (VPA) contains a

Vietnam’s cyber-intelligence capability is amplified

special cyber unit, Force 47, tasked with protecting the

to some degree by a group known to cyber-security

CPV against ‘false news’ and disseminating state prop-

companies as APT32.27 Though apparently a non-state

aganda. It has a task force whose personnel, numbering

entity, it is assessed to have informal links to the gov-

more than 10,000,21 have received training in ideological

ernment. Its cyber-espionage operations have been

discipline and information warfare.22 They often oper-

widely documented by US cyber-security companies

ate on social-media platforms, including Facebook and

and appear to have been quite proficient, with tar-

YouTube, aiming to pre-empt any spreading of hostile

gets including foreign companies, the Association of

information prior to major political events.

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and Chinese govern-

There is not enough information in the public

ment institutions (including those managing China’s

domain to allow a confident assessment of the effective-

response to COVID-19). Overall, however, Vietnam’s

ness of the governance and command arrangements

cyber-intelligence capability is likely to be weak, in part

for Vietnam’s cyber forces, beyond the observation that

because of the country’s shortage of skilled workers in

strict obedience to the chain of command is enforced.

the ICT domain.28
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Cyber empowerment and dependence

Vietnam has a reasonable degree of national own-

In 2019 the Politburo announced the target that

ership of its telecommunications networks, owning

Vietnam’s digital economy should contribute 20% of

about 75% of the equipment, and hopes to achieve 100%

GDP by 2025 and at least 30% by 2030,29 as compared

domestic production of that equipment by 2022.43 Viettel,

with 15% in 2018.30 This will only be achievable with sig-

a military-owned telecoms carrier, is part of a consortium

nificant policy reform and large-scale new investment.

developing a high-performance undersea cable, capable

The government has been pushing forward initiatives

of carrying more than 140 Tb/s of traffic, that will con-

such as the National Digital Transformation Programme,

nect China (Hong Kong and Guangdong), Japan, the

launched in 2020,31 and has prioritised e-government pro-

Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam as part of

jects.32 It also claims that the ICT sector has been growing

the Asia Direct Cable project, due to be completed by the
end of 2022.44 It has also successfully

at an impressive average annual
rate of 30% for a number of years
(the precise period is not stated).33
However, in almost all indicators
of ICT readiness, Vietnam ranks
behind Malaysia and far behind
Singapore, though just ahead of
Indonesia.34 In 2020 the country’s
internet penetration rate reached

Vietnam has
a reasonable
degree of national
ownership of its
telecommunications
networks

70%35 and its e-commerce market

tested 5G technology.45 Vietnam
Posts

and

Telecommunications

Group (VNPT) exports to more
than 30 countries.46
In terms of space-based connectivity, VNPT operates two communications satellites, VINASAT-1
and VINASAT-2.47 Vietnam also has
two Earth-observation satellites,

was the third biggest in Southeast Asia, just behind those

operated by the Vietnam National Space Centre (VNSC)

in Indonesia and Thailand.36 Though significant progress

and the Space Technology Institute of the Vietnam

has been made, there is still some way to go in terms of

Academy of Science and Technology. The space indus-

digital transformation. For example, cashless payments

try relies heavily on foreign assistance and investment

account for only a small proportion of total payments,

– for example, Japanese experts were involved in build-

and cash-on-delivery payment methods are preferred

ing one of the Earth-observation satellites, the VNSC’s

even for e-commerce transactions.37

MicroDragon, launched from Japan in 2019,48 and India

In the field of artificial intelligence (AI), Vietnam fared

has been collaborating with Vietnam’s National Remote

quite well in a ranking of the top 50 countries based on

Sensing Department in building a tracking and telemetry

their contributions to the two most prestigious AI con-

station that potentially has military uses.49

ferences in 2020: it was placed 27th, ahead of Malaysia
and Thailand but behind Singapore.38 The same study

Cyber security and resilience

compiled a ranking of the global top 100 companies in

Vietnam has been constructing an elaborate set of mech-

AI research in 2020: it was dominated by US and Chinese

anisms, policies and laws for national cyber security for

companies but Vietnam’s VinAI was also included, in

over a decade. The efforts have paid off to some degree

32nd place.39 Founded by a former employee of Google

but there is much progress still to be made. According

DeepMind, VinAI provides applied AI solutions and is

to Microsoft reporting in 2020, the country had the high-

also the first Vietnamese research laboratory to cover

est rate of ransomware attacks in the Asia-Pacific, it was

areas such as machine learning and deep learning.40

one of the three countries in the region most affected by

AI has already been applied in sectors such as health-

malware attacks50 and it ranked sixth in the world for

care, education, transport, agriculture and e-commerce,

unintentional downloads of malicious code.51

though overall it is still in the early stages of develop-

In response to the growing cyber threats, the

ment.41 The government announced a ten-year strategy

National Cyber Security Monitoring Centre52 (NCSC)

for AI R&D in January 2021, setting the goal of becoming

was established under the AIS in 2018. Its primary

one of the world’s top 50 countries in the field by 2030.42

focus is to support and supervise the cyber security of
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all public- and private-sector entities, to provide early

the NSCER is capable of coordinating effectively across

warnings against cyber attacks, and to share information

the public and private sectors. The MIC has stated that

with domestic and international agencies. In partnership

there are not enough trained personnel to create the nec-

with a coalition of information-security companies,

essary CERTs and that the emergency-response network

the NCSC has launched an information-sharing and

is ‘unconnected’ and ‘unprofessional’.61 Investments in

security-monitoring system that connects the ministries

research and training that were approved in 2014 have

of the central government with the country’s provincial

yet to be implemented;62 a 2019 study suggested that

administrations.53 In 2020, for example, it cooperated

almost half of government agencies lacked the funds

with the MIC and MPS in containing the VN84App

necessary to implement cyber security;63 and in 2020,

spyware that was targeting smartphone users.54

reporting on its campaign to upgrade cyber security,

In terms of overall national resilience, it is difficult

the government noted that 30% of ministries had not yet

to form a clear picture. The ‘Strategy for the Homeland

reached the target level.64 Vietnam ranked 50th out of 175

Protection in Cyberspace’55 and its implementation plan

countries in the 2018 Global Cybersecurity Index com-

would appear to be the main policy document setting

piled by the International Telecommunication Union.65

out the response plans for serious cyber incidents, but
the texts are not available. Vietnam responds to such

Global leadership in cyberspace affairs

incidents through the National Steering Committee for

Vietnam focuses its cyber diplomacy on ASEAN,

Emergency Response (NSCER),56 which the MIC assists

enthusiastically promoting cyber-security cooperation

by directing and coordinating emergency-response

between members and with the group’s external

efforts domestically or internationally.57 The VNCERT

partners. Under the ASEAN Plus Three framework,

is responsible for responding to lower-level cyber inci-

for example, Hanoi hosted a December 2020 meeting

dents but participates in the NSCER
along with cyber-related agencies
in the MIC, MPS and the MND. The
VNCERT also works with other,
smaller CERTs at the ministerial,

Vietnam still faces
significant cybersecurity challenges

provincial and local levels; with

with China, Japan and South Korea
on international collaboration in
cyber security and countering cyber
crime.66 Within ASEAN, Vietnam
works actively towards cooperation
on cyber norms67 and the creation of

enterprises engaged in telecommunications, internet

a formal cyber-security cooperation mechanism.68 The

services, data storage, banking and financial activities;

VNCERT hosted the June 2020 ASEAN–Japan Cyber

and with organisations that manage critical information

Exercise, which focused on methods for countering

infrastructure or industrial control systems.58 In 2019

fake websites.69

VNCERT conducted a nationwide cyber-security exercise with almost 300 participants.59

Vietnam

frequently

collaborates

with

foreign

governments and corporations to broaden its cyber-

The private sector has been playing an increasing

security capabilities. In 2019, for example, the

role in promoting information security, including by

NCSC signed a contract with Kaspersky to address

creating its own cyber-security industry – for example,

information-security challenges,70 and in 2020 the MPS

Viettel has created a subsidiary providing managed

collaborated with India,71 Brunei72 and Malaysia73 on

cyber-security services;60 VNPT conducts cyber-security

countering cyber crime. The country is part of the global

research and invests in relevant start-ups; and eight com-

Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams and

panies have come together to form the Vietnam Cyber

the Asia-Pacific Computer Emergency Response Team

Security Assessment and Audit Club, aiming to improve

(APCERT).74 It has privately expressed an interest in

the assessment and auditing of cyber-security services

close collaboration with the United States and Australia

nationwide.

in matters of cyber security, but there are diplomatic

Overall, however, Vietnam still faces significant

obstacles because of human-rights concerns regarding

cyber-security challenges. It remains to be seen whether

Vietnamese cyber-security law. Nevertheless, both the
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US and Australia undertake activities with Vietnam

and cyber weapons.75 Force 47 probably does not pos-

in less sensitive areas of cyberspace policy such as

sess the technical abilities for significant offensive cyber

international legal training and the development of

because its mission is primarily political, mainly involv-

smart cities.

ing the management of public opinion by countering
hostile viewpoints and creating propaganda.76 The covert

Offensive cyber capability

government-linked group APT32 is mainly engaged in

It is unlikely that Vietnam’s Cyber Command is well

industrial and other types of espionage rather than offen-

positioned to engage in offensive cyber operations

sive cyber, but it probably possesses some capabilities

against foreign adversaries, given its extensive domestic

that could be repurposed for an offensive effect. Overall,

political roles and responsibilities and, according to its

developing an offensive cyber capability does not appear,

chief of staff, its lack of appropriate facilities, equipment

so far, to have been a high priority for the CPV.
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Based on the country studies in the report, we can

political culture of each country is immediately visible

draw conclusions about the ways in which states have

as the primary determinant of governance arrange-

responded to the opportunities and threats presented

ments. Liberal democracies in advanced economies

by cyber capabilities. In addition to considering sepa-

such as France, Japan, the United Kingdom and the

rately each of the categories in our methodology, we

US tend to have more well-established arrangements

can also draw conclusions about the relative standing

for cyber governance compared with democracies in

of the 15 countries and the implications for the broader

the wealthier developing countries (India, Indonesia

global balance of power.

and Malaysia). In the latter group, governance arrangements have developed more slowly and unevenly, as

Foundations of cyber power

have security strategies for cyberspace. In more authori-

On published strategy and doctrine, the country studies

tarian countries such as China, Iran, North Korea and

reveal considerable variation in practice, especially on

Russia, the governance arrangements are more nar-

the balance between policies for cyber security on the

rowly focused and less transparent. Of those four coun-

one hand and policies for intelligence-related, politi-

tries, only China might be said to have an established

cal and military uses of cyber assets on the other. All

framework for a multi-stakeholder approach to cyber

countries maintain high levels of secrecy around the lat-

governance, although its political system favours the

ter three areas. All the countries studied in this report

Chinese Communist Party as the dominant stakeholder.

now have some published strategy, doctrine or policy

A core cyber-intelligence capability is the primary foun-

in at least one of the diverse aspects of cyber power.

dation of cyber power. Any country’s ability to take

The United States led the way by publishing cyber poli-

defensive or offensive action in cyberspace is funda-

cies from the mid-1990s onwards. It now has the most

mentally dependent on its understanding of the cyber

mature and comprehensive policy settings. While some

environment – its cyber situational awareness. This can

other states also produced discrete elements of strate-

be constructed by combining all available sources of

gic and doctrinal cyber thinking in the 1990s, it was not

information from across the private and public sectors.

until the late 2000s that the first wave of policies compa-

The most effective intelligence agencies must also have

rable in breadth and depth to those of the US were pro-

the capability to detect and attribute sophisticated state-

duced. This was followed by a second wave from 2015

based cyber attacks and to conduct sophisticated cyber

onwards. Each study reveals a unique blend of civilian

operations of their own. While many states around the

and military elements, reflecting the particular strategic

world have cyber capabilities focused on their own

circumstances and policy preoccupations of that coun-

internal security, and some have developed a regional

try. Given the rapidly evolving nature of cyber threats

intelligence footprint, only a few have sufficient reach to

and opportunities, none of the countries studied is com-

achieve the level of global cyber understanding essen-

fortable with its level of maturity on strategy.

tial for the most sophisticated operations. Those states

National differences also play out in the arrange-

are the Five Eyes intelligence allies (Australia, Canada,

ments for governance, command and control. Here, the

New Zealand, the UK and the US), which operate
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collectively; their two most cyber-capable partners,

industrial sector, but only a small number of states, all

Israel and France, whose indigenous capabilities are sig-

of them liberal democracies, are succeeding. Among the

nificantly amplified by those of their allies; and China

authoritarian states, though China is the most advanced

and Russia. In the case of every cyber-capable state, the

in terms of cyber-resilience policy, it faces substantial

intelligence agencies have tended to dominate the for-

challenges in that area. Overall, no country is satisfied

mulation of national strategy and policy, having a par-

with its level of cyber security and resilience.

ticularly strong influence over the military’s approach to

On global leadership in cyberspace affairs, most countries

offensive cyber. Overall, for all the countries studied in

are diplomatically active but fall into two broad blocs –

this report, the centrality of highly sensitive intelligence

those led by the US, and those led by China and Russia.

capabilities to cyber operations imposes severe restric-

The former bloc tends to argue for the application of

tions on the amount of publicly available information

existing international law to cyberspace and for the con-

regarding many aspects of cyber policy.

tinuation of current ‘internet freedoms’; the latter argues

In all the country studies, the analysis of cyber

for new international treaties that would give states

empowerment and dependence reveals tensions between

greater control over their sovereign cyberspace (‘cyber

the globalised character of the ICT sector and national

sovereignty’). The view of the US-led bloc has prevailed

ambitions for domestic industrial development. Israel

so far, but China is making significant efforts to influ-

and Malaysia provide interesting examples of small

ence the relevant diplomatic processes (one example is

countries taking ambitious steps to bridge this divide.

a Chinese official having secured the post of secretary-

In the case of the high-tech industries that underpin

general of the International Telecommunication Union).

cyberspace, US geopolitical influence is heightened by

China has also realised the extent to which US predomi-

the fact that it is home to so many of the dominant com-

nance in global cyberspace affairs is underpinned by US

panies and that most of the other leading companies are

technological supremacy. It is therefore contesting that

from countries that are US allies. The only state contest-

supremacy, for example through the Digital Silk Road

ing this situation is China, whose share of the global

component of its Belt and Road Initiative and, in the

ICT market is growing significantly. All states are grap-

field of mobile telecommunications, through companies

pling with the risks arising from the presence of foreign

such as Huawei. The states that are particularly vocal

equipment in their national networks, with indications

diplomatically, whichever bloc they align with, are

that a protectionist, risk-averse approach may be unre-

those that have relatively poor cyber security but face

alistic and potentially self-defeating. The challenges are

cyber threats that are growing exponentially – India is

exacerbated by increasing competition between states

a prime example. The concept of cyber sovereignty can

in emerging breakthrough technologies such as quan-

appear attractive to them, which means the US cannot

tum computing and artificial intelligence (AI).

take for granted its pre-eminence in international cyber

On cyber security and resilience, the most cyber-capable

diplomacy.

states are developing whole-of-society responses that

When it comes to offensive cyber capability, there are

involve close partnership between the private and public

a wide variety of doctrinal approaches and differ-

sectors and academia, and between the military and

ing degrees of constraint. The US and its closest allies

civil sectors, along with efforts aimed at raising public

have the most technically sophisticated tools, capable

awareness and expanding the skilled workforce. There

of delivering controlled, surgical effect against criti-

is considerable variation in the range and effectiveness of

cal networks, including as part of high-intensity war-

measures from country to country, with some attempting

fare – but their use of those tools is highly constrained.

top-down approaches directed by the government

Russia and China, on the other hand, have greater

while others pursue more federated approaches with

experience of achieving strategic effect through more

diverse nodes of initiative and authority. All states seem

extensive use of less technically sophisticated capabili-

to recognise the importance of nurturing their cyber-

ties, delivering cyber-enabled operations for influence,

security companies so that they come to form an effective

and subversion operations, in the ‘grey zone’ below
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the threshold of armed attack. A similar approach has

the shock to the US and its allies, after 2011, of the new

enabled Iran to punch above its cyber weight. The US

revelations regarding the extent and effects of com-

doctrinal shift in 2018 under its ‘defend forward’ initia-

mercial espionage by China; the impact on Russia and

tive is in part designed to redress the balance on such

China of the revelation of Five Eyes capabilities in the

lower-threshold operations by countering them directly

Edward Snowden leaks in 2013; and the attempted

on its adversaries’ networks. Overall, states have yet to

interference by Russia in electoral processes in the US

establish a common understanding of what constitutes

and some European countries in 2016. The cycle of

an irresponsible use of an offensive cyber capability. For

shock and response, including the diplomatic ructions

this to be achieved, states will need to talk more openly

that go with it, appears to speed up with each passing

about those capabilities.

year. For most countries, we can trace the origins of

It is difficult to judge the impact of moves by states to

major cyber-policy changes to such shocks. However,

increase the resourcing of their cyber strategies, partly

given that no state has yet suffered a cyber catastrophe

because measuring human and financial resources is in

resulting in significant destruction and loss of life, the

most cases not straightforward. Nevertheless, it is clear

average rate of progress in reforming cyber policy is

that the investments made by the US, China and Russia,

no faster than for major reforms in any other area – it

in terms of both personnel and money, outstrip those

is a process that can take up to a decade to produce

of the other cyber-capable states. Some of those other

meaningful change, and one that can never be said to

states compensate through close alliances, especially

be complete. A significant impediment for each state

with the US. The most mature, sophisticated and effec-

is the size of its skilled cyber workforce, with per-

tive alliance is the Five Eyes. The authoritarian states

haps only Israel having adopted a sufficiently radical

have nothing remotely equivalent.

approach to upskilling its citizens (notably through

No state has progressed far enough on military

its use of military conscription). A lesson from the

transformation to allow its armed forces to claim well-

COVID-19 pandemic that can perhaps be applied to

integrated and broadly dispersed cyber capabilities

cyber resilience is that states cannot afford to wait for a

covering the continuum of defence and offence. But

catastrophe to trigger the required rate of investment.

based on publicly available information, the US moved
earliest and has gone furthest on key fronts such as

Relative standing

doctrinal, training and force-structure reform. No other

Given the secrecy that surrounds much of the relevant

state, except perhaps Israel, has succeeded in dispersing

information, a ranking of the 15 countries in terms of

cyber capabilities through its broader force structure to

cyber capability, based on the categories in the meth-

anything like the same extent. While close integration

odology, cannot be definitive. Nevertheless, it is possi-

between the cyber capabilities of the armed forces and

ble to identify a hierarchy and to place each country in

key intelligence agencies seems to be central to military

one of the three broad tiers described in the introduc-

transformation, there are indications that it can lead to

tion to this report, with the first tier for countries with

issues with command and control. This is illustrated by

world-leading strengths across all the categories; the

the ongoing argument in the US as to whether the head

second tier for those with world-leading strengths in

of US Cyber Command should remain dual-hatted as

some of the categories; and the third tier for those with

head of the National Security Agency.

strengths or potential strengths in some of the catego-

After the US made the first moves to develop and

ries but significant weaknesses in others. There are also

acknowledge the role of cyber capabilities in national

cyber weaknesses among the states in Tier Two, and

power in the 1990s, the significant leaps forward in this

even in Tier One, but they are minor when compared

area have normally been in response to strategic shock.

with the significant weaknesses that consign states to

Examples include Iran’s reaction to the revelation in

Tier Three.

2010 of the US–Israeli Stuxnet attack aimed at imped-

Only the US is strong enough across all the catego-

ing its capacity to produce highly enriched uranium;

ries to be placed in the top tier. In the second tier we can
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put Australia, Canada, China, France, Israel, Russia and

Balance-of-power considerations

the UK. In the third tier we can put the remaining seven

There is a broad consensus in international relations,

countries: India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Malaysia, North

among both states and political elites, that gains in cyber

Korea and Vietnam. Any attempt at a more granular rank-

power, and the application of that power in grey-zone

ing within the second and third tiers would depend on

operations, have the potential to upset the broader balance

the weighting given to each category. For example, in the

of power between the US and its allies on the one hand, and

second tier, if a combination of world-class cyber secu-

China and Russia on the other. Beyond that broad consen-

rity, world-class cyber intelligence, sophisticated offen-

sus, there is not much agreement on how this technological

sive cyber capability and powerful cyber alliances were

competition can be assessed or measured in power terms,

deemed key, Israel and the UK would probably be top.

a situation compounded by the frequent emergence of

Alternatively, if the decisive factors were the amount of

new technologies (such as nano chips, carbon-based chips,

resources – both human and financial – devoted to cyber,

cloud architectures, quantum computing, AI, autonomous

unrestrained operational boldness and day-to-day expe-

weapons systems and military robots).

rience of running cyber-enabled information operations,

Leading states agree that cyber capability underpins

China and Russia would probably be the leading second-

military power and can radically affect decision-making

tier states. In the third tier, if core strength in cyber secu-

and the control of most military systems and force for-

rity were the most important criterion, Malaysia would

mations. This report confirms that the traditional notion

be top; but if operational boldness and experience were

of balance of power based on geopolitical arrangements

key, Iran would lead.

is being superseded by the idea of an informational bal-

However, it could be argued that strength in the core

ance of power. The US and China both pursue doctrines

industries that underpin the future development of

of information dominance, which includes attempting

cyberspace is the decisive category, given how impor-

to dominate the global production of information tech-

tant those industries are to a country’s cyber resil-

nology. The US believes it still has the edge, and indeed

ience. If so, with its current trajectory, and providing it

China concedes that is the case. Moreover, the old geo-

addresses its weaknesses in cyber security, China would

political realities remain in play, especially given the

be best placed to join the US in the first tier. And Japan,

United States’ international alliances (through NATO,

in the long term, would be best placed to rise from the

and with Australia, Israel, the Gulf Arab states, Japan

third tier to the second.

and South Korea). These alliances retain their geo-

The report makes a clear judgement about the relative
national cyber power of the US and China at present,

graphical importance but now carry a new overlay of
cyber partnership.

seeing the former as clearly superior. China may well

This report takes the view that US digital-industrial

join the US in the top tier in the future – but for that to

superiority, including through alliance relations, is

happen, it would need to do at least two things. Firstly,

likely to endure for at least the next ten years. There

it would need to create a cyber-industrial complex on

are two strands to this judgement. The first is that in

the same scale as that of the US and with many of the

advanced cyber technologies and their exploitation for

same characteristics. This would require a much more

economic and military power, the US is still ahead of

productive relationship between university research,

China. The second is that since 2018, the US and several

industry and government. Secondly, China would need

of its leading allies have agreed to restrict, with differ-

to radically improve educational outcomes in cyber-rel-

ing degrees of severity, China’s access to some Western

evant fields, including basic cyber security. Once these

technologies. By doing so, they have endorsed a partial

domestic foundations of cyber-power equivalence were

decoupling of the West and China that could potentially

in place, China would then face a diplomatic challenge.

impede the latter’s ability to develop its own advanced

To be able to wield its cyber power for global effect, it

technology. How robustly the US continues this strat-

would have to begin to demonstrate an ability to work

egy, and how China responds, will dictate the future

in alliance with other cyber-capable states.

balance of cyber power.
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 Four members of the Five Eyes intelligence alliance – the United States, the
United Kingdom, Canada and Australia
 Three cyber-capable allies of the Five Eyes states – France, Israel and Japan
 Four countries viewed by the Five Eyes and their allies as cyber threats – China,
Russia, Iran and North Korea
 Four states at earlier stages in their cyber-power development – India,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam
The methodology is broad and principally qualitative, assessing each state’s
capabilities in seven different categories. The cyber ecosystem of each state
is analysed, including how it intersects with international security, economic
competition and military affairs.
On that basis the 15 states are divided into three tiers: Tier One is for states with
world-leading strengths across all the categories in the methodology, Tier Two is for
those with world-leading strengths in some of the categories, and Tier Three is for
those with strengths or potential strengths in some of the categories but significant
weaknesses in others.
The conclusion is that only one state currently merits inclusion in Tier One.
Seven are placed in Tier Two, and seven in Tier Three.
This report is the first product of a cyber-power project undertaken by the
International Institute for Strategic Studies. Assessments of the cyber capabilities of
many other states will be published in the coming years.
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